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L The Regional Laboratory
40 for Educational ImpPment of the Northeast & Islands

Fall 1989

Dear Small School Leader:

We are pleased to send you Effective Staff Development In Rural
and Small Schools, the Small Schools Network Information Exchange
Packet Number 8. It is the first of two packets to be developed
for Small Schools Network member districts during the 1989-90
school year. As always, the topic was determined by Small
Schools Network members in response to our annual evaluation
survey.

This packet is divided into four sections. Section 1 presents a
general overview of current research on staff development;
Section 2 focuses on successful staff development practices at
the district and school levels. Section 3 explores collabora-
tions and partnerships for staff development, and Section 4
contains additional resources and a bibliography that you may
find useful.

We have enclosed an evaluation card so you can let us know how
useful you have found this information. If you wish further
information about any of the articles, topics or organizations
covered in this packet or if you have knowledge of successful
staff development programs that you wish to share with other
Smell Schools Network members, please feel free to contact us at
the Small Schools Network, 83 Boston Post Road, Sudbury, MA
01776, (508) 443-7991.

We urge you to share the conl7ents of this packet. Please feel
free to make photocopies for your individual schools, or you may
order additional copies at a cost of $15.00, plus $2.50 postage
and handling. Please set'. orders directly to the publications
department of The Regional Laboratory at 290 South Main Street.
Andover, MA 01810, and cite order number 9066-09.

Thank you for your suggestions for this packet.

Sincerely,

John R. Sullivan, Jr., Ed.D.
Program Director
Small Schools Network

d4c ye,sad4,
Carolyn J. Burke
Associate Program Director
Small Schools Network
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Reprinted with permission from: Journal of Staff Development.

OTHER TOPICS

Characteristics of Effective
Staff Development Programs

he effectiveness of staff develop-
ment in facilitating the continuing
professional and personal growth

in school personnel has been disputed
( Howey & Vaugnn. 1983. McLaughlin &
Berman. 1977: Wood & Thompson. 1980'.
While there is support for the effectiveness
of staff development raining that enables
change and improvement in teaching be-
haviors (Colaciarci & Gage, 1984: Cooper
& Jones. 1984: Sparks. 1985). skepticism
still exists (Daresh. 1987: Kornek.
Schmid. & McAdams, 1985; Wade. 1985).

What the Literature Says
Among the commonly cited reasons for

staff development's ineffectiveness are
lack of sincere commitment and participa-
ion by bo:h teachers and administrators,

insensitivity of planners to the individual
needs of schools and staff members, and
the inability to link program content to
actual school situations. Concern for the
efficacy of staff development activities has
!ed to an increased interest in crfcct, vz.
staff development practices. Recommen-
dations from the literature can be grouped
into four general categories: (a) planning
and management concerns. (b) program
content. (c) training components and (d)
method of delivery of the recommended
actiVICIeS.

Planning and Management Concerns
While there are. of course. many factors

involved in the planning and management

Planners and deliverers of staff
development should make use of
the information base in this
area so that programs will be
productive and credible.

STEPHANIE HINSON
MICHAEL S. CALDWELL
MARY LANDRUM

Stephanie Hinson is Project ,4dministrator in
Education. University of Delaware. 103 Hall
Building. ,Vewark. Delaware 19711 Michael S.
Caldwell is Director. Bureau of fr. 'ucational
Research. Department of Education udies.
and Mary Landrum is a graduate ;Mat 7 in
causational psvcnoiogy: both at the University
of Virginia. 275 Ruffner Had .05 Emmet
Street Charlouesvide. Virginia 22903

function, the literature tends to focus on ( a,
when and how often. (b) where. (c) scarf
participation, and (d) staff incentives.

When and how often. Staff develop-
ment should be provided in an ongoing,
coherent manner extending, at least.
through a full sctiool year. Not cur-
pnsingly, "one-shot" activities are viewed
as relatively ineffective. Services shoPid
reflect the needs of the participants over
time and provide for continuous growth
and learning (Collins. 1981: Daresh. 1987:
Firth. 1977; Korinek. Schmid. &
McAdams. 1985: Mayfield & Krajewski.
1978: Miller. 1977: Mohlman. Kierstead.
& Gundlach. 1982: Oliver. 1980).

Wood. McQuarrie. and Thompson
(1982) suggested that all personnel need
staff thvelopment throughout their careers
but that it takes time. Sparks (1983) recom-
mended presenting training in "small
chunks" over time and Little (1981) viewed
"continuous improvement" as a pre-
scribed norm for all inservice programs. In
ether words. staff development must be
viewed as an incremental process requiring
reinforcement through continuing foilow-
4 and feedback (Howey & Vaughn. 1983).

Where. Scarf development should le
placed as close to the actual site of teach' le
as possible: that is. activities should be
held at the school of the participants wnen-
ever appropriate (Collins. 1981: Korinek.
Schmid. & McAdams. 1985. Swenson.
1981: Wood. McQuarrie. & Thompson.

4$ Journal of Staff Development 8 Spring 1989. Vol. 10. 'so. 2



1982. '.vu. 19871. Moving the planning and
t note:nem:Awn of staff development to k he
building level has been effective in encour-
aging awareness and participation in all
teacners and administrators at the local
scnooi (Wood. Thompson. & Russell.
19811.

Participation. Oliver (19801 found that
participation in decision making may
serve to motivate staff members. Such
participation has included decisions about
goals. objectives. content, and organiza-
tion 'Collins. 1981: Firth. 1977; Little.
1981: Mayfield & Krajewski. 1978: Miller.
1977. Oliver. 1980: Trohanis & Jackson.
1980: Wood. McQuarrie. & Thompson.
1982: Wood. Thompson. & Russell. 19811.

Responsibility and accountability for
planning should be shared by all partici-
pating and interested parties classroom
teachers. principals. and central office ad-
ministrators. Wood. Thompson. and
Russell (1981) even advocate parent in-
volvement to promote understanding and
support for program changes. Some writ-
ers. 'nowt.ver. suggest that shared under-
standing is more important than direct
teticner involvement in the organization of
staff development t Showers. Joyce, &
Bennett. 1987: Wade. 1985).

Incentives. Participation in staff devel-
opment activities should be perceived by
teachers as non-threatening and non-
judgmental. perhaps even informal and
relaxing (Firth. 1977; Garrnston. 1987: Lit-
tle. 1981: Showers. 1985; Trohanis & Jack-
son, 198(:): Wood. McQuarrie. &
Thompson. 1982: Wood & Thompson.
1980: Wood. Thompson. & Russell. 1981).
Salary increases. advanced academic de-
grees. stipends. or other extrinsic means of
reward have not always proven to be effec-
tive incentives.

Opportunities for leadership assign-
ments. released time. and the personal
satisfaction gained from actual instruc-
tional improvement have often been more
successful motivators (Firth. 1977; Ko-
rine lc Schmid. & McAdams. 1985:
McLaughlin & Berman. 1977: Swenson.
1981: Wood. Thompson. & Russell, 1981).
Providing released time indicates to party-.
'pants that the school district is serious
about professional development
'McLaughlin & Berman. 1977).
Program Content

The staff development literature ad-

Staff development should
be provided in an
ongoing, coherent manner
extending, at least,
through a full school year.

Responsibility and
accountability for
planning should be shared
by all participating and
interested parties
classroom teachers,
principals, and central
office administrators.

9

dresses several is.aues related to the content
of staff development activities. The most
prominent of these involve the researcn
base in teaching and job relatedness.

Research base in teaching. There is
increasing interest in providing teachers
with information about the growing body
of knowledge on teaching effectiveness
(Smith. 19801 This research base has been
suggested as one source for first-year
teachers to learn about classroom effec-
tiveness (Fitzpatrick. 1982: Sparks. 19851
Joyce & Showers (1982) and Showers
(1984) found that providing a presentation
of the :heoretical base which underzirds a
recommended teaching strategy facilitates
conceptual understanding, skill develop-
ment, and subsequent transfer when used
with other training components.

Job relatedness. Several writers sug-
gested that staff development activities
should prepare participants to apply infor-
mation from research and "best practice"
in their jobs (Leggett & Hoyle. 1987:
Wood. Thompson. & Russell. 1981: Wu.
1987). Transfer to the work setting should
be the objective of staff development activ-
ities. and the test of training is the ability of
the teacher to exhibit the newly-acquired
skill in the classroom (Gleissman. 1981:
Joyce & Showers. 1982).

Effective programs include !earnings
that are closely related to the classroom.
participants must view the skills they are
caught as beiag realistic. important. rele-
vant and practical to their specific job-
related needs. The learning tasks should be
structured to effect visible change and im-
provement in job performance (Firth.
1977: Howey & Vaughn. 1983: Little. 1981:
McLaughlin & Berman. 1977: Miller.
1977; Oliver. 1980: Sparks. 1985: Swen-
son. 1981: Wood & Thompson. 1980:
Wood. Thompson. & Russell. 1981).

The individual needs and differences of
the teachers and schools should dictate
what is to be learned and how it is to be
learned (Collins. 1981: Cook. 1985:

' Garmston. 1987; Grant & Zeichner. 1981:
McLaughlin & Berman. 1977: Miller.
1977: Wood & Thompson. 1980: Wood.
Thompson. & Russell. 1981: Wu. 1987).
Training Components

Effective training programs include sev-
eral design components that con be dis-
cussed in two categories. activity
orientation and support mechanisms.

Spring 1989, Vol. U. No. 2 Journal of Staff Development 49



Activity orientation. Staff develop-
ment should be activity-oriented. provid-
ing hands-on experiences aimed at specific
teaching skills (Daresh, 1987. Little. 1981.
McLaughlin & Berman. 1977: Miller.
1977: Wood & Thompson. 1980: Wood.
Thompson. & Russell. 1981. Wu. 1987).
Examples o; activity-oriented components
which are highlighted in the literature are
peel discussion. peer observation, support
personnel. and role playing.

Peer observation has been successfully
employed u' non-threatening, learner-
centered situations (Little. 1981: Mohl-
man, Kierstead. & Gundlach. 1982:
Sparks. 1986). Both peer observation and
peer discussion use small groups. In sever-
al studies. program participants worked in
groups of four to eight members to encour-
age collaboration and reciprocal learning
(McLaughlin & Berman. 1977: Mohlman.
Kierstead. & Gundlach. 1982: Wood &
Thompson. 1910'

Several authors advocate the use of
demonstration. practice. and feedback.
Demonstration enhanced achievement of
mastery while supervised practice and
consistent. regular feedback aided in the
development of instructional competence
(Garmston. 1987. Howey & Vaughn. 1983:
Joyce & Clift. 1984: Joyce & Showers.
1980: Wade. 1985: Wood & Thompson.
1980: Wood. Thompson. & Russell. 1981).
While these components may be .oplied
separately, the greatest impact was found
when they were used in combination (Joy-
ce & Clift. 1984. Joyce & Showers. 1980:
Leggett & Hoyle. 1987: Showers. Joyce. &
Bennett. 1987. Wade. 1985).

Joyce and Showers (1980. b82. 1987)
and Showers. Joyce. and Bennett (1987)
described the use of coaching to comple-
ment a demonstration/practice/feedback
format. After a presentation of the theo-
retical basis of a targeted teaching skill and
a demonstration by experts. teachers dis-
cussed the presentation gold demonstration
and how they might apply it. Pairs of
teachers then observed one another in
classroom applications. orovided feed-
back, and then exchanged toles.

Support mechanisms. To effect
change. schools should provide appropri-
ate support to counteract the isolation and
programmatic fragmentation that often ex-
ists iciarmston. 1987. Howey & Vaughn.
1983). School improvement can be

Effective staff
development activities are
tied to long-range
organizational or
individual teacher goals
and are ongoing and
incremental in nature,

11)

achieved when the sense of shared profes-
sional involvement occurs in four types of
interaction: (a) peer problem solving and
discussion about teaching. (b) peer obser-
vation and feedback. (c) joint planning.
and (d) role exchange

Mayfield and Krajewski (1978) recom-
mended the formation of a support team to
offer help to teachers beginning teach-
ers in particular. Such teams might include
a veteran colleague. a school principal, a
state department specialist, and a clinician
from a local university (McQuarrte.
Wood. & Thompson. 1984). Mentors who
are veteran teachers and/or other interested
school personnel have been used to boost
morale as well as to assist teachers individ-
ually or in small or large groups in the
transfer of training. analysis of lesson con-
tent and teaching strategy. and planning
(Fitzpatrick. 1982: Joyce & Showers.
1980. 1982: Little. 1981: Mayfield & Kra-
jewski. 1978. Swenson. 1981: Wood. Mc-
Quarrie. & Thompson. 1982).

Staff Development Guidelines
While the evidence is certainly not all in

regarding staff development programs and
practices. there is sufficient agreement in
the literature to suggest seven guidelines in
the planning and implementation of staff
development activities.

I. Involve participants in planning.
Effective staff development activities are
tied to long-range organizational or indi-
vidual teacher goals and are ongoing and
incremental in nature. Therefore. planning
should address organizational issues such
as when, how often. and where staff devel-
ooment should occur. as well as decis:ons
about staff development content. It seems
clear that the "one shot hit and run"
approach to staff development is not only
ineffective but also produces negative atti-
tudes about the utility of staff development
activities in general. Staff development
participants need to be able to place a given
activity in a larger context that is directly
relevant to their experiences.

There are at least two major aspects of
staff development planning in which par-
ticipants should be involved. First, they
should have a voice in decisions about the
content and focus of the activities. i.e.. the
problems or teaching skills that are to be
addressed. Second. participants should be
involved in decisions about the program's

511 Journal of Staff Development Spring 1989. Vol. 10. Nu. 2



mode or memou or delivery
2. Plan for transfer of training. The

literature suggests two ways to increase :ne
Prcoapiiity mat he participant will use
wnat is ;earned in staff develooment activ-
flues. First. :ne staff development should
atternot to increase the theory or 1 :owl-
euge base of oarticipants. An individual
wno understands .yny is mucn more likely
to oe aoie to LT...river a given skill or piece

or knowledge to settings otner than the one
in ..Yrucn the bloil or l:nowledge was ac-
ouirea. Second. scarf develooment must be
2oo related. To the degree that knowietrae
and SKIlls are directly associated with what
:ne teacner or administrator is currently
=rig on the job. :ne iike.thood is increas-
ed mat the knowledge and skills will be
used.

3. Promote positive participant atti-
tudes. Whiie attention to the planning stag-
iestions mentioned earlier will assist in the
ueveiooment of positive teacner attitudes
toward staff develooment activities. mere
.tre several additional ways to deve:oo ap-
pruoriate attitudes. First. provide incen-
tives tor participants. Provide reieased
ame for teacners to engage in staff devel-
ooment and encourage administrator par-
actuation in staff develooment sessions.
This wilt serve to convince teacners that
effort soent in staff development is valued
by the district and school leadersrup.

In addition. make it clear to participants
that staff development activities are in-
tended to be supportive and nonjudgmen-
tal. One way to get this point across is to
stress that the problems to be addressed are

school or district problems. not the teach-
er s proolems.

z. Provide support mechanisms. The
concepr of nonjudgmental support is con-
sistently advocated in the staff deveiop-
ment literature. This support may take
many forms (e.g.. peer teacher *buddy
systems.- mentors. small group support
and assistance. and instruction:1i super-
ASOrS!.

5. Develop activity-oriented compo-
nents. Emphasize nands-on activities for
participants. The most commonly SUF-
lested series of activities in the literature
involves demonstration. practice. and
feedback. In tits series. the participants
observe a demonstration or a colleague
teacrung. have an ooportunity to try me
skill in Question. and are then provided

Make it clear to
participants that staff
development activities are
intended to be supportive
and nonjudgmental. One
way to get this point
across is to stress that the
problems to be addressed
are school or district
problems, not the
teacher's problems.

11

van i crit:Que or he practice sess.on
Tiles' arran;.,ern,:nts provide participants
wim ooportunines to learn. born as me
ooserver:proviuer of feedback and as :

practitioner/receiver of feedback.

6. Focus initially on results. Focus ini-
tially on results that are tangiale to partici-
pants. Many scarf develooment activities
begin ay tryir, to cnalige teacner attitudes
before cnanging men' benavior. A numoer
of exoerts. however, argue that cnanges in
attitude come after teacners see mat a new
practice successtully improves student
learning (Giskey. 1985: Showers. Joyce. .i
Bennett. 1987. Soarks. 1985).

In audition. in many cases. a is neces-
sary to heio teacners acquire a heigntened

sense of seif-erficacy early in staff devel-
omen, activities. Self-concept has been
round to be a very strong influence on me
abilio; for teachers to implement new
teacning snails (Showers. Joyce. & Ben-
nett. 1987). Teacners with high self-esteem

usually benefit more trom training man
less confident colleae.ats. The deveioo-
merit of hign self- esteem can be promoted

by ensunne early success iri training ay
startup.: %vim less difficult tasks. thereay
increasing the probaoility of succ
(Sparks. 1983).

7. Provide for specificity and con-
creteness. There is strong agreement in
the literature that the content of staff devei-

ooment activities snould possess a hign
degree of specificity and concreteness. For

example. activities should not deal wan the
general area of. say. instructional proolern
solving but rattier with the solution to a
particular instructional rtoolern. In addi-
tion. examples of hr.,/ to do something
should be develope d to the point tnat a
teacner can. with a minimum of alteration.
use me approach in his or her own class-
room. Obviously. this will also produce
better (ranger of training.
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FUTURE NSDC
CONFERENCES

The dates shown here include

the preconference sessions
and the conference Itself.

1989

Nov. 27 -Dec. 1

Anaheim

1990

Dec. 1-5

Toronto

1991

Dec. 11-15

St. Louis

1992

Dec. 5-9

Washington

Details abbot the call for pro-

posals. registration, hotels.
the conference program. and

related information for each
conference will be in The De-
veloper.
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Chapter 3

Ideas That Work
SIMI-development is a systemmol a single idea one insi t u e

program. Stall tievelopment is ongoing and tic( ills al man) dil
lernt levels. The following arc elle( live examples building
blocks that can he used lo build a «mil), eliensive plop ant of
staff tievelment.

Individualized Staff Development Programs
logions ale ideal for snll/st hold ills

tricis 'Hwy capitalize on the stall menthe's' sell (Ult.( ltd gak
thii.crealivity atidition, lilt.). I lave the ad% :tillage of tieing
inexpensive.

Teachers Wrile 'their Own 11:1) (individualized I:duration Plait)
In School Adminisit alive Disii if" No 5.1, Skowhegan.

the staff development committee 'amides a witIC 01

activities lo address identified distrif t neetis One that has been
vet y successful according to 0..t. (Usti iel, is having the Ica( het
Avritc his/hr own individualizd sialT development plan mot
like handicapped students «.ive in special education Diu ing
Ilic stimilicr, Ilc superiniciult lit ;Ind the baid (let clop the
dist' ices goals and objectives fin the sc hol yea' l'i int dial~ anti
the special education ditecloi then incolpot alt. those dil et lions
into their objectives foi the coming year.

'Jsing these objectives as a basis, indit...1 teat h's ma)
develop their own 11:1's Teat plaits usually go beyond the
distil( I anti building level objet lives to then own goals Iui
personal and pilssinal imlovrinni A Ira( lieu's 111' might
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include such items as visitations, piloting experimental pro-
grams, developing new materials for special students, attendance
at workshops, and writing or reading articles or books. Other
options include working with other teachers on curriculum
improvement, developing ir inrmation exchanges, taking courses,
working on schoolwide or flistrictwide projects, being a mentor
for a less-experienced teacher, serving On district or school level
committees or developing models or programs which can he
shared with other schools or nearby districts. Programs which
have been developed and shared include assertive discipline,
handicapped awareness, the teacher and school law, improving
communication], and substance abuse.

Madonna College, Offers "Improve Your School Program
and Earn Credits"

Madonna College, Michigan,tigan, has attempted to reach out to no al
teachers through this innovative program. Applicants cclect their
own course title, formulate objectives and propose at. outline to
1w approved by college faculty 'Ilw course can include committee
work, individualized programs and on-the-job research or :Kin ity.
Consultation with experts is available either through telephone
conferences or on-site visitations from college stall

School Union No. 98's Answer
School Union No 98 is located on Mount Desert Island, Maine

For years, teachers had been traveling over a difficult and at
times dangerous 60-mile stretch of road to attend courses at the
University of Maine to receive their state mandated recc-tifi-
cation credits. The state education department offered to St1
No 98 the option of piloting an experimental program through
which teachers and administrators could develop guidelines fur
recertifying their teachers locally through a locally designed and
approved plan. A committee of 13 teachers, administrators and
community representatives worked for one year on a staff de-
velopment plan which was approved by the local school board,
the faculty and the state.

Teachers and administrators still must earn recertification
credits, but the plan is locally devised and accepted Options
for professional improvement and recertification credit might
include attendance at workshops and conferences, work on study
committees, development of improved teaching methods and
materials, authorship of programs, purposeful travel, research
and experimentation, participation] on accreditation teams, par-
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ticipation in experimental programs and traditional um ersity
work Needs assessments are conducted regularly. Teaelicts and
administrators present their plan, project or course to tl let led
teachers and community members who serve as the lo, d stall
development committee The committee is empowered I)) the
state to approve re-certification locally

Programs from State Departments
State education departments (SI:As ) can provide leadership

and resources to help rural /small distric is develop quality mall
development programs he following are examples of the SFAs
at 1 ,ork.

Vermont's RAP (Resource Agent Program) Workshops
These workshops illustrate an innovative approach to state

department service in a rural state. A catalog of 30 workshops
is available to local Vermont districts Resource agents, selected
Rona the ranks of highly skilled practitioners, serve as workshop
leaders. One or more teachers may select a desired workshop
and arrange topics, times and locations directly with the i c-
source agents. The workshop's activities expose teachers to new
techniques in various subjects. The workshops stress active par-
ticipant involvement through practice, simulation exercises,
construction of learning games and the development of hist' ue-
tional objectives

Maryland Professional Development Academy
Sponsored by the Maryland State Department of Education,

the academy provides principals a live-in institute aimed .11 an-
swering their most pressing needs and thereby improving in-
struction. '1'lle academy offers a wide range of activities, includ-
ing a pre-institute planning ,vorkkhop, a vek-long live in institute
and two overnight hillow-up conlerencs held three and six
months after the institute Usti! I'artic pants agree to design and
implement a building level action plan as a part of the inst lime
the academy offers programs in assessing tea( her elle( tiveness
and implementing special educational programs

Maine Comprehensive System of Personnel Development
tinder the leadership of Margaret Arbuckle of the Maine De-

partment of Educational and Cultural Services, Maine's Com-
prehensive System of Personnel Development Iiicuses not on
the topics of staff development, hat on the process i;sell Rather
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than impose a state-created plan, the emphasis of the Maine SEA
is to assist school districts to devise local stall development
systems. To start, several districts were identified that wanted
to he part of a system of staff development. Six to eight persons
from each district trained for approximately eight days, returned
to their districts and helped to develop a local plan for staff
development The state department provided the coordination,
training and identification of resources districts could Ilse to
promote their work "back home."

Olsen a new approach to scheduling is requited to ciniduct
effective staff development '1 his kind of flexibility is more easily
arranged in a small school setting.

Extended Year Program
From a larger suburban school district comes th;s idea that

could work very well in small/rum' locations Community Con-
solidated School District No. 116 in Finley Park, Illinois gives
one-fourth of the district teachers and all of Ow district admin-
istrators Iron) I5 to 18 consecutive days of inservice training
immediately following the dose of sc hoot each summer Teach-
ers are paid a daily training stipend which is equivalent to each
participant's regular daily teaching salary. The hoard of educa-
tion allocates more than 1 percent of di. ;due:Ilion:II fund each
year to inservice training in the district. Based upon a needs
assessment, the plogram focuses on three major topics illir-
person:a relationships, teach;,ig strategics and specific content
areas of Ow curriculum The extended year program was de-
signed with the assumption that time is a critical (actor in suc-
cessful inservice training (CSI) No 1 i6 believes that the ti a-
ditional approach to inservice education does not allow the
concentrated time needed lim creative change Sonic of the
advantages of an extended program are:

The program is designed and carried out locally.
Follow-up ad.ls continuity during the school year.
Teachers have time to work titgether without dosing school
during the school year.

Staff Development: Technology at Work
As part of their creativity and inventhrness, many dist! ids

are using media and other technology to promote stall devel-
opmnt and enrichment The ((Mowing ate examples of inno
vative use of technolitgy:
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Telephone Inservice
The Kansas Statewide Continuing Education Network con-

ducts classroom instruction via two-way telephone lines into
23 Kansas communities. Voices arc amplified so that the insti lic
tor and the student can converse freely. Verbal insn 'whim k
supplemented by hand-out materials.

Training by Satellite
1 he Appalachian Education Satellite Project attempts to Ining

inservice training to rural teachers in isolated areas. 'I he Ap-
palachian project provides four graduate level courses lu Ica( h-
ers using NASA's ATS-6 coo muoication atellitc, at I5 sites
throughout the Appalachian region, from New ';ork to Alabanki
The courses use videotaped lessons or pretaped television pi it-
grams, in association with audio-transmitted review sj milts,
laboratory sessions, unit tests and libraries of related materials
'Ilic satellite transmits the pretaped television programs and the
audio-review segments. Live interaction seminars arc inter-
spersed throughout the course.

Radio Transmission
Satellite radio is used to promote teacher-to teacher proles-

sicnial communication and continuing educat km oppintimitics
for 'cachets in r :mote areas. In Alaska, there is a National H-
ue:Ilion Association-sponsored expel intent in satellite column
nication. 'I his 1 3-week course is accredited tor duce hoists by
the University of Alaska especially for teachers in small A Lhk:in
villages who may have no access to other professional dc vet
opment activities. The National Education Association also im-
plments the Satellite Alaska-I lawaii Association Dour (NI:ASA F),
a hi-weekly teacher center of the air whit Ii includes sue Ii topic s
as "What Works for Me in the Classrctom" and "Native 1 and
Claims " Discussion questions and support mate! ial on each
topic arc mailed to pat ticipants in the villages %veil in advance
of the broadcast.

Professional Development on the Road
Rural Penns) Ivaitia, working wills Pennsylvani.t Stale I Inh cr.

shy, has equipped a mobile van for computer assisted instilic-
lion. 'Ile van hrings a course in spct ial equitation to teat hers
in Pennsylvania who arc unable to rem, n lu Ili college campus
'Mc course, called CARE (Computer Assisted Remedial Educa-
tion), enables a teat her to reogni7e and help child' en in the
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regular class who have handicaps that might go undetected, The
van contains a cerkral IBM compute with 15 student terminals
It is parked at a particular school where teachers have private
tutoring at a time convenient for them.

Mobile Teaching Unit
'Ilie Uhiversity of Iowa Center for Educational Experimen-

(Ilion, Development and Evaluation sponsors a similar mobile
teaching unit. The van expands into a 17x40-foot classroom
accommodating 20 students. It contains computer terminals,
videotape players, other audiovisual equipment, and 400 pieces
of instructional material. Materials are organized for self-directed
learning. Staff members check their level of knowledge with the
computers and select appropriate steps in the learning process.
Course materials include information on the educational abilities
of various exceptional children and on the mainstreaming pro-
cess, strategies and techniques for assisting handicapped chil-
dren and a review of the Education for All i landicapped Children
Act, P L 94- 1 42.

Peer Teaching as a Technique
Another creative staff development technique is peer teach-

ing The expert from out-of-town may not he the right resource
for small/rural school districts. As an alternative, small districts
might look first to individuals from their own locale who arc
capable of providing staff development expertise.

'Training the District Team
I lastings-on-I ludson. New York, for example, trained five

teachers from two schools and a high school principal as pro
gram leaders in a pilot project. In the second and third year of
the project, the live teachers became trainers of other staff
members hi the district Inservice training in the district is vol-
untary, but teachers are eligible for inservice credit Teachers
who complete the course learn: I) to group students hetero-
geneously so they can teach each other; 2) to observe and be
observed by their trainers and their peers; and 3) to develop
units on vocabulary, reading comprehension and patterns of
organization in addition to improving students' reading in the
content areas, the teachers will gain personal skills to (Atha: we
communication among faculty members within the school dis-
trict.
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Local Communication Leaders
Inproved communication was the greatest need identified by

teachers and administrators in Maine's school district NO 5 i
during a staff development needs assessment, Instead of calling
in an outside expert, the committee decided to train a team of
the district's teachers in group dynamics, problem identification
and brainstorming techniques The trained teachers then re-
turned to their local schools to work with fellow (cachets on
defining their communication concerns On a staff development
day the participants drew up plans to improve their commu-
nication. As the year progressed, the staff development com-
mittee sponsored many activities to facilitate communication
on a district level. Asa culminating event, all staff members were
invited to attend a districtwide field day and barbecue The
superintendent cooked breakfast. A districtwide dinner-dance
was held. Teachers made a concerted effort to send positive
notes home to parents.

Cooperation Among Districts
Joint efliirts among districts also can solve staff development

problems in rural and small systems w here the individual district
staffs are small.

15 Rural Districts Establish biservice Center
Southeastern Colorado is a sparsely settled agricultural and

ranching area. Teachers and administrators in the area kit that
they had to find a better way to provide for the professional
growth of staff members Not only were the classes offered at
the closest University not suitable for their needs, but the 20(1
nice drive to the institution was burdensome as well. Thereto c,
15 districts formed the Southeastern Colorado Educational Ile.
newal Center to serve the 400 teachers and administrators in
the area. The center was approved by the Colorado Depart tient
of Education to offer recertification credit The center runs a
one-week summer session in June and a second in Anus;

The offerings fall into two categon les. 1 ) horiron expa.kling
courses such as history of the area, administrative renewal and
arts and crafts in the classroom; and 2) skill building c out ses
such as reading, classroom management and discipline '1 wo

basic requirements of all courses taught by the center ale that
the courses be practical and andio: native
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Potential course instructors must conduct a one -hour trial
lesson in front of other instructors. Several of the center's in-
structors are not educators. For example, a district court judge
who handles juvenile cases teaches a course on Colorado's child
abuse law. Courses taken during the summer lead to staff de-
velopment act ivities during the school year. In addition, a course
is offered during the winter. Activities range from .. physical
fitness course to discussions by a minister on the power of
positive thinking.

Some National Attention
Small and rural districts also can take advantage of tried and

tested programs that work. Some are known nationally, while
others may 1w less well known.

A National Network
lite National Diffusion Network (NDN) is a federally funded

program that enables schools 10 improve du tr educational of-
ferings by helping them "adopt" more than 160 exemplary NDN
projects NDN makes it possible to select programs that seem
appropriate and meet a district's identified needs. NDN projects
appeal to teachers because most of them were developed by
classroom teachers who had a good idea about how to solve a
classroom problem The most important aspects of the project
adoption are teacher and administrative comt»itment and the
inserviee training that is provided with each :Option For more
information about the NDN or a BAIT of NDN facilitatots and
projects, contact the Division of Educational Replication, II S,
Department of Education, Room 3616, 711% and I) Sheets, SW,
Washington, DC 2021)1 (Phone: 202/215-2243)

Resources for Staff
Development

Margaret Arbuckle and Dag/ Hahn, Aloha. Staff Development
Network, State Department 01 Education and Cultural Services,
Augusta, Maine 04333, have written a very practical "how Ili"
booklet entitled, Guide to School Improvement and Mall De-
velopment. (Phone: 207/289-3451 )

The National Academy for School Executives (NAM; ). 'I he
American Association of School Administ rau us, 1801 North Moot e
Street, Arlington, VA. 22209, offers w n kshops and set»inats and
custom [raining programs to administratorF and [cachets Sem-
inar schedules and information on contract progtat»s are mail-
able on request, (Phone: 703/528-0700 )

Hampshire Educational Collaborative of Mascathirceitc, I i7
Russell, I ladley, MA 01035, has published a guide entitled //c/p
ing Teacherw Become Inservice Fthilitaims (Phone 41 i/586-
4590.)

National Council of Slates on lnservi(e Ellmatiou,Sytatust
University, 123 Huntington Hall, Sp: tense, NY 13210, is a good
resource, particularly in relation to questions of stall de% clop
meat policy. (Phone. 315/423-416 i )

National Inservice Network, Indiana Ilnivcisity, 2853 E 101h

St., Bloomington, IN. 47405, has over 31) publications coveting
a wide variety of staff de% elopment topics (Phone 812/i i7-
2734 )

The National Staff Development Council, 5198 Westgate 1)iive,
Oxford, 011 45056, published an excellent newsletter «imam-
ing practical ideas and guidance in staff development ( Phone
513/523 6029)
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Summary
Staff development is the small school district's key to survival

in the 1980's. Although small and rural districts may face prob-
lems like isolation and limited resources, they have distinct
advantage3 too. Small and rural districts often provide for clo.,e
contact between teachers and administrators, have strong tics
to the local community, and are able to set staff development
goals that effectively meet community expectations and student
and teacher needs. Staff development should be viewed as a
planned system for educational and personal experiences, which
can occur on the district level, at the building level, or on an
individual basis. In order to be successful, staff development
program designers must understand that when adults learn, they
prefer to prescribe their own objectives and activities; bring
diverse knowledge and skills to the staff development situation;
arc generally self motivated; and work best in an informal en-
vironment where respect and trust are evident. A good staff
development program for small and rural schools involves the
participants in the planning, sets clear objectives, is supported
by the administration and school board members, is based on
assessed needs, and accommodates individual differences Some
.,tees for getting started in small and rural districts include: 1 )
identifying several staff members to design a districtwide needs
assessment; 2) developing a plan that incluucs objectives, ac-
tivities, a timeline, and evaluation criteria; and, 3) sharing the
plan with the staff for their suggestions before beginning Some
of the common pitfalls to avoid are one-time activities without
follow-up, the use of outside experts when local people might
be en1;' !et!, emphasizing theory rather than practice, and in-
sufficient administrator commitment. Many small school dis-
tricts have designed creative staff development programs that
can serve as models. These include plans where staff members
write their own staff development "individual education plans;''
innovative afsistanee from state departments of education, ere-
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ative s.hcduling, special uses of technology such as satellite
broadcasting and mobile training vans, peer teaching, and joint
effort:, among several small school districts.

Small and rural school districts have proven that outstanding
staff development can be provided A number of resources are
available, including the National Academy of School Executives
at the American Association of School Administrators, 1he Na-
tional Council of States on Inservice Education at Syracuse I Ini-
versity, the National Inserviee Network at Indiana university,
and the National Staff Development Council in Oxford, Ohio
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GUEST COLUMNS

Reprinted with permission from: American
Association of School Administrators.

Your Staff Must Learn Decision Processes
BY THOMAS E. PERSING

Superintendent. Upper Perkionien School Duariet. Ea.st Greenville, Pplinhylvaina

The ability to decide wisely
makes or breaks leaders. Of
equal or even greater impor-

tance is the ability to choose the cor-
rect decisionmaking process.

Virtually all decisions fall into
four categories. An organization's
integrity rests on everyone s under-
standing of these four types and
their uses.

The first type o; decision is made
at the level of organizational impact.
If a school is being renovated, for
example. the faculty committee
should decioe in which building
wing each grade or department will0be located. This type of decision
should be arrived at democratically
by majority vote.

The leader, as the facilitator, pro-
s ides resources and data and raises
questions to clarify issues and deter
mine conflicting alternatives. The
leader. will accept. without modifica-
tion. the results of the decision. Fur-
thermore. the leader must support
the decision both privately and pub.
lick..

In the second type of decision, the
leader will ask for input and discuss
its rationale and consequences. The
leader will help shape and form con-
sensus.

In this type of decision making,
the leader encourages discussion
and participative management. A
principal might lead the faculty in
deciding no.. to arrange effectively
the teaching day into blocks of time
for instruction and extracurricular
activities. for example.

Finally, the principal will make
the decision. communicate the ra-

Itionale to the faculty. and assume re.
sponsibility.
The third decision-making cate

gory is one in which the leader will

make the decisions based on what
he or she perceives to be in the orga-
nization's best interest. Input is re
quested, but organizational mem-
bers must understand that their
input may not affect the decision.

An example might be a superin-
tendent determining the budget for
the coming fiscal year. The new
budget might favorably or adversely
affect the programming requests of
the director of curriculum, the di.
rector of personnel, principals.
teachers, and maintenance person-
nel. The leader should shoulder full
responsibility for the outcome.

The last type of decision is a com-
mand decision. When a building is
on fire or a bus accident occurs, the
leader issues orders that are not dis-
cussed, they are simply obeyed. Deci-
sions are made and orders are is
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sued instantaneously Unfortunately,
sometimes this type of decision
process is used in the wrong situa
non with serious consequences.

Very serious morale, credibility.
and trust problems can occur if the
leader and organizational members
do not know what type of decision is
being made and what role each per.
son must play in the decisionmak.
ing process.

All have heard the ubiquitous
complaint. "They asked for my input
but it wasn't even considered when
the decision was made :' or. "I'm not
serving on any other committee. we
gave our recommendation and it
was ignored"

If all organizational members re-
alize how their input will be used in
making a decision. pi oblems could
very well be prevented.
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Reprinted with permission from The
Regional Laboratory. Excerpted from
Continuing to Learn: A Guidebook for
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Street, Andover, MA 01810, (508) 470-0098.
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Critical Attributes of
Effective Teacher
Development Programs

Teacher development is a complex process whose success depends uponboth a favorable context for learning and practical, engaging activities.
Availability of resources, flexible working conditions, support, and
recognition cat hake all the difference in the desire of teachers :o refine
their practice. Similarly, staff development experiences that build on
collegiality, collaboration, discovery, and solving real problems of
teaching and learning summon the strength within a staff, instead of lust
challenging them to measure ti, to somebody else's standard. The focal
point for staff development is the individual, working with others, trying
to do the best possible job of educating childra,. When staff development
emphasizes an idea or an approach without considering the person(%)
who will implement it, the design and results are weakened.

Since staff development and school improvement efforts are personal
experiences shaped by the players and circumstances involved, they belie
tidy recipes for success. They are more than just training designs; they
are the net result of planning, trial and error, assessing results, and sus-
taining commitment to improvements. Yet we can identify certain
characteristics that underlie most, if not all, successful change efforts.
These relate to both the climate for growth in a school and the activities
pursued in the name of professional development. Figure 1 lists these
characteristics, and the following elaboration shows how each plays out
in staff development programs.

These attributes of successful staff developnu in consider the kar.ier(s),
the challenge, the reward, and the differ,-rice a pro:-.ram or process can
snake. They are not ordered or tightly integrated as factors, but the
absence of any me of them has the power to sink the ship. Together
they support and sustain a community of learners.

In talking about staff development as a collective set of experieuees
involving both individuals and the context in s..hich they work, the
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notion of collegiality and collaboration is a good place to start.

Collegiality and Collaboration

Pointing to the need for collaborative staff development in schools, Carl
Glickman (1986) refers to the "one room school" syndrome. It's a tradi-

tion of isolationism created long ago when teachers literally worked
alone in one room schools. While we have increased personnel, we have

not always connected staff in schools for purposes of sharing expertise,
solving problems, and pursuing improvement. Creating collegial or col-

laborative relationships is a vital strategy for supporting indivtdual and

organizational change.

Collegiality is more than congeniality; it means connecting on a profes-
sional level with other school staff, looking for new ideas, advice, a
forum to test models of teaching (Little, 1982; Lortie, 1975). Collabora-

Figure 1

Characteristics of Successful Staff
Development Programs

Collegiality and collaboration

Experimentation and risk taking

Incorporation of available knowledge bases

Appropriate participant involvement in goal setting, implementation,
evaluation, and decision making

Time to work on staff development and assimilate new learnings

I.eadership and sustained administrative support

Appropriate incentives and rewards

Designs built on principles of adult learning and the change process

Integration of individual goals with school and district goals

Formal placement of the program within the philosophy and
organ tonal structure of the school and district
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non relates to mutual problem solving, assuming that multiple perspec-
tives are better than single ones. It can increase collective understanding,
strengthen a sense of common mission, and buoy individuals who nigh;
otherwise be swaniped by the demands of facing children alone in the
classroom.

In a school where collegiality and collaboration are norms, the staff
recognizes its resourcefulness. Teachers and administrators understand
teaching to be a craft, actively learned on the job and eminently worth
talking about. They build a common language about teaching, with the
focus on practice rather than on teachers or students (Lieberman, 1986).
In such settings, teachers as well as administrators are actively involved
in planning as well as participating in staff development experiences.
The principal models collegiality by engaging in activities rather than
just sanctioning them. The collective entt rprise of staff development
removes the stigma from an individual's improvement activities. Every-
one has something to learn, and everyone can benefit from another's
experience.

Experimentation and Risk Taking

A recent article on professional growth notes that one of the major mis-
conceptions about teaching, found both inside and outside the profession,
is that teaching is a relatively commonplace, easy-to-learn task (Wildman
& Niles, 1987). This attitude leads people to believe that teachers are either
born mysteriously into the profession or hatched in teacher education
programs. What this perspective ignores is the complexity of learning to
teach real kids in imperfect environments.

Methods may be starting points, but they don't cover the tremendous
range of classroom situations and responses from students. Teachers
constantly adjust their techniques and goals as they work. The class-
room is a living laboratory, requiring experimentation and risks, moving
from comfortable frames of reference to breaking new ground.

The ability to take these risks necessary to teach well, and to find sup-
port in failure as well as in success, demands a trusting environment for
learning. For teachers as well as for students, trying something new
often means initially experiencing discomfort. It may mean getting worse
before getting better. The perseverance needed to get beyond adequate
performance to efficient, graceful form can be staggering I ers need
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to feel comfortable with their discomfort, knowing that they arc sup-

ported in their growth.

Incorporation of Available Knowledge Bases

Saphier and King (1985) write:

There are generic knowledge bases about teaching skills and how

students learn; about teaching methods in particular areas; about

young people's cognitive and affective development; and about

each of the academic disciplines. These knowledge bases are prac-

tical, accessible, and very largz. Teachers and supervisors are con-

tinually reaching out to them to improve their teaching and

supervision (p. 2).

While most agree that there are indeed substantial knowledge bases from

which teachers can draw, we have seen few indications that most

teachers do, as Saphier and King claim. For whatever reasonsand
there are many that are not the fault of teacherswhat is known from

research and sound practice is not fed continuously into classroom practice

(Huberman, 1983). But it is an important element of strong professional

development programs. While curiosity and eagerness to learn more

effective ways of teaching characterize the openness in the teaching pro-

fession, good staff development takes advantage of this curiosity and

promotes disciplined inquiry into Important areas of teaching and

learning.

Knowledge useful to teachers may be documented in reward] or vali-

dated in model programs and practices; both sources inform teaching.

The strongest pos;tion sees teachers contributing to as well as using

knowledge bases. If knowledge is something somebody else has and

there's no bridging to of extending beyond it, then the learner remains

removed and passive.

Research and model practices can stimulate reflection, discussion, and a

desire to improve. They can provide guidance and direction for changing

practice in ways that increase student learning. They should not, however,

be used as a defm;.ion of how all teachers must behave in the classroom

(Good & Weinskin, 19R6) or as a cure-all for perceived deficiencies in

30e profession (Zumwalt, 1986). As Zumwalt says, "the potential of

research to improve education does not come by generating rules of

practice but rather from informing the deliberations of teachers and

from encouraging similar inquiry from them (p. 2)."

Appropriate Participant Involvement in Goal Setting, Implementation,
Evaluation, and Decision Making

Teachers are always involved in their own development, but the degree
to which they are invested in their own and their system's improvement
is often limited. Many times teachers are enrolled in workshops that
supervisors deem necessary. They neither engage in the question of need
nor the search for viable solutions. When the time comes to evaluate a
training workshop, it is the content they are asked to evaluate; rarely are
they given an opportunity to validate the appropriateness of the program
given their knowledge, their experience, and their questions about stu-
dent learning. Furthermore, they contribute little to the application of
the practice in their classroomsthe tailoring that is so necessary if such
practices are to foster improvements.

This is staff development in spite of the participants rather than for
them. it also misses an opportunity to enlist teachers in the development
of the school and district.

Good staff development recognizes the validity of the individual as v'ell
as the community to which that person belongs. It seeks to engage
participants in as many decision points as possible. Yet it acknowledges
that the teacher's major purpose is to teach students, not to serve on
committees and respond to questionnaires and surveys seeking input and
involvement in every decision being made. Thus effective professional
development programs vary the kinds of involvement they seek from
individual teachers, depending on the goals and the approaches taken.

Sometimes teachers share responsibility for planning, implementing, and
evaluating staff development activities. Other times individuals assess

their own needs, identify goals, arrange activities, evaluate their
learning, and plan for another cycle of development. Still other times
teachers participate in training arranged by a committee or a concerned
administrator. While such training may be voluntary, there are also
cases where participation is mandatory. In such case, a:cccss relics on
the care with which the particular training was chosen (i.e., that it fits
the improvement needs of teachers), the ability of the trainer or presenter
to relate to the classroom realities of the participants and allow for
reflection on the best applications, the soundness of the content being
presented, and the amount of help and support available to teachers to
implement the new practices.

Research and practice have shown that, even when teachers are not
involved in decisions leading up to a mailing program, they can develop
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strong commitment to use of the new ideas when there are clear, obser-
vable benefits to their students (Crandall, 1983; Guskey, 1986). !fere,
teacher involvement in tailoring a new practice to their own situations
gives them an opportunity to establish a relevance for themselves and the
context in which they work.

Any time staff development opportunities ignore the Importance of
involvement by par ;icipants, one can exptct only hit-or-miss results.

Time to Work on Staff Development and Assimilate New Learnings

Time is both a necessity and a limitation to teacher development. As we
have said, learning to teach continues throughout a person's career and
requires constant analysis, reflection, experimentation, and support
from colleagues. Unfortunately, most school schedules and calendars do
not leave time for individual or collective reflection. Without such time,
schools cannot encourage investigation or disciplined inquiry into
teaching. Neither do they reward those exemplary few who research,
write, coach, or collaborate.

Good professional development programs support the necessity of reflec-
tive teaching, believing that teachers will be more professional if they
keep striving to know their craft better. Doctors and lawyers are expected
to stay current and learn new ways of approaching problems; likewise
teachers should be supported in their expansion of knowledge and skill.
If we want teachers to impart children with powers to think and evaluate
information, we must sanction the same inquiry on their part.

If teachers are not engaged in learning, then the price we pay for their
limited knowledge is higher than most people realize. It takes time to
learntime to watch, practice, commit to changes, and work them
smoothly into one's routine. Time buys new organizational arrangements
that can support teacher development, such as limiting the difficulty of
teaching assignments for new teachers, reducing teaching loads of advising
teachers, hiring more staff or teaming the staff available to cover the
classes of teachers released from teaching, and allocating more time for
staff development during th- --...i..-snl year or beyond the current ten-
month year. "Finding, more time for teacher growth obviously involves
increased costs, but time - efficient staff development efforts that do not
produce teacher learning are clearly not cost-effective (Wildman &
Niles, 1987, p. 2)."

32 Anoth5ue rcla ed to time is the need for stability and continuity to he
built into a staff tit velorment nroaram. Constant introduction of new

(*Mita! Mirth(

programs, change for the sake of change, instability in goals, staff, orfundingall of these are apt to create a climate in which new ideas conic
and go, nothing takes root, and teachers experience continual frustration.
A good staff development program balances the infusion of the new withtime to effectively implement approaches that have already beenintroduced.

Leadership and Sustained Administrative Support
Leadership and support from key school leaders, usually administrators,
is critical to the success of staff development efforts (Loucks-Horsley &
Hergert, 1985). Traditional leaders such as superintendents and princi-
pals have an important role in legitimizing and maintaining these efforts.
They can choose to orchestrate and direct staff development themselves
or delegate leadership to curriculum supervisors, department heads,
team leaders, or staff development teams.

When administrators delegate operational functions of staff development
to teams or supervisors, they still can support staff development by
promoting the activities, focusing the work, helping with the selection of
players, providing time and resources, and incorporating the resutts of
staff development into teacher and school evaluation. Beyond these
indirect support strategies, administrators can show they value staff
development by participating in meetings and helping to select training
activities. They can show moral support by verbal praise and encourage-
ment, publication of teacher accompluliments, and bringing coffee and
muffins to planning meetings.

It is important to note that new leaders emerge from improvement
activities. Those who gam a new perspective on teaching can become
vital players in the school improvement game. 1 hey may assume
leadership roles in training others in new techniques or assisting a peer
in adapting a strategy; or they may help a superintendent explain a
program change to the community or school hoard. The roles of instruc-
tuinal leadership are not exclusive, and the more people in the educancn
community who can take on leadership roles, the more likely their sense
of commitment and responsibility will lead to real school improvement.

Appropriate Incentives and Rewards

People can be rewarded in many different ways. Good staff d . opulent
systems pay attention to incentives and rewards; they have (
reward structures in place, with options and opportunities ay. . Ile so
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that an individual can decide what is rewarding. Extrinsic rewards such

as pay increases or working in a nice facility count with teachers, but
intrinsic rewards count more. Teachers are motivated by opportunities
to meet new people, share ideas and work together, increase knowledge
and competence, and take time to think, Talk, and figure out alternative
teaching strategies.

Mastery of a new skill is a strong reward as well as a motivator for con-
tinuing to use and refine a new approach. Doing something new well
can greatly increase teachers' commitment to new approaches, whether
or not they were committed when the new approach was first introduced
(Crandall, 1983).

All of these rewardsassume recognition, respect, and reinlorcement
the three Rs of job satisfaction that are particularly important incentives
for teachers (Jacullo-Noto, 1986). If problems such as inconvenient
times and locations and forced participation are avoided, such t xtiinsic
incentives as money, credit. or materials, while certainly appreciated,
are not necessary for teacher involvement in and commitment to im-
provement activities. Professional growth is itself a reward. And prob-
ably the most powerful motivator is simply a sense of efficacya belief
that what one does makes a difference (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978).

Designs Built on Principles of Adult Learning and the Change Process

Solid professional development programs take into account what is
known about adult learning. They acknowledge that adults learn dif-
ferently than children. Thus, an understanding of andragogy, the
teaching of adults, is needed.

Studies of adult development (Krupp, 1981; Oja, 1980) and of how

adults learn best indicate several conditions necessary for adult growth.

These include

opportunities to try out new practices;

careful and continuous guided reflection and discussion about the

proposed changes;

continuity of programs and time for significant change; and

personal support as well as challenge during this change process
(Sprinthall & Sprinthall, 1983).

( rilit al ,111,shiat

Training designs that reflect these conditions include the following:

study of the theory or rationale for the desired teaching method or
change;

observation of demonstrations of the practice;

discussion of application;

practice and feedback; and

coaching for application in the work setting (Joyce & Showers,
1982; Sparks, 1983).

If most staff development programs aim to change the behavior of
teachers, as we believe they do, then attention to what is known about
the change process can also make staff development more successful. A
useful frame of reference is provided by the Concerns-Based Adoption
Model (CBAM), which describes how individuals develop in their feelings
and skills as they are introduced to and implement something new.
When staff developers know "where people are" in the change process,
they can tailor their help and support to teachers' developmental levels
(Hall & Loucks, 1978).

For example, when eachers (and others) engage in a new practice, their
concerns about the practice change, as does their skill in using it. When
first considering a change, the most dominant concerns are self-
oriented--"What is it, and how will it affect me?" Later, concerns
change to wanting to master the new practice, to getting coordinated
and organized to use it comfortably. Finally, when the practice has been
mastered, concerns are focused more on how it is affecting students and
how it can be changed to have greater impact.

Good planners keep the notion of changing concerns in mind as they
design staff development activities. They make sure teachers have the
opportunity to resolve their concerns as they emerge, providing answers
to the questions teachers are asking when they are most salient. For
example, early in the process teachers arc more likely to want to know
what a new practice will look like in their classrooms and what the
expectations of administrators are, rather than wanting focused training
in' how-to-do-it or in evaluating student outcomes. A common mistake
of staff developers is to design activities related to their concerns, rather
than the concerns of teachers, and their concerns are often quite
different.
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If change is a process, then another application of change process
research is providing su'ficient time, attention, and assistance for new
ideas and skills to take hold. Hunter (1985) has aptly labelled as "cre-
ative floundering" the unstable period of trial and error during which
participants in staff development are practicing, receiving feedback,
adjusting, and practicing again. Getting through this period successfully

requires considerable time. As Loucks-Horsley and Hergert (1985) observe,

implementing and mastering any new practice requires more than a one
or two day "hit and run" workshop and a cheerful, "God bless you."
Learning and applying new concepts and skills do not occur overnight.
One-time training sessionsregardless of the lengthare rarely
sufficient.

Staff development is most influential when it is conducted often enough

and long enough to ensure progressive gains in knowledge, skill, and
confidence (Little, 1986). If, ac Crandall (1983) and Guskey (1986)
claim, change in teacher attitudes and beliefs occurs after teachers have

had a chance to practice strategies with their students and see the results,

then follow-up after training is even more crucial than the training
activity itself. Such s..pport over time builds the commitment, shared
understanding, and collegiality characteristic of successfu: staff
development efforts.

Integration of lndividuai Goals with School and District Goals

A good staff development program is like an umbrella: it takes into

account all that is under its protection. It considers the goals of individual

teachers as well as those of the school and the district, and it works hard

to integrate these into a whole.

Demands on schools and teachers come in many forms and from many
places. Responding to these can be piecemeal or planned. In places

where staff development works to support growth and development, the

needs stimulated by these demands are incorporated into an overfill
plan. As with all professionals, when it conies to their own development,

teachers have both privileges and responsibilities. They can choose ways
of satisfying their growth needs, as well as participate in activities to
further the improvement of their school and district. A good staff devel-

opment program maximizes the extent to which these two are integrated
and the extent to which teachers have influence over their integration.

Formal Placement of the Program Within the Philosophy and
Organizational Structure of the School and District

Formal establishment of defined mechanisms that promote staff develop-
ment, such as district-level inservice coordinating committees and school-
based planning teams, protects collaborative planning and the
likelihood that improvement activities will continue over time. In dis-
tricts or schools that do not develop such structures, planning and
management of improvement are dependent upon a few energetic indi-
viduals; they often cease altogether if those individuals move on to other
things or districts. Different activities and strategies come and go, with
no glue to hold them together and ensure continuity. Only if staff
development is embedded in the philosophy and organizational structure
of schools and districts can a culture of continuous growth thrive.

How this can happen, and how such a system can incorporate the other
attributes of successful professional development programs, is &sussed
at tenth m the next chapter
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Staff
DevOlo merit

The End of an Era of Staff
Development

Staff development should not place teachers in a
passive learning role but should encompass a

broad range of professional growth opportunities.

e have come to the end of an
era. Staff development as we
have known it has proven

ineffective and limiting. To usher in a
new era. we need a new vision of staff
developmentone that challenges
and involves teachers in the honoring
and creation of their own knowledge

The Beginning of the Era
The present era of staff dtvelopment
began more than 15 years ago when
we began to see the teacher as an adult
learner This "revolutionary" insight
coincided with an increase in know,
edge about adult learning (Lambert
1983). We learned that cogruit7e de-
velopment does not peak in late ado-
lescence, plate- -nd then decitne
Indeed. cogni )mplextry contin-
ues to develc. Jr has the potential
to do sothroughout one s life, even
into late adulthood (Spnnthall and
Thies-Sprinthall 1983)

'Ve realized then that teachers had
not necessarily given the best Years of
their lives to pruervice. There was
hope for a lifenme of learning on the
job. Therefore. our modest attempts at
inserviceone-shot inspirauo-al speak-
ers or an occanonal conference in sub
f.a matterfell far short of addressing

our needs for .3'.31.ematic learning about
teaching.

So inservice gave way to staff devel-
opment. As excellent teachers, we
sought this challenge We became ex-

pert in skills we could teach to o
colleagues. We became the new breed
of trainers: staff developers Lacking an
articulated knowledge base of our
own, we turned to -esearch for an-
swers to our questions What good
teaching? What does it look like? How
do we k.,Dw when were doing it? Can
we teach it to others? Can we model it
for others?

Enter stage left, Madeline Hunter
(1979), followed by David Berlin
(1984) We listened. What we heard
rang true: there are effective elements
of good instruction. As teachers, we
had known that. Now we had our
knowledge baseat least our first im-

By the late .)s we
were defininp staff
development as
learning about a
new skill and
transferring that
skill to the
classroom.

portant piece of it Our new knowl-
edge also gave us direction in how to
deliver this information to adults. After
all, good instruction is good instruc-
tion. Armed with our discrete skills
and training manuals, we forged
ahead

Enter stage right. Bruce Joyce and
this thing called "coaching" (Joyce and
Showers 1983). Joyce told us that if
skills are to be tranferred to the clais-
room, there must be more than telling
and showing We needed modeling,
practice, and 'edback. Again, this
made sense

By the late '70s we were defining
staff development as learning about a
new skill and transferring that skill to
the classroom. Thus we had our pre-
miere model for staff development
(Joyce and Showers 19801

presentation of theory,
demonstration of skill,
protected practice,
practice,
feedback,
coaching

Iii most quarters, this definition still
stands today (California Study of Staff
Development 1987, ASCD 1985)

Direct Instruction Drawbacks
Meanwhile, our investigation of "ef-
fective schools"elementar schools
successful with low-ability students is
measured by standardized testscon-
firmed the work of Hunter and Berliner
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.ne most successful schools used more
direct instruction.

In the more-than-10 years since the
effective scnools movement began.
however. we ha, learned some dis-
turbing things about this model of
instruction:

With direct instruction. students
tend to do slightly better on achieve-
ment tests initially but do slightly
worse on tests of abstract thinking,
creativity, and problem solving
(Peterson 1979. Glickman 1979).

Students with an internal locus of
control who cake responsibility for
their own learning do worse with di-
tea instruction. while students with an
external locus of control do better
(Wright and DeCetter 1976).

High-achieving, task-oriented stu-
dents do worse in direr, instruction
than in less direct approaches
(Ebmeier and Good 1979, Solomon
and Kendall 1976)

After three years of predominant
use of direct instruction, achievement
scores plateau and begin to decline
(Robbins and Wolfe 1987).

Similar findings have been reported
around the country (Robbins 1987,
Stallings 1987). These findings raise
serious doubts about direct instruc-
tion for children. Of course. direct
instruction still has an important role
to play in the classroom; but if it is the
centerpiece of the learning experi-
ence, it gets in the way of human
development.

Yet, despite our knowledge of the
drawbacks of direct instruction, the
premiere model of staff development
for adults is in many ways parallel to
the airect instruction model for stu-
dents (see fig 1).

This preferred staff development ap-
proach reflects many misconcepttons
about adult learning.

Adult learning is an outs,de-tn
rather than an inside na process.

Teachers as learners are conduits.
they do not perceive, translate. or con-
struct kro ledge.

Changes in discrete behaviors
,ill imnro%e decision making and

Fig. 1. parallels Between Staff Development and Direct Instruction

Direct Instruction Model

nput

modeling

guided practice

independent practice

more guided practice

Staff Development Model

esentation of theory

demonstration

protected practice

practice

feedback and coaching

thereby enable teachers to make con-
tinuous and informed decisions as
they teach.

Craft knowledge id experience
are not necessarily valid.

Choice is limited by indisputable
research about "right" practice.

Growth and development occur
solely as functions of pedagogical
practices.

.11v have these false assumptions
endured' so long? If we eagerly ac-
cepted the new knowledge about
adult learning, why did we adopt a
model whose assumptions deny the
most basic tenets of adult learning'
The reason. I believe, is that staff de-
velopment has been nestled in the
promise of collegiality.

The Lure of Collegiality
The merits of collegiality have been
well established (Bird and Little 1983.
Little 1982. Lieberman 1982. Kent
1985, McNergney and Carrier 1981,
Zahonk .1987). Collegial practice ex-
pands cognitive complexity, leads to
thoughtful planning and reflective
practice. and increases teachers' satis-
faction with their work.

Teachers consistently report that the
power and ct.-action of staff develop-
ment lies in opportunity to talk to
otner teachers (George 1986). "Colle-
giality" was seductive and satisfying to
teachers. the more we could make it
nappen. the more pleased we were
with our staff development activities.
We conspired with our colleagues in
the passive process of receiving
knowledge Technical coaching he-

came a collegial practice for "oiling
the pipeline of passivity. if the new
learning wasn't a "take." we pointed
the finger at the lack of oractice and
coaching (Robbins an Wolfe 1987).
We began to speculate about the vast
number of trials needed for transfer of
a new skill to occur. If we would lust
tell teachers more and longer, we be-
liesed, they d finally learn the new
skill. We didn't question the "telling."

In playing a passive role in staff
development. teachers failed to take
charge of their own profession. And
we staff developers unwittingly col-
luded with arthritic bureaucracies to
keep teachers from questioning and
demanding more of the system. We
have not challenged teachers to in-
quire, criticize. participate, or create.
Instead. we have perpetuated the pa-
ternalistic system that reinforces school-
ing-as-usual: we have taught teachers to
accept the system as it is, concede that

The premiere model
of staff development
for adults is in many
ways parallel to the
direct instruction
model for students.
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valid knowledge lies outside their day-
to-dav world. and focus exclusively on
the students (without balanced attention
to developing oneself, ones colleagues,
and the profession)

Involving the Learner
If we acknowledge the inadequacies of
the era of staff development in which
the learner is the recipient of expert
knowledge. what must we do to usher
in a new era? We must redesign staff
development to involve and empower
the learner Because we have insisted
on "telling" teachers how to improve,
the staff development community has
had limited influence on the profes-
sion. Instead of persisting in this error,
we should encourage teaches to do
what they have not done:

talk about their own thinking and
teaching, instead of just about materi-
als, discipline. activities. anu individu-
alization for students.

initiate change in the school
environment.

contribute to the knowledge base
of the profession.

enculturate new teachers in the
positive-practice and self-directing
norms of teaching,

If we would just tell
teachers more and
longer, we believed,
they'd finally learn
the new skill. We
didn't question the
"telling."

share in the leadership of
schools,

foster teachers' union commit-
ment to improving the profession, es-
pecially at the local level.

help to design he restructuring
of schooling;

design new or expanded roles for
themselves,

actively and cooperatively im-
prove the societal image of teaching as
a profession.

Opportunities to Learn
When teachers engage in reflective
practice. collegiality, and shared lead-
ership. they come to understand them-
selves and their work differently This
new understanding causes a shift in
their beliefs and norms. This shift, in
turn, creates new opportunities, new
visions of what can be done The new
professional development is a cultural,
not a delivery, concept.

This cycle of professional develop-
ment requires taking advantage of the
rich and varied opportunities to learn
that are available in schools. These
opportunities are numerous when
teachers participate in decisions. rede-
fine their roles, reflect on their own
competence, converse with peers, ad-
vocate new progr-ins or schedules.
pose questions about their work, or
give guidance to new teachers.
thereby eliciting and articulating their
own knowledge.

Such a view incorporates the di-
mensions of empowerment. options,
choice, authority, and responsibility
(Freire 1970, Champoux 1984. Lam-
bert 1983. Lightfoot 1987. Benveniste
1987, Marshall 1985). These emancipa-
tory elements are described below

Options. Awareness that options ex-
istin roles, tasks, career, use of time.
relationships. strategies. curriculum
unleashes a sense of liberation or per-
sonal power in the individual

Choice Awareness of options must
be accompanied by the freedom to
choose among them: a teacher has no
options without the power of choice
By exercising choice. teachers move
from a passive to an active role How-
ever. one choice may be the conscious

decision not to exercise an option
Autoonty Teachers who take an ac-

tive role need authority both inside
and outside the classroom They need
to share in power and leadership The
shanng of authority means the sharing
of responsibility It also means rede-
fining the role of the teacher

Responsibility Professional develop-
ment means developing the profes-
sion as well as oneself. Each teacher is
responsible for contributing to the re-
design of schooling to better meet the
needs of all concerned, sharing in the
enculturation of new teachers. and
contributing to the knowledge base of
the profession.

District Actions
In a professional environment that
highly values these empowering ele-
ments, teachers engage in a broad
range of professional growth opportu-
nities. Many school districts in Mann
County, California, for example, are
dedicated to developing inquiring sys-
tems. Over the past four years. these
districts have refocused decision-
making authonty and the source of
knowledge about teaching by

working with schools and staffs to
schedule time for teachers to work
together.

providing clencal. para-profes-
sional. and technological support for
teachers,

providing discretionary funds for
innovation, experimentation. and re-
sea:chand providing teachers with
authority over the use of those funds,

supporting teacher-designed and
district-designed rolesresearcher,
ld,nsor, university liaison, curriculum
specialist. leadership team member
to expand areas of expertise and ex-
tend authority;

eliminating exclusive reliance on
administrative judgments and assisting
and promoting teacher self-evaluation.

seeking and insisting on noncon-
frontational bargaining to engender
"win-win" working relationships.

sharing decisions at all levels with
staffvirtually eliminating distrust and
incapacity to act.

8o
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We have not
challenged teachers
to inquire, criticize,
participate, or
create.

providing ombudsman services 13%,
teacher leaders to other distncts, univer-
slues. professional organizations, the
state department and ess:

removing unnecessary bureau-
cratic rules such as policies that cen-
tralize all decisions on resources

A New Role for Staff
Developers
If teachers become proactive partici-
pants who assume responsibility for
professionalizing teaching, will the
staff developeras well as staff devel-
opmentbecome obsolete? Abso-
lutely not! In this new vision of staff
development, the staff developer and
the principal become "systems facilita-
tors." with additional skills and addi-
tional functions. The new staff devel-
oper will assist professionals to:

inquire into and reflect upon
practice,

elicit and share craft knowledge,
identify and create options for

learning,
lead and work collaboratively,
learn about new developments in

the profession.
design school and district systems

that open opportunities and encour-
age participation.

A New Social Corazact.
Can rve as staff developets enter into a
new social contract with our profes-
sional peers? I believe we can. because
of the changes we have already made.
We have created roles for ourselves.
we have assumed authorityover a new
realm, we have taken responsibility for
an ever-widening arena of adult learn-
ing activities. we have talked among
ourselves and sought information

when and %her:. we needed it We
have become smarter and wiser
From the vantage of our own eruzage-
ment with multiple opnui tunnies for
learning, can we now do less with
others ?O
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Staff Development on Saturdays in Hibbing, Minnesota
by Robert W. Richburg and John M. Drazenovich

Anything but very low-level informational sessions were
out of the question with no time at all for reflection or
interaction.

n staff development, as in other areas of life, adver-
sity often spawns creative inventions. In this article
we will des.ribe how one school system overcame
the problems of geographic remoteness and limited

resources through the implementation of a Saturday staff
development program.

The Problem

The Hibbing Public Schools is a small, but staff
development-conscious school district, in a remote part of
northern Minnesota. The nearest universities are more
than 75 miles away. Minneapolis/St. Paul, with all that
such a major metropolitan area has to offer in theway of
professional stimulation and renewal for teachers, is 200
miles away. We are close to hunting, fishing And canoeing,
but, like many smaller districts, we are far removed from
the mainstream when it comes to opportunities for pro-
fessional growth.

The Hibbing Public Schools are not a particularly
affluent district either. School districts with larger
budgets can overcome their geographic isolation by sim-
ply committing more resources to enable their teachers
and administrators to attend workshops and conferences.
Even paying for substitutes in order to free our staff for in-
district released-time programs is prohibitively expensive
for us. This is occasionally done, but no more often than is
absolutely necessary. Besides being expensive, it removes
our teachers from their classrooms, and no one, including
the teachers who are being freed for training, wants
that.

Our master contract adds to the difficulty of schedul-
ing meaningful staff development activities by limiting us
to 3 paid non-student contact days throughout the year.
Included in this meager allotment must be the superin-
tendent's opening day "win one for the Gipper" talk, the
usual discussion of changes in medical, dental, and other
insurance coverages, and the like. This leaves only a few
hours for providing awareness sessions about new teach-
ing materials and techniques.

In desperation, we considered short inservice sessions
before or after the teaching day. A couple of afternoon
workshops were aL.tua lly tried with predictable results.
The staff was tired after school and their attention span
was non-existent The sessions had to be limited to only 20
to 30 minutes because the contract day ends at 3:00 and
time after that must be at .xtra pay.

Before school sessions were even wrrse. Every teacher
has important things to do ti, get ready for the school day.

Robert W. Richbarg is Director of Curriculum and Staff
Development and John M. Dratenovicb is Director of
Elementary Education, both in the Hibbing Public Schools,
37tb St. & 3rd Ave. East. Hibbing, MN 55746.
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The Solution

In 1985, at one of the regularly-scheduled adminis-
trator brainstorming sessions, the idea of an elective
Saturday inservice program was very tentatively sugges-
ted. At first the idea did not seem to have merit. After all,
who would come on Saturday after a long week of teach-
ing? As the discussion continued, however, some possi-
bilities began to emerge. If staff could be lured out on
Saturday through some sort of attractive incentives, there
certainly would be more time to explore topics in depth.
Obviously, subs are not needed for Saturdays, so costs
could be lessened. Also, teachers don't have to spend
extra time making detailed plans for substitutes. Finally,
teachers are fresher and more able to be reflective on a
Saturday morning than after a long school day.

But what kind of incentives would motivate atten-
dance on a Saturday, especially in a region where outdoor
recreation presents such strong competition for staff
weekends? Clearly there are many arguments against
paying teachers for Saturday staff development not the
least of which would be prohibitive cost. A combination of
incentives involving "lane change" credits on the salary
schedule, possible graduate credit from one of the state
universities, and recertification units were suggested as
possibilities.

Some of the more respected teachers
on our staff who have special
expertise would conduct some of the
workshops. These teachers would
certainly grow from reflecting on
and sharing with their peers the
good things they were doing in their
classrooms.

As the discussion continued, the idea began to gel. The
district might sponsor a practical, teaching methods-
oriented, elective Saturday institute. The staff would be
surveyed for the workshop topics they wanted. The
administration would also be asked to suggest topics.
Some of the more respected teachers on our staff who have
special expertise would conduct some of the workshops.
These teachers would eery. inly grow from reflecting on
and sharing with their peers the good things they were

cont. on page 4
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doing in their classrooms. Outside consultants with
strong reputations would also be sought if their fees
were affordable.

A major concern was voiced as this Saturday program
took form: How do you increase the likelihood that the
things learned would actually be implemented in
teachers' classrooms? A decision was made that teachers
who participated would be asked to do a significant
application project. To receive credit, a teacher would
develop and teach a unit which focused on the technique
or teaching procedure taught in the workshop. This pro-
ject would have to be verified by another teacher or
administratoi.

To receive credit, a teacher would
develop ana teach a unit which
focused on the technique or teaching
procedure taught in the workshop.

The first Professional Development Academy (FDA)
Saturday workshops were scheduled during the months
from January through April 1986. With ice fishing and
curling as the only major competing recreational
activities, it was felt that there would be a greater
likelihood of teacher attendance. Teachers registered for
the workshops in advance and made a $5.00 deposit to
hold their place. This deposit was returned when they
appeared on Saturday morning. All together, 13 f-hour
workshops were slated over five Saturday mornings. A
total of 190 teachers registered for these sessions. Regis-
tration for each workshop was limited to 20 persons so
that the sessions would be small enough to encourage
Interaction. These initial Saturday sessions included
topics suggested by teachers as well as those recom-
mended by administrators. For example, Madeline
Hunter's model of effective teaching was a topic sug-
gested by the staff. Cooperative learning, on the other
hand, was a topic about which staff had little knowledge
but which was offered at the request of administration to
create some initial awareness.

The Professional Development Academy is now in its
second year. It is jointly sponsored by two local public
school systems, with additional participation by a third
district and two parochial schools. It is still scheduled
over five Saturdays during the coldest part of the Minnesota
winter, but increased interest from the stafT has led to
scheduling 23 sessions, 10 more than in its first year. In
two cases, topics have been scheduled which require more
intensive training than is possible in th , 4 hours available
on Saturday morning. These longer workshops have been
well attended even though theyrequire a Friday night and
an all-day Saturday commitment.

Benefits

The broadened sponsorship of the PDA has had
several benefits. Enrollment has nearly doubled. There 15
now the opportunity to bring in more expensive presen-
ters as well as to use a broader base of local talent. More
importantly, however, is the opportunity for cross district
sharing between teachers of similar grade levels and sub-
ject areas.

Cost and cost effectiveness are among the principal
benefits in implementing a PDA-like concept. The total
cost for the 23 workshops offered in the PDA's secondyear
was about $8,000, shared among three districts. There is
no charge to participants unless they want university
credit, which they pay directly to the university. If a per
participant cost is calculated however, it turns out to be
less than $18.00 per workshop participant. These costs are
particularly surprising when it is noted that this figure
includes all honoraria and travel expenses for many
outstanding presenters that came from places as far away
as Baltimore, Maryland and Anchorage, Alaska.

Costs were kept down in several ways. Any staff
developer knows that there is a top echelon of workshop
presenters whose fame earns them high fees. There is,
however, a secona level of high-quality presenters who
may eventually draw a thousand or more dollars a day but
whose reputation is not yet at that level. These individ-
uals will often work for $200-$400 a day plus expenses in
order to develop their reputation. For instance, we were
able to bring a top notch language arts consultant all the
way from Denver for a total cost that was several hundred
dollars less than the honorarium alone for someone from
an in-state university with similar expertise.

Another way our costs are minimized is to share pre-
senters with other districts and educationalcooperatives
in the general region. When contracting to bring a top pre-
senter from some distance, we would'always negotiatefor
at least 1 day in addition to the time we actually planned.
If they were going to do a Saturday morning workshop, we
would negotiate for Friday too. Usually the costs for the
secont' day are significantly lower than :or the first,
especially if they know they will be presenting a second
workshop on the same topic as the one they will present
for us on Saturday. We then contact larger schciol systems
or cooperatives within 50 miles that are not participating
in the FDA. iInvariably there will be interest in the
availability of the presenter. Fees and travel costs are
then shared to everyone's benefit.

A third, and possibly the smartest way, to keep pre-
senters' costs low is to use key members of one's own
teaching staff. This cannot be done for every workshop,
but using talented local teachers or administrators,
interspersed with outside experts, works well for us. The
local individual, who is expert in some innovative techni-
que and who is willing to stretch professionally by pre-
senting to his or her peers, puts enormous effort into that
presentation. The quality of the workshop will generally

cont. on page 6
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be as high as the ones presented by outside "experts" and
the costs will be significantly less. The act of prepa ing
and putting on the workshop will also develop a new level
of professionalism in that teacher. They also tend to wolk
harder to live up to the enhanced image that their peers
have of them as a result of their workshop presentation.

The cost effectiveness of the Saturday Professional
Development Academy concept can be se -:n most vividly
when contrasted to some of the alternative means avail-
able to us to heighten staff awareness of ricw teaching
methods or to upgrade instructional skills. Workshops
and conferences are certainly readily available in Minne.. ita
as elsewhere. Sometimes they are only 25 to 75 miles
away, sometimes in the Min.leapolis/St. Paul area which
is 200 miles distant. When you calculate the registration
fee of $50 - $200, plus travel, lodging, and a substitute
teacher at $50 per day, the cost per participant is astro-
nomically higher that with the PDA approach.

While the quality and cost effectiveness issues favor
the PDA concept - it is not without its flaws. One of these
is that it is an elective program. Teachers who attend cer-
tainly benefit, but they are arguably the ones who need it
least. The staff members most in need of renewalare those
least likely to invest a Saturday morning to learn a new
teaching technique. The incentive of credits oristhe salary
schedule or graduate university credit often has no appeal
because veteran teachers may not be able to move any
further on the schedule. Many veterans attended simply
out of their love for learning, but many did not.

There were some patterns of participation that were
somewhat surprising and which represent another flaw in
this approach. Though every effort was made to balance
the workshops so that all of the K-12 levels and subjects
would have equal interest in participating, far more par-
ticipants came from the elementary level. Every work-
shop for primary-level staff was fully subscribed. Those
offered for intermediate level were popular, but not as
popular as the workshops for primary teachers. Participa-
tion dropped off dramatically at the junior high level, and
was almost non-existent at the high school level. Out of
over 130 high school teachers in the participating dis-
tricts, less than a dozen enrolled.

In times like these when there are so many quality
instructional approaches, the problem of how to find the
time and resources to update and train a teaching staff
looms ever larger. For smaller, less affluent, and more
isolated school systems, these problems may seem insur-
mountable. With the right kind of incentives, tin Saturday
Professional Development Academy concept can provide
an inexpensive and creative answer to an important staff
development need.
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Staff Development
Through Professional
Reading and
Discussion
Reading groups for professional pub-
lications are used to provide learning
opportunities, overcome teacher iso-
lation, and to strengthen corr-
muntcatton links with the community.

MAUREEN A. SULLIVAN

Aunique professional reading
and discussion program in the
East Lansing (MI) Public Schools

has improved faculty morale. positively
affected instruction, and helped establish
positive contacts with community mem-
bers. The program involved professional
journal subscriptions for participants.
regularly scheduled discussion sessions
with the teachers' classes being covered
during these times. and discussion par-
ncipation by college faculty, school board
members. and other cr-amunity members.

The program was F. posed to the dis-
tnct's Director of Instruction in the spring
of 1985. and funding was approved for a
pilot program in one elementary school for
fall 1985. The features of the program are
described here. along with a discussion of
the effectiveness of the program.

Maureen A. Sullivan is a teacher and reading
conithant in the East Lansing (Ml) Public
Schools and resides at 600 Dunbar Ct East

Laming, Ml 43823.

Features of the Program
Program Objectives

The primary purpose of the program
was to increase the professional reading
and discussion of current educational
Issues among the teaching staff and to
combat the cellular structure of the self-
cv:,tned classroom. Normally, elemen-
tary reaciicrs have limited time in the day
to engage in productive dialogue of edu-
canonal issues. A secondary purpose of
the program was to build communication
bridges with the community. In this case.
attempts were made to involve East Lan-
sing's educational leaders. the faculty of
Michigan State University (located in East
Lansing), and state officials concerned
with education.

The project was grounded in the admin-
istrative theory that suggests the net. is of
the institution are met if the needs of the
staff are served (Getzels. Lipham. & Ca-
mpbell. 1968). If the 'zarning needs of the
staff are served. then it would follow that
the needs of the students would be served.
The program was an application of Cun-
ningham's (1977) theory that "great
teachers are great learners and great learn-
ers are great teachers." Thus, a vehicle
was sought that would provide learning,
combat isolation. and strengthen com-
munication links within the community.

Teacher Participants
Participation by teachers in the pilot

school was voluntary. An overview of the
proposed plan was given to the staff in the
spring of 1985. and input was sought con-

cerning specific needs and purposes that
such a orogram might address. Additional
meetml. interested teachers were held
before the school year ended. Thirteen of
the 25 teachers in the building agreed to
participate. Members of the voluntary
group ranged from teachers just entering
the profession to those neanng retirement.

Community Participants
and Class Coverage

Discussions of the professional journals
were held during to regular school hours.
This was a marked change from the in-
servce sessions that began at 4:30 p.m.
with tired teachers. As a means of ob-
taining class coverage and bringing uni-
versity people into the sessions. university
faculty were invited to cover a teacher's
class one month while the teacher was at a
discussion. and then sit in on a discussion
session during another month.

The response was enthusiastic from
both children and faculty. Invitations were
also sent to school board members. Michi-
gan Department of Education personnel.
and local professionals involved with edu-
cation. Although the original proposal in-
cluded money for substitute teachers. it
was rarely used because regular substitutes
volunteered their services. The school
administrators and instructional support
staff of the dismct also covered classes and
joined discussion groups. As a result. dis-
cussion sessions had a mix of teaching
staff. administrators. comniunitt leaders.
and university faculty.
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Professional Journal Subscriptions
In Spring 1985. the teacher participants

chose journals that would serve as the
basis for the discussion sessions that were
to begin in the fall. The subscnptions were
paid by the school district. Sinre a variety
of reading materials were desired. 12
different penodicals were selected. They
included Educational Leadership, Phi
Delta Kappan. American Educational Re-
search Journal, Psychology Today,
Childhood Education. The Elementary
School Journal. Reading Teacher, En-
glish Journal. Arithmetic Teacher, and
American Journal of Education. It was
interesting to note the "how to" maga-
zines were avoided and journals that dealt

The primary purpose of the
program was to increase the
professional reading and
discussion of current
educational issues among
the teaching staff and to
combat the cellular
structure of the self-
contained classroom..

with topics in depth were selected. This
was consistent with research that indicated
that the practical is not always mind lifting
to a teaching staff (Baird. 1984).

Aside from the seminar, the readings
formed the basis for many discussions in
the halls and teachers' room throughout
the year. The selection of the articles and
topics was the choice of the person who
would serve as discussion leader for that
session. Approximately 2 weeks pnor to a
seminar. journal articles that pertained to
the topic or topics to be discussed were
duplicated and sent to all participants.
Coordination of the Program

Two people were needed to run the
program: a program coordinator and a
discussion leader. The program coordi-
nator was responsible for arranging for the
journal subscriptions, class coverage for
those teachers participanti3 in the dis-
cussions. participation of individuals out-
side the school. and recommendations for
the topics to be discussed in the monthly

sessions. As the building reading con-
sultant. I served as the program
coordinator.

A discussion leader was also needed for
each session. Since the research also had

Discussions of the
professional journals were
held during the regular
school hours.

suggested that elementary teachers lacked
opportunities to practice participatory
management skilis (Glickman. 1985). it
was decided that the leadership would
rotate monthly. The discussion leader was
responsible for choosing the topic for dis-
cussion at each session. with the assistance
of the program coordinator, selecting ap-
propnate articles related to the topic.
duplicating and distributing the articles
about 2 weeks before the scheduled dis-
cussion session, and beginning the
discussion.

Effectiveness of the Program
After one year of implementation, the

program has received good rirks from all
the participants. The Michigan Education
Department staff has publicized the dig
cussion seminars as an option for small)
districts with limited funds for staff de=
velopmend The Department of Educatio'n
also awarded the project a certificate of
merit ,for linkage with the community'.
While we were able to tap the' university
for participants, a small town could con-
ceivably use retired professionals, the.........
town banker, doctor, or others. As pro-
gram coordinator, I will share my obser-
vations in the following sections.
Morale

Collegiality within the building
received a definite boost. Teachers began
visiting one another in classrooms, and
talk in the teachers' lounge was not exclus-
ively about golf scores. While collegiality
is seldom mentioned in effective schools
research. adult alienation must be ad-
dressed if we are concerned with making
teaching a satisfying profession. Teachers
who initially had declined to enter the pilot
program began to ask how they could join

the discussion seminars. Arrangements
were made for these teachers to attend a
session or two.

Teachers in the original group have 1
quested the discussion seminars be con-
ducted twice a month instead of just once a
month. A great deal of branching out from
the discussion topics has also occurred.
For Instance. if the monthly topic had been
early childhood education. then someone
might mention a related article at a later
seminar. In regular staff meetings, the
level of professional interest in larger edu-
cational Issues increased noticeably, with
less time being spent discussing thines
such as recess schedules. In general. the
whole atmosphere of the school became.
more professional in tone and interest. The
pilot program met the Intellectual needs of
the staff, and the institution has been the
benefactor. High morale was also main-
tained because the discussion seminars
could be held during regular school hours.
rather than in the late afternoon when
teachers tend to be tired and have a t,!
dency to be mor gum.
Instructimal Benefits

For beginning teachers. the discu
seminars seemed to bndge the ga,
tween undergraduate university tra.
and the realistic world of school. Th
uis...assion seminars provided an outlet for
the newer teachers. and the mature teach-
ers in the group gained from that. Begin-
ning teachers were able to discuss the

Adult alienation must be
addressed if we are
concerned with making
teaching a satisfying
profession.

application of theory in the practical sense
with their current colleagues. and the ma-
ture teachers were reminded of theory.
The university participants api. crated the
seminars as a means of information
exchange.

The combination of journal reading and
discussion w di faculty enhanced edu-
cational practices in the classroom.
teaching approaches and instructiona
twines were tried and later discussed in the
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seminars. When assigned to cover a class.
the university professors rose to the occa-
sion and brought interesting experiences to
the youngsters. The class-covenng task
also brought the administrators close to the
children in the classroom.

Community Benefits
School board members reported that the

discussion groups provided valuable con-
nections between building staff and uni-
versity people involved with current edu-
cauonal theones. After several monthly
discussion seminars. the program coordi-
nator was receiving calls from additional
interested people throughc._c the area.
Administrators in other buildings asked
for a presentation on the project and sent
teacners to observe the discussion seutin-
ars. The Professional Development Office
within the Michigan Department of Edu-
cation sent a representative who sat in on a
seminar and later covered a :lass for us.
The Ingham Intermediate School Distnct
also asked to participate. They later fun-

neled information to us that would prove
valuable in acquinng a grant. Clearly, the
key factor here was interaction between
school and community.

Implications for Staff Developers
While the plan presented here is not

mco.nt to be the entire staff development
effort for a district. it may provide support
for a larger, perhaps more technical, pro-
gram. As suggested by Retnhartz and Van
Cleaf (1984), many short-term programs
fail because they provide little opportunity
for staff to have a dialogue of any depth. If
staff development is seen by teachers as a,
process to meet distnct instructional and
curriculum needs and neglects the per-
sonal and professional growth needs of the
teaching staff, then it will miss the mark
for both veteran and novice teachers.

Academic discussions such as descnbed
here should be a routine part of all staff
development programs as a means for pro-
viding support for teachers as they con-
sider research. theory, and practice. While

professional associations publish journals
and organize conferences, they are seldom
in a position to provide more specific sup-
port. This discussion seminar concept is a
simple plan that would enable all the re-
search findings. conference proceedings.
and position papers to find the audience for
which they were intended. 7,3
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BOOK REVIEWS
Call for Books to be

Reviewed and Reviewers

A book review section will be 'ncluded in future is,ues of the
Journal of Staff Development and book reviewers are
needed.

Reviews can come from two sources: (1) educators who have
recent books related to staff development in their possession
and choose to prepare a book review for the journal. or (2)
educators who would like to receive a book to review from
the editor.

People interested in prepanng book reviews should send
their name. mailing address. and phone number to the
journal editor at the address listed below. A form will then be
sent to prospective reviewers on wnich they identify topical

interest areas for books they would like to !view. As books
become available. they will then be sent to the reviewers.
Wnting guidelines will be provided.

If interested. contact:

Journal of Staff Development. Book Reviews
Paul R. Burden
Kansas State University
Dept. of Curriculum and Instruction
233 Bluemont Hall
Manhattan. Kansas 66506
(913) 532-6158
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SCHOOL-FOCUSED

Teacher-Conducted Brown Bag
Lunch Seminars: One Solution
to Staff Development
in Isolated Schools

The American Embassy School
(AES) in New Delhi. India. serves
700 students from 45 countries

with 82 full- and part-time faculty. the
majority being non-Indian. Like many pri-
vate overseas schools. AES is isolated
from sources of potential staff develop-
ment. Visits to the school by consultants
are few. university-sponsored seminars
and evening classes do not exist. and pro-
fessional organizations tend to be interna-
tional. rather than local.

The staff development efforts which
take place are typically workshops con-
ducted pnor to the opening of school each
year. Topics are usually determined by
administrators or department heads. who
also conduct the sessions. In addition,
money is set aside in the school's annual
budget for staff development through cur-
riculum workshops and independent work.
attendance at the sub-regional internation-
al schools teachers' conference. summer
study ant sabbatical grants. and for vari-
ous consultants hired in conjunction with
other schools. Workshop days and profes-
sional leave days are included in ;acuity
contracts.

Paul W Johnson is a graduate su. 'ant in educa-

tional adminisoation at Washington State Uru-
tersity and can be contacted at 8t 2883 CS.
Pullman. Washington 99/65. He formerly ma
die principal of the Middle School. American
Embassy School. ,Nlew Delhi. India.

How can teachers in isolated settings develop awareness of
current topics and issues in education? Through the use of a
series of surveys, teachers in a private, overseas scnool
identified priority topics for building-based staff development
and developed lunchtime seminars for their colleagues based
upon these findings.

PAUL W. JOHNSON

In spite of these efforts. teachers contin-
ued to feel isolated from the profession.
Little formal opportunity existed for dis-
cussion of current topics and ideas in edu-
cation and the sharing ofnew techniques or
programs. To remedy this situation and to
increase communication between teachers
about their teaching. the middle school
teachers at AES proposed a series of vol-
untary. monthly lunchtime seminars to he
planned and impleriiented by the faculty
members themselves.

Identifying Topics and
Resource Perzons

Topics and resource persons were iden-
tified at the beginning of the 1937 -8S
school year using a Delphi process. as
discussed by Orlich 1939', The Delphi

technique ;s a needs assessment process

w..ch involves teachers in a series of sur-
veys meant to progressively define and
narrow the range of topics for staff devel-
opment programs. As each round of sur-

veys is completed. the list of topics
becomes smaller until teachers have cho-
sen their most desired topics.

The process used at AES entailed three
rounds of surveys. NS each round was
completed. the principal tallied responses
and sent the next round of surveys to teach-
ers. In round one of the Delphi process.
teachers were asked to brainstorm a list of
topics. The purpose was to generate as
complete a list of potential topics as possi-
ble. The. survey included some suggestions
for staff development procrairis and asked
teach-. rs to add topics to list. cachets
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were also to check their preferred modes of

delivery and me frequency of the pro-
grams.

For round two of the Delphi process.
teachers were given a second question-
naire to complete. based on the list of
topics generated from the first round.
From the list of 19 topics. teachers were
asked to identify their five most desired
topics. as well as to list possible resource
persons on the taculty for any of the sub-
jects. Topics on the survey Included ques-
tioning strategies. cooperative learning.
motivating underachievers, time manage-
ment. student self-concept. and others.
The identification of resource nersons was
a critical step since outside resources (e.g .

consultants. universities) were not readily
available to the school.

In round three of the Delphi process.
teachers were asked to prioritize their top
five choices from the list of 10. The top
five topics identified were: cooperative
learning. learning styles. motivation of
underachievers. manipulative and hands-
on activities, and LMetin boards. Teachers
indicated a pre,erence for one. topic to he
covered per month. For the next 6 month ,.

the top five topics were to be addressed.
with learning styles taking twr, of the
monthly sessions.

Each lunchtime seminar was planned
and taught by teachers Identified during
round two and/or school administrators. In
some c.i.es. two or more people conducted

the workshops. Materials and time for
preparation were provided to presenters.
The typical format for each session was
20-30 minutes of presentation followed by
15-1'0 minutes of discussion.

Results of the Project
While the workshops were largely infor-

mational and were meant to increase teach-

ers' awareness. they had positive effects in
other ways c13 weii. Duna; teacher evalua-

tion conferences conducted at the end of
the .school year. teachers reported increas-
ed communication between colleagues and

more use of professional materials in the
Teacher Resource Center. Two pairs of
mach teachers formed mentor relationships
to learn about and incorporate into their
teaching the hands-on activities presented
in the seminar. The mentor relationship
was described in writing. presented to the
scnool director and board. and received

financial and reieased time support for
planning, observation. and feedback ses-
sions.

Participation in the workshops was
highest 180% of the middle si.hool faculty)
during the initial session and for more
general topics such as cooperative learning

The Delphi-technique is a
needs assessment process
which involves teachers in .

a series of surveys meant
to progressively define. and
narrow the range of topics
for staff development

_ .

programk:As each round-
. of surveys is-completed,:'
the &JO:topics becomesr.

Malleruittirteachers
have- chosen. their most '

-:-desirea topics.._

'."-::30:7` 4 - 4 .

...74.*,-,..&.; - -
." - - r-

and learning styles. Participation was low-

er (20% minimum) for more specific top-
ics such is mampuladves. which focused
priman'y on math. However. eachers re-
mained positive it their overall percep-
tions of the seminar. Teachers supported
,-ontinuation of the lunchtime seminars as
a forum for discussion and as a pos<ible
starting point foe other staff development
projects.

Recommendations
Based on our experience with lunchtime

seminars at AES in New Delhi. I offer
several recommendations to others consid-
ering a similar series of seminars.

I. Involve faculty in the identification of
topics through a process which encourages

brain storming followed by a means of par-
ing the list. The process of narrowing the
list of topics must involve teachers. This
can be dc -le through a series of surveys. as
outlined in the Delphi process.

2. Don't overlook the resources avail-
able within the faculty. In many Isolated
settings. the main resource is the faculty
members themselves, and many have ex-
perience and training which can be shared.

3. Once resource persons have been
identified for each topic. provide them
with planning support su.th as released
time. materials, and assistance in prepara-
tion of activities.

4 Encourage ongoing discussion of the
topics presented and support potential
spin-off efforts as a result of the seminars.

5 Consider other possible formats for
the sessions. such as basing discussion on

readings when resource people are not
available (Sullivan. 1987).

6. As long as participation is voluntary.
realize that participation will vary. Avoid
seminars during such periods as the end of
academic terms. end of the year. and the
week prior to a vacation.

Conclusion
While this format was particularly help-

ful in New Delhi. it might also be useful for
rural and isolated schools in the United
States without direct access to continuing
education efforts of local universities. It
could also serve as well as a forum for idea
exchange and information dissemination
about current trends or issues in education
for lets iso1ated settings. This model rec-
ognizes the human resources that are avail-
able in any school. In this case. the
American Embassy School just happened
to be in India!
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Building Level Staff
Development: A Personal
Account of A Peer
Helping Peers

Building-level staff developers are a
relatively new idea. This article
outlines the history of one person's
pioneer experiences filling such a
position through a description of
tasks. experiences, personal insights,
and recommendations.

KATHRYN M. TALLERICO

Abuilding-lesel staff developer is
a change agent. resource person,
coach. and mentor. When I be-

came a part-time staff developer in my
school. I didn't know any of this simply
because no one I know had ever heard of a
building-level staff developer. Eventu-
all!, . however. I defined the position in a
manner which is typical for such inno-
%atise ventures through tnal and error.
Thus. for those of you thinking of placing
staff developers in your schools or of ac-
cepting such a position. I would like to
discuss some of the results of my teal -and-
error process and offer suggestions from
the lessons I learned.

Kathryn M. Tallerico is a building level staff
developer. teacher trainer. and classroom
teacher in Pecos Junior High School. Adams
County, 9450 Pecos St., Denver. Colorado
8022 1.

First-Year Experience
When I took the job in 1985 as teacher

and part-time staff developer. neither my
pnncipal nor I had seen a job description.
though the position was being introduced
simultaneously at four other buildings in
the distnct. Therefore. our initial plans
were admittedly rather vague. en-
compassing only two rather broad goals:
(a) :o help teachers focus on instructional
improvement, and (b) to contnbute to the
teachers' professional well-being. Even
with 0 years in education. training in

'nervision, and a nearly com-
pleted master's degree in communication.
I was not truly certain where to begin to
meet these goals.

In order to introduce the concept of a
school-level staff developer. we sent out a
notice to our staff in the previous spring
stating our goals and asking them for sug-
gestions. In the semester that I began my
cL.nes as a school-level staff developer.
the school had a fairly large staff turnover.
resulting in 10 new teachers. Conse-
quently. before school began. my pnn-
cipai and I decided to work with inex-
penenced teachers first. Therefore. I was
to observe and hold conferences will all
new teachers using the clinical supervision
model. My day would consist of 4 hours of
these observations and conferences and
two hours of instruction in 2 ninth-grade
English classes. In their pre -hinng inter-
views. the pnncipal had explained to the
new teachers that 1 would be observing

them on a regular basis and that, in ad-
dition to the department head. I was a
person to see for questions. support. and
advice. Therefore, the new teachers were
prepared to have me visit their classrooms.

Because of the many needs of the new
teachers. the 1985-86 school year began at
1'1,1 tilt. While I was concerned that the
pace would slow down dramatically once
the new teachers felt "settled in." my fear
was never realized. Instead of boredom. I
soon found challenge around every corner.

Tasks of the Job
The tasks and projects that I tackled

dunng my "rookie" year as a building-
level staff developer can be divided into
three categones (a) formal instructi,..al
tasks. (b) informal instructional tasks. and
(c) attitude /change tasks. These are out-
lined below.

Formal instructional tasks included
the following:

Conducting ongoing observations
and conferences with all new teachers for
growth and reinforcement. While this took
much time. it was judged extremely valu-
able by all new teachers.

Leading informal meetings, mini-
inservices. and discussion sessions with
all new teachers or other groups of
teachers.

Planning and conducting two separate
10-week sessions (held after school) of
peer observation. This was an exciting.
voluntary class in which experienced
teachers learned to observe and provide
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positive reinforcement to each other dur-

ing the course of a normal school Jay
Informal instructional tasks included:

Encouraging teachers to observe each
other for any reason. and often covering
classes while they did so.

s Consulting with the principal regu-
larly and at length abo t vanous school
relati.d matter.

Gathenng information and dissemi-
nating appropriate materials to teachers
and other staff members.

Holding informal questiorualswer
sessions and discussions in the teachers'
lounge on an, almost daily basis with many
sLatf members.

Attitude:Change tasks included:
Promoting an atmosphere of open-

ness. interdependence. and mutual sup-
port among all staff members.

Listening to teachers who simply
needed to talk.

Acting, intentionally and unin-
tencioix"y. as a change agent. This in-
clucled giving encouragement. assistance.
and moral support to any teacher who
showed even the slightest interest in trying
anything new. Topics incInded instruc-
tional improvement. planning, cur-
riculum. classroom management. and
e!.tra-curricular matters.
Retrospective View of My First Year

After 'his exciting yet somewhat scary
first year. I was able to identify some
major zuccesses and two main problems.
Let me first deal with the problems.

Obstacles to Initial Success. First. as
with any innovation. there was some in-
itial skepticism among the teachers. This
was only to be expected. and there was
actually less of it than I h-a antic.nated.

Most teachers were openly
and actively supportive.
With any such venture,
only time, the spread of
enthusiasm, and the news
of success can and will
change the attitudes held by
skeptics.

No one openly thwarted my efforts. and
many expressed approval to the timeliness
of a building-level staff developer Actu-

lly. most teachers were openly and ac-
tively supportive. With any such venture.
only time. the spread of enthusiasm. and
the news of success can and will cnange
the attitudes held by skeptics.

Another obstacle was limited resources.
Specifically. I needed more time and
money. First. one part-time building-level
staff developer is not enough to provide
support for change and give specific as-
sistance to all staff members in one build-
ing. More time could be provided by mak-
ing the assignment of the staff developer
full-time or by adding additional par -time
staff develo ers. Next. r.lre money is
needed to cover the expense occasional
substitute teachers so that .vhers can
observe and/or confer with one another.
Third. it takes time for the change process
to take its natural course. Lastly, it r.,:es
time to learn the job of a 1..-,oing-level
staff devet,,,:er.

Successes. The accomplishments of my
first year. on the other hand?. were exciting
at' tangible. I look back on six areas of
success.

First. the new teachers reported feeli,igs
of great improvement in their teaching
effectiveness and of a major reduction in
stress. Because of this. I believe many of
them entered their second year with far
sucenor skills and mere cc:if:At:ice ',re is
typical. Their self-awareness and their
positive attitudes are also noteworthy.
Typically, first-tear teachers undergo two
or three observationse-valuauons by an
overloaded administrator. Because of the
frequent observations and immediate
feedback I was able to provide them. I
believe they became better teachers.

Next, peer observation was a phenom-
enal success. especially with experienced
teachers in the program. For them. it was
of:en harder to change old hehav tors than
in learn new ones. The parnc'pants were
much happier with the process than I had
ever dreamed possible. The increase in
trust. colleotality. and the practice of new
(earnings was dramatic.

Third. all teachers who used my ser-
vices expressed consistently high satisfac-
tion. The administrators were also en-
thusiastic and supportive. As a result.
teachers began to ask questions about r!:. er

ihservation. new teaching techniques. or
other education-related topics For may
teachers. this was the first step toward
change.

Fourth. students have been positively
affected. Students observed inter-
dependence and shared goal-setting when
teachers frequently visited each other's
classrooms. Seeing their teachers learn

Peer observation was a
phenomenal success.
Participants were much
happier with the process
than I had ever dreamed
possible. The increa.:e in
trust, collegiality, and the
practice of new !earnings
was dramatic.

served as a modol for students that learning
is a lifelong process. When students asked
visiting teachers "Why are you here?" the
response most often was "to learn some-
thing from your teacher." or "io show her
what she is doing right." Students often
shared what they were doing with the
visiting teachers or asked questions of
them. Thus. students obtained the prac-
tical benefits of two experts in U class-
room at the same time. Furthermore. :he
classrooms with two teachers present were
better managed.

Fifth. some of .he staff members
tamed the theory and the techniques in-
volved in team learning. a cooperative
grouping strategy which the peer obser-
vation classes studied. Several other
teachers expressed interest in team seam-
ing after hearing much talk about it in the
teachers' lounge among peer observation
class members. This is especially mean-
ingful. since cooperation among teachers
was one of my main goals as a staff
developer.

Last. but possibly most important. it
seems that change itself may now be less
threatening to many staff members. The
practice of teachers visiting classes or
taking opportunities to try our new instrur-
tional approaches has becor e less intun
dating. or at least less shorKng. Of course
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more time is needed to get everybody
involved in sharing this sense of joint
expenmentation and learning. but I am
confident that the change process is in full
swing.

Second-Year Experience
In my second year as building staff

developer. I am performing many of the
same functions as the first year as well as
some additional ones. Some of the
changes I am witnessing this year include:

Getting more teachers involved in
teaching each other. formally via
mini-inservices.
Having many more eachers actively
participate in such inservices and
other staff development activities.
Receiving and responding to more
individual requests for help and/or
suggestions.
Feelinc less reluctance on the part of
several reluctant teachers to "use"
me.
Hearing those who have participated
in peer observation and similar peer
assistance efforts spread an enthusi-
astic word for such efforts, thereby
making !trides tow rd my goal of
eventually having the entire staff be-
ome mini-staff developers.

The experiences I have had
as a building staff developer
have given me greater joy
than I have known in my
entire career.

Personal Thoughts
The expenences I have had over the past

year and a half as a building staff de-
veloper have given me greater joy than I
have known in my entire career. Looking
back. I see that I have grown immensely
from this expenence. The growth occurred
within and without: it involved seeing suc-
cess for myself and success for others. too.

Having always considered myself an
adventuresome and innovative person. I
found it thrilling, albeit somewhat fear-
some. to prove that I could indeed take on
such an unknown challenge. It way even
more satisfying to realize that. given the

opportunity. most teachers are excep-
tionally adventuresome and ir aovative
too. It was a pleasure. therefore. to help
facilitate the growth of such traits in
others.

Sharing goals. successes. and frus-
trations with teachers on a very close basis
brought us closer. both personally and
professionally. We saw that we do not
have to be alone in our classrooms and that
we have mach to gain from leaning on and
learning from each other.

I also learned in my heart what I knew
all along in my head: that change comes
through hard work and through dealing
with some discomfort and resistance. For-
tunatel!, . I had the support and advice of
other budding -level staff developers in
other schools in the distract. We all had the
same problems and challenges.

In addition. I had the thrill of seeing
good teachers take risks to become better.
asking only for a little encouragement and
a little praise along the way. The oppor-
tunity to help them in this manner provided
a great sense of purpose to my job. For me.
that was the bottom line.

Recommendations for Other
Building Staff Developers

Others who wish to become building-
level staff developers need to keep several
suggestions in mind.

Get the support of the building
pt :ncipal. This is indispensable for the
success of building-level staff de ciop-
rr enc. Without it, you are doomed.

Get training in clinical supervision.
You wil. need to give specific. fair. accu-
rate feedback to many teachers based on
observations of their classrooms. Learn
how to do this well. and your judgment
will be respected and your advice heeled.

Suggest and begin a pee.* obser-
vation class. When teachers see that they
can also observe others nd. in effect. do
what you are doing too. they will change
more rapidly and more readily accept the
premise that teachers can help teachers.

Focus on new and inexperienced
teachers first. These people wart your
help most and will accept u most
willingly.

Take ene thing at a time. Tackling
too many projects and not finishing any of
them will jeopardize your chances of truly
helping anyone. and !t will prove the skep-

tics ngtif.
Read everything you can get your

hands on. A person who is up to (late on
the latest educational research has more
credibility and more tools for helping
others.

Find a support group for yourself
Seek out supportive friends. admin-
istrators. and other building -level staff de-
velopers. They are invaluable sources of
feedback. sugcrestions. and
encouragement.

Refer to yourself by your title. This
helps you act like a staff developer, think
like a qaff developer, and perform like a
staff developer.

I had the thrill of seeing
good teachers take risks to
become better, asking only
for a little encouragement
and a little praise along the
way. The opportunity to
help them in this manner
provided a great sense of
purpose to my job.

Conclusion
I remind my staff penodically that they

only need to ask for my help and I will
provide it. or least do my best to discover
where it might be found. I believe that
most school:. 'nave vast untapped resources
in the energy and expert' ,,f their staffs.
Teachers need only a little t.,..tp to uncover
such resources and a little training to use
them effectively. The job of the building-
level staff developer is to make these
things possible. 7
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Staff Development: Eight
Leadership Behaviors for

Principals

School adminisirators most do nice than read Mc recent repotts
on excellence in educalior to improve their schools. They should
adopt the eight leadeiship behaviors outlined here, says this
author.

BY MAHAN

11E CURRENT QUEST for excel-
lence in education has ignited pub-
lic interest and set in motion a revo-

lution to improve schooling. Two ail-
'cal factors supported by practically all
major Ville:111011A research on school
excellence we the institutional leader-
ship 01 the principal' and ongoing,
school -based daft developirent..1

These faclois are osely rebued. The
hest indicator that principals .e clfec-
live instructional leaders is the existence

I Gene IIuddIC, "I low Complex Is the Princi-
pal's huh" what Actions Canylincmals lake I o
Ile More 1:ffer.Iive7 NASSP Hullaun, Detember
1981, irr) 62 67.

2 fun (' Marshall and Sarah I) Caldwell.
"flow Valid Are Formal. Informal Needs As-
ses,ment Methods lid Planning Slut Irev
menu Programs I" NASSP IAdlrnn, Novi:Inner
1981. pp 24-.10

MAN N plilltipal al Bear neck
Iligh Shod, Denvei, toll)

Dowerr

of an ongoing, school.based stall de vel-
°Innen! program within the st.hool.

To become a productive institutional
leader, the secondary principal lutist
translate the wealth of research on
school excellence into an ongoing,
sihool-based development progi am that
will help teachers deliver classioom in-
sUvction that int:teases student aca-
demie achievement.

The following are eight leadership
behaviors for secondary plincipals that
ponnole stall development at the build-
ing level.

I . Encourage Teacher Dist 'mhs
About C;ottil Teat lung hat sit es)

Faculty meetings, inservice pro-

3 Monitor:14 Sua.AREleopumIC
111 she A...mmaf Hipors, rItethm. V. U SSl'.
19811 I)

giants, mentos tit stall, tme-Ito one con-
lett.lues, lintl depaitinent meetings all
oll excellent oppoittiiiiiies lot the
inmeipal to citcomage !cachets to dis-
cuss Lunenl iescaich on el lei 1i ve teach-
ing

Results 01 local school surveys on
hoinewoik, student lailtne tales, and
obstailes ineventing !cachets ho mo-
tivating and instituting !hell students
ale also impoitant issues that should be
discussed Raising icailieis' :maleness
(4 these ploblems is au important step
toward undying a stall to work togeihei
un projects to improve classounii nn-

so moon.
Teachers most patticipate in a dialog

about school ellectiveness if change is
to ot.ctii, and the principal must be the
mie to lacibiale the "slug) and
inompt teacheis to examine their teach-

2. Incisive Tcat Inns us 1)cucloping and
l: ruluuung cal iy Slog Objet

'1 he principal should take the initia-
tive to will wish teat-hers, patents, and
students in assessing ill: strengths and
needs 01 the school's institutional pot-
giants.

Once these strengths and needs have
been debited, they should be hanslated
into mitten objectives in which Ilse
leathcls have an investment and, thew-
line, see a need to actomplish. Listed
below are some 01 the olit:ctives a stall.
01 90 high skhool teacheis helped to
!mutilate.

RctltuLe student tardiness by setting a
plod eXiiiiiide, 1.e , slatting rush ire-

4 Ronald 1thoonth. "I Ile% liVe StIi.uIs for the
11 than 1'411.1... 1 /1111.1111,11di 1 i doh I %hip. l h
1.11.1 Ito IS 21

tional aitivities pionitly, stating ex-
pedations deady, holding students
consistently aiimintable, and ltd
lowing tip with an atliiimishatoi le-
gaiding peisisteni 'mouthed 1.11(lies

Work to mipiove stall mosaic by en-
coniaging open communications
among stall' menthe's and working
togethei to prevent and solve 1)1 01)-
lems that linalea good stall mutate
Make al least one positive phone call
It) patents each %veck.

Recognize positive contliblitunis 01
Icllo stall membeis.
Build school spirit by stippoiting co-
citi molar acti vines.

Islonitor students who have tape te-
coolers and Who take loud., of In/-
Images into the halls or CI.1111001111S

Rely on (hied communications as
Hitch as possible to pievent pitthlems
lior lesteling.
Pitnnote an atmosphere for academic
le:toting throughout the st.11001

1411'4) students with belle skills in
note-taking, outlining, test taking,
and personal organization skills

During the lust semester ul the cur-
rent stinall year, the plum ipal mom-
toted stall success in accomplishing the
objectives by giving written feedhaik on
issues such as attendance and dist.tpline
polblems, stitolaiships, student pe1101-
111alke lioniewoik, !cachet input
limitless made on stall °ITN:Byes. Pal-
ent evaluations of the school's Lui-
rictiltim, results 01 student attitude sto-
ver., and student lailtite rates,

ite survey results inovided It al
data.' that the stall used lo deteimine
slIcuglhs and needs of the institiitional
prorrain tor Ike tuned year

I 111, 'oral data also was the 1).1..517



It %( loping stall olio:Loves lot the lol-
I M Yein

1110(11111 "1011114 little evidence to

urges( any open meeting n1 the minds
Ilic pout it principals, teachers, mo-

lt. ills, and intents iegaiding school
%calsnesses. Inoblems, and sit engths.

.Vliett the assessment (il the school's
itsItticlional poignant crane's on the
ieople closest to the school, the data
.eciti moie vital and there is less dis-
ineement aiming st:.II, students, and
talents about 11s valulity.

I..% ell mole 111111011:1111. as lloyer's le-

.::l it suggests: "the school I. rammi-

n !Cat H. students, and 1)1 in-
ipal --sees learning as the primary

'Aral In sic 11 is communit y, the in ravioli
let (ones lint just the lop atitlionty hut
lie key edtteatra, (00.-"

I E thobe KHowled,tie of 1.em thing
Mem I', low so wood Alribodt, nail Re-
won 117

Bloom's Taxonomy, hitt-
Aides 01 Learning, hunter's Lesson
Nan Analysis. Idaslow's Ilieraithy of
Needs. l'iaget's Stages of De vehipment,

Nlas(ely I canting, and l)iicet !swim:-
mill ate just a lew theories and methods
d leaning dial the principal can appply
ui ty(ii mg with teachers to impiove
111S1(10iii iu sh iii tun

ellis cut research on school (Alec-
yetiess such as (he Carnegie Study

), :1 Notion al Risk, All Ora OW-

5 8 litho A Pith refitle el So hoot (New
11111. 10$ 11 p 11

I, I 1110.1 I 11111C1, Ilieh Ai howl A

5,,,m,huc 1 elm Imo m Arne, et (New Ynik.
11.11p..1 awl kiln. p 229
I I 1110 W All I 4111C,I6t111,11 Iteset111 11

1.110.1111 I 0II1H1.II I It C l'h1 1 )1 1111 A./, tit

tt, t

then teaming (Bloom), and A Study ol
&Nailing gloodlad can be converted
by the principal into practical stall de-
velopment activities impt (tying
t 'assioom instruction.

Without a working knowledge of
leaning theory and teseatt.h, the princi-
pal will be limited in generating discus-
sion among teachers about the act of
good teaching, the fits( adniinistt atm
behavior listed above.

One example of transhding theory
and research who a practical instrue-
thimil method for improving classroom
teaching loins Maslow's theory of mo-
tivation together with Rosenshint. and

Furst's research on effective class tint

insmiclhn" to form a teaching sioncgy
called "ple11101iVall011."9

Ill applying this snotegy, the teacher
makes a special elhat to help SOoleolS
lolly icalite the purpose and value be-
hind the karnii:g before engaging them
in the insnuctional activity.

Maslow defined motivation as a yearn-
ing or desire to leant on the pan of the
learners, and even though the learners
may nil do anything substantive to ma-
ize their desire, this would not alter the
1 act that they were motivated to lemn.

Rosenshine's and Furst's research, on

the rake hand, suggests that teachers

who pit , cue, and emphasize good
questioning techniques with Omit stu-
dents arc Inure apt In generate thinkiug
and learning in their students

(letting 1e:whets to help their students

8 11 RowitInne and N I tint, .1 he Arpreitiol uj
/ rn. hong Con, rpm and Prof viz (Reading,

appict tate the teal value and 'impose
behind tlp ;1 le:titling helot e they [emit it

will increase the leaning's televmme
the needs of the students. 1 his will gen-
erate a higher level 01 student m-
tivation to become actively involved in
the pursuit of (cachets' lemony, objec-
tives.

4. Se! High Pilot imp) on Student 1)A-
t ipline thid Anenthincein

00011 student discipline and atten-
dance arc prerequisites lit good insonc-
(ion. Unless the principal works with
stall members to set and enforce work-
able policies and procedures
C011iille1 and attendance, the principal
will be hindered as an Oho tictional
leadei .

In Maslow's hierarchy of needs,
salily and security should be satisfied
berme the person can concentiate stn
higher needs such as sell-actualizalion
and an appreciation it the aesthetics
For secondary teachers, student dis-
cipline and attendance needs 11111S1 be
satished in order lor (cachets to be le-

.
ccptive to staff development activities
Thal center on improving classroom 111-

Sinn:11(E
A wtiltett stepby-step discipline pro-

cedure for leachers to follow when the
need arises is a cornet shale to the amine

success of a selnasl'S Ins1111Clional pro-
gram. The same it .tie for student at-
tendance; the principal must show con-
cern for alleluia ice and discipline by

taking the lead in developing, imple-
menting. and evaluating practical
policies that %yolk Ira teachers.

I lie 111.111 114111s success .111

(tonal !cadet Is hugely (It mollified II)
then success stn pirationor rood snidest(
discipline and legulat student alien
(lame.

5 Ahab! Elllrtvw o 1 cal h

el 3, 111111 S11110113 /110 b111 /I 11111/111NC I

hlany secondary in int:pals Ice! that a
good leacher sets high exist:Li:too tut

students
ItiEh expectations are impoitaid. Inn

almost any !cachet can eq.11)11,11 high
expedations lot 1 he

skillful classroom temitto knows the
11111-e 11111/011:1111 challenge is in nit
rivaling and helping )itingsters 111
achieve the high expet.1.111.Ms

.1 lie S1111:111011 is snlml.Ii ins the pink

pal as a stall developei Using skills,
knowledge. and cleativity. the oho (pal
must set high but attainable standaid,
lot the stall nictithets, Meting surges-
(ions on how the stall can a( hie ve these

standank.
lioneipals should also shale Cicti

vision oil the josh-minimal 'nova am with
(cachets, students, and patents. detail
ing what their tole will he ill helping to
achieve the vision by modeling he
haviors that show then cwmnllinenl lit
excellence.

For example, if principals exile(
teachers to listen to souk:ids, die)
should loco to sta II they expel t
teachers to suggest to sualcius 11(1W the)

their teaming, they should
ollta (cat heis suggestions Iw impioving
their tem hing Polo:sp.& slialbhe :is

NIA% : Ad.hsuu Wesley l'idololiing , 1'1!!1,
pp 70 71

11 CH.1.11.1 11ade e illty I et.,11,4( k

14:1(.1n noggell, "Aiding Ihc Sciinusly fled - 10 the no 1:kt diem tit Ailiniiihtiatin% A 11011 ead..1.1.11.

Cienl I C.1111CI in (*(111101i,1111111," 1 11r A1111/117/111111.1
I .1111. 11111111, .4 Noaun 111 111%( 1hr Impt / 0111 t In/ ':.4% tin 1, lllll ,911 pp

It us Pk', SCIthlttltet 19 IN pit OH $0 //11/1111 1/C/01/11, A11111 1981, pp 29 111 S



leaLlielS as they want
Ica( in as Its be with sindenis.

Aleetings and inset vice programs
conducied by mineipals should demon-
male g I teaclimg behavior. Ponci-
pals should ask Iediellels probing ques-
tions about theii insinictional activities,
and teachers should have the oppor-
Imlay to evaluate the principals, since
the stall inembeis we enema aged to w-
heal lecilback hum their mildews.

llionigh these behaviors, ptint.ipals
will be mole apt lo convince then stall
inembeis that they take the issue of aca-
demic excellence set musty, and the stall

be moue lesponsive It) ideas, sug-
gcsiiiiiis, and strategies for Iiiipiovilig
diem instruction.

'I his should b. the focal poinl of mi-
t,. .ng schiailbased stall development.

What is the plincipal's vision of the
insiniclional mogiain What ale the be-
11.1lins he or she clauses to model in
achieving this vision? A Principal's
hail,: Itepoit, below, gives icaLlieis

chrncc to know hat piincipais expect

of themselves and the oppoilunity io
give leedback 10 principals about their
pei 1 oi mance.

6. Observe Classe. and 1k Vistbkl2

One of the most impoitant adminis-
trator behaviors for monnaing school-
based sialfdevelopment among teachers
is the quality and quantity of classroom
visnations, yet i1 may be the least prac-
ticed behavior.

Too much paperwork, too many
meetings, too many teachers, noi
enough time are reasons often cited by
principals for not visiting and evaluating
teacheis. 13111111e Iwo ina;.1 obstacles are

poor management of time and the lack
ul confidemee in one's own skills and
knowledge about teacher observation
analysis.

In the final analysis, only the super-

12 t titbrcy W KILI.Jughlun rnd Drvitl I)
KIJrall. "Sidi Dcvelopmen1 Jlill SlI10111
Climtge. /tot her Cellege Kt, Mil. Vol HO, No
I, SLociliber, pp 6') 91

Areas of Evaluation GRADE

Rapport with Staff
2. limovativeness
3 fluxibilliy When Appropriate
4. Approachability
5. Knowledge of Concepts and Skills

Impoi tont in Various Content Areas
6. Positive Recognition Given lo Teachers
7. Observation and Evaluation of Staff
8. Organizational Management Skills
9 hishuctional leadership in General

10 Skidoo! Discipline
II Emphasis and Support Given to Academics
12 Emphasis and Support Given la Athletics
13 Same of Accountabilay for the Total 60

St final ()negation

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D
A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

A B C D F

'menden( can solve this piablem by pi
viding adequate i lic.paI s ornning to in
by not 000101111g adwilu sh aloes lo the

position of plinet al uniil they have
demons(' ated einiiieteney in evaluating
classroom teachers and in making
teacher observation-analysis a lugh p1 1-

ority.
Whether principals use a form of clin-

ical supervision, some sort of check list,
or an evaluation format ol their own
making, the critical issue in teacher
evaluation is providing teacheis with
specific, positive, and constructive
feedback about their instruction that will
Cause bent to examine their teaching
and their students' learning.

Written feedback by itself will not
suffice and should be followed by dialog
between the teacher and principal about
the act ol teaching and teaming.

Teacher evaluation enables the prin-
cipal to make the connection between
what research says is good insimenon
and what is actually taking place in the
classroom.

For instance, if the teacher asks
probing questions, gives positive ie-
infoiee men t to students, is task-
oriented, and sets a nice tone

with a businesslike style, the
principal should recognize these produe'-
live teaching behaviors by reinforcing or
clarilying them.

If these behaviors are not evident, the
principal should note their absence and
help the teacher to undo stand how they
can be used io enhance students' learn-

ing.
Principals wile do a good ;oh of

Cs aluating teachers arc visible plinci-
pals. 'I his visibility bolsters stall inmate
and increases school spit it.

7. I in iiiiiihe PosiiiIT Rel0/1014 4 1111.1
.41114,11g letukr,s (Mil Sillth',11% I

lively school needs a piogiam
recognizing teacher excellence. and a'
though lands may not be as ailable
financial it:wards, the in incipal can so
do much 10 provide this needed lecogn

Dining the 1983-84 school year Ili
principal at Bear Creek I high School 1,
Denver, Colo., maimed a plogiani i
which teachers were coca. eil 111 net

ognize bellow teachers 1. .gli mine
"Teachei Commendalions."

Im time nom's, teachers gave iii
principal 250 mitten cominendalions
present to their bellow (cache's Sit

dents wen: also invited to look loo goo
teaching behaviors in then teacheiS
then C0111111CIld 111011 by completing

"leacher Tithate Dining the Ins
year oI the progialli, 500 MIMIC% Weir
given lo teachers.

aising people III an honest. concoct
fashion can be contagious, and giviiii
praise can be as inputting .15 receiving H
paloculaily when the lc:Lupien( thanks
lelluw teachei who milk the time to
the pause

1 he gioundwink lor increasing stu
dent feCognilior was laid eddy In 111,
school yea' when stall members agiee,
io make one leleplione c,ill per week to .
parent a a student who was excelling II
their classes

One chemistry ieiieller, intending It
make only one call lin the week. was s.
pleased with the IN/Slime reaction tit
lust paieni lie canc.(' (hal he went on

11 Ray Clot.. "Wiwi Makes .so 1.110 toe Pim
opal,., room spat IO.11,11 I'M I, pp I') 11



di 21 011,1 p.urnls dundg the lust
,( I. III the

I.1%e oI the patrols he Lulled. in turn,
me so elated with the teacher's

altitude that they called the pi luci-
d to commend the leacher 1st taking
,e time to goo them good news annul
.cur

Aline than I .100 student recognition
vecie made by the stall dining the

1s1 year 01 the pluieLI.

:Wm( ate (hang(' At (Pugh .5( hid-
(de Projer ti u

Student and !cache' recognition prirj-
Is. silimilwitle emphasis on home-
oak iegulai and liequent monitoong
I student piogiess, quality ol academie
amine !One on task. well-coonlinated

nit enlinceil policies tir student alien-
mice, and discipline are examples of
,sipoitaill issues to be aildiessed within

st stall development plow alit.
he mint ipal's responsibility is It) Wink
id' stall menthe's to assess needs and

to plopiise piojects aimed at meet-

% the needs
But unless the teachers are made

waie ul the plohlems Inndctirlg iusti tic.
on and sense the advantages ol a new
'oleo. they probably will not be sup-
.ative Poetical') any issue. ranging
Inn students lading to complete their
sillieWolk to 'Meting halls and class -
units with trash, can be turned into a
twee...did st honlwide project. When
.11 Inas have evidence that a change is
cited, they will usually summit the

solution'.

I hiduls Mint . "Ilse 1IleiII ve
Imes If mil I din tellott, Augur SeillyinIto

Impatient as they may be to bong
about changes within the st.liool, mei-

pals should iesist impulsive changes M-
ill most stall menthe's have become in-
volved in helping to determine if the

changes would be benelicial to the
school.

Involving the staff in the change
plocess is critical lo taint principal-stall
relations and is also essen:ial to school-
based stall development.

Four sequential steps should guide
principals in win king with their shalt
members as they usher in change:

Step One: Raise Staff Awe us

alunit important issues and plot'.
by encouraging open discussion
among teachers based on staff and
student sill veys that speak 10 OW elm-
eons. Also ask teaeheis to investi-
gate the issues themselves and to dis-
cuss thcii obso vations with each
other. Often teachers do not realize
that their concaves led as strongly
about an issue as they do, and by
et mdinaling stall communications,
the Illulcipal can luster a positive
stall altitude Iowan' change.

When the teachers are well-
infoi med aboul issues and understand
how ohms reel, they will he more
receptive to a proposal intended to
solve the problem
.S'irp Tiro. Elevate Stall Alva; em.s% to

a higher level of concern by tinging
the stall together to examine the ex-
tent to which they heel the puthleni
should be addiessed.

II there is consensus among staff
menthe's or if a substantial mannity
summits the need tor change, then a
plan of action is needed ho solve the

then summit lin it diange, the pi mo-
rd has only to wink with a small
group ol teachers in delming a pm-
fesal that the would piobalily
accept. since they had aheady been
consulted and voiced theii summit for
the change.

ID Step Three: Meeting the Need
through an action plan and giving the
slat f the opportunity to evaluate inog-
ress v, ill only increase their suppoi:,
so long as the principal is guided by
the stall's input and is willing to
make the necessat y revisions in order

for the project to succeed.

Step Four: 'nue stall's success in any
new undeoaking should not be taken
NW granted by the or the
stall. 'I he principal, !timeline, should
Monitor and Repot I Pt op es c to Staff
members so they can see if their in-
vestment is paying oil.

This feedback will encourage
teacheis to maintain their suppoo of
woithwhile projects which might
otherwise die due to apathy. If the
project is not successful, the principal
should propose revisions aban-

donment in favor of another action
plan.

'these sequential steps have been used

in many second:11y schools to establish
written proccdnies for (hselphIle, alleti
dance, holm:wink, school cleanup ploj-
ems, as well as 'migrants fun equipping
students with mato ials and study skills.

hrough this fourstep change process
the stall members at these schools le-
fined their teaching and management
skills, which in tilt had it positive c

on students' learning. hojnoving class-
room insIttietion is the essence td school
based. (mottling stall development. and

the aitoc 'cadetship id the lnIll. ipal
eon. nil.

Inning the last school yea' 'Ince sig-
iiilicant changes were nl.uh, m Beal
(*leek High School's mik:tine It:mini%
Llurate because the plum Mal and stall
menthe's saw the need to give mine
tecognitinli to students who excelled
academically.

The lour-step change process was
used to bring about these clianz,es.
I. Each (punter, depaitments selected
outstanding students in every confetti
area. Photographs were (Ils1)1.1)ett ()I the

students, eettilteates of mei were plc-
settled to thcoi, and tenets ol L(111
moulation were sent to their p.11 cuts

I his prOleet, !mown as "St holastic
Achievers," helped to renew the inkiest
of students in academics; 250 students
received special recognition last yeas as
SLIndaslic Achievers. 'I he pioject le-
ceived enthusiastic endoi Seinen! Amin

te.a.bers and is now in its setoiol yeal
2. No longer would the student mu mug
the highest grade point average auto
math:ally become valedictolian beCailse
resiliCtiOns wcne placed (111 L.111(11(lateS

Instead, only those completing Ili at a-
Jenne credits, Iwo years (11 loreign lan-
guage, and two Advanced Placement
courses would be cosh), sed a candidates

for valcdii. tin hilt of the Nelli()) class
I 11)0i1 salislying these resit ictions, the

student with the highest glade point
average would carp the title ol valedic-

toilaii. 'I his t hange encomaged the fop
slutleuls to take the mole rigorous
conises and added prestige and equity to

the Valedlitoly await!, without
to a policy id weirlited
3. Students at glade level %%Ito

completed a min ul Olive acme
comics eat semest. annul' with 1



three electives, and earned a 4 0 for the
clime year were awarded an academic
medal.

Iiighty-six students were awarded
academic medals at "Spilt! Assembly"
in which I ,900 of then lellow students
cheered these young scholars.

Recognition of students' academic
excellence has long been overdue in high
school, and this poled was enthusi-
astically endoised by teachers, patents,
and students and will ino!)ably become a
tiadition at our school.

Concluezm

Since A Nation 01 Itis4 was published
in 1983, mole than 30 tepoits and books

and a plethora of articles have been pub-
lished on the topic of school excellence.
hincipals must take the reins of leadcu
ship and move forward.

Emesi Boyer said it best: "lit schools
when: achievement was high and whsle
there was a' clear sense of community,

we found, invariably, that the principal
made the dillerence."13

Through the application of these eight
performance behaviors, principals can
strengthen their leadership and make
significant contributions toward helping
students to achieve excellence in their
learning.

15 Buyer, p 219.

How To Disagree, Yet Be Agreeable

The art of public relations includes more than news releases and meetings with
community gimps, says Ronald Green, admmisti alive intern at South Jr. Hip
School, Nampa, Idaho. Public relations also means human relations.

Although most interactions with patents, teachers, and students are pleasant,
sometimes the administrator finds himself or herself disagreeing To disagree without
being disagleeable, Gwen offers the following suggestions:

Accept the other person's feelings. It is of little value to say, "You shouldn't
feel that way." The person already has those feelings. Your task is not nec-
essar;ly to agree with these h!elings but to recognize and accept them.
Accept the other person's ideas. By accepting the ideas, you are not necessarily
agiecing but letting the person know that you hear what he or she is sa, ing.
Repeat what yeti believe he or she is saying, and indicate that you will look into
it on get some other lads or opinions. Most of the time the attackers just want to
be heani and are saushed by having a receptive, captive listener.

Sel



A Building Level Staff Development Model That
Works

Burnis Hall, Jr.
Reprinted with permission from:
Catalyst for Change, East Texas
School Study Council.

In recent years, great stndes have been made in
identifying characteristics of pedagodically
effective schools. Schools considered "effective"
share the following common elements: (1) high
staff expectations. (2) high morale, (3) a
:.onsiderable degree of control by the staff over
instructional and staff development decisions, (4)
support and leadership from the principal, (5)
clear goals for the school, and (6) a sense of order
in the school (Purkey & Smith, 1982). Although
much work has been done on describing the
common elements of effective schools, little
research is available as to the question. "How are
schools to be made more effective"?

In the early 1980's we have seen several efforts
to use staff development activities to improve
schools (e.g., Stallings. Robbins & Russell, in
progress). Because such progi anv: typically extend
over two or three years, the evaluations of those
activities are beginning to emerge in the literature
(Eubanks and Levine, 1983). At present, however,
there are very few such evaluations.

Regrettably, little research is available to shed
light on the process of school improvement. While

8 Catalyst/Spnng '85
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much discussed, little is actually known about the
efficacy of building-level staff development
models. 'MacKenzie's (1983) review of research
for school improvement, asserts that "the
question of what is important in school
effectiveness may now be less significant than the
question of what can be changed for the least cost
and the most results." MacKenzie concludes that
the greatest contemporary need is for studies that
record the process of school improvement in
detail.

This article describes the experiences of two
schools in a period of three years in which they
participated in a school improvement project.
B:,th schools were highly successful in raising their
test scores, and both attributed these
improvements to the staffdevelopment program.
An important outcome is that the process has been
institutionalized in the dynamics of the schools.
Both school's improvement efforts are being
continued even through the physical presence of
the University and its assistance has ended. Before
going into detail about each school, the school
improvement model will be descnbed.



THE SIX-STEP STAFF DEVELOPMENT
MODEL

70R SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Histonc.^I Background
In 1981. the College of Education at Wayne

State University (WSU) received a grant from the
State of Michigan to initiate a building-level staff
development program that would comoine the
resources of the university with those of local
schools to encourage teacher-directed school
improvement. Nineteen elementary and
secondary schools instituted the Staff
Development for School Improvement (SDSI)
Model in 1981. 11 others joined in 1982. and six
more started in 1983. At the present time, 15
districts a:e participating in the project. Each
school received approximately 33.000 during the
first year. 31.500 during the second year, and $500
in the final year, all to be used for staff
development activities. In addition to funds, the
University provided each school with a facilitator
to guide the school through the six-step process.
Description of the Model

The six steps in the SDSI Model are (1)
Readiness. Awareness, and Commitment, (2)
Needs Assessment. (3) Planning, (4)
Implementation, (5) Evaluation, and (6)
Reassessment and Continuation (Hough & Unck,
1981).
Step I. Readiness

To attain readiness, the facilitator meets with-
the principal and the staff until they understand
the purpose and the steps in the process.
Subsequently, questions are answered, and
concerns are addressed. Finally, the staff deci&s
by vote whether to participate in the process or
not. A vote of 70 percent of the staff was required
to begin a project in that building. If the staff voted
to participate, a follow-up meeting was scheduled
to move on co the next step.
Step II. Neeas Assessment

Step Two sought to establish a building needs
assessment. During the Needs Assessment
Process, the facilitator leads the staff through (a)
diagnosis, (b) brainstorming, and (c) prioritizing
activities to select school goals. After consensus is
obtained on the one or two main goals. five or
more planning team members (hereafter referred
to as Building Level Team or BLT) are elected to
work on the school's SDSI plan for that year.
Step III. Writing the Plan

The Third Step, Writing the Plan. is
accomplished with extensive guidance from the
university facilitator and support from the
building principal. The plan includes (a) specific
objectives related to the goal. (b) activities to be
completed. (c) persons responzible for each

J:tivity, evaluation plans for each objective, and
(d) the cost of each activity. The initial draft of the
plan was then discussed. modified, and approved
by the school staff. Finally, WSU project staff
members exam.ned the plans. modified them as
necessary, discussed them, and finally approved
them.
Step IV. Implementation

The Fourth Step. Implementation oCthe Plan. is
executed and coordinated by a building level team
made up of staff members. including the principal.
The staff development activities usually included
school visitations, workshops, classroom obser-
vations, student reward systems, curriculum
development by committees, conferences, and
materials preparation.
Step V. Evaluan)n

The Fifth Step in the SDSI process is
Evaluation, where formative (including im-
plementation evaluation) and summative data
collected to monitor progress toward the school
goal.
Step VI. Reassessment and Ccntinuation

The final step, Reassessment and Continuation,
involved the facilitator and school staff in an
examination of accomplishments during the year.
Following that, attention was given to what they
would like to focus on the following year in
essence, a more precise needs assessment for year
two. In this step, one or two members of the
building level team are often replaced by newly
elected staff members to provide opportunity to
develop their leadership skills. Finally, a revised
or new plan is developed for the next year and
sibmitted to the staffand WSU for approval. The
following year begins with titt-. implementation of
the new plan.

DOES THE MODEL WORK?

The evaluations of the first two years of the
SDSI process found that 82% or more of the
teachers in each school observed improvements in
knowledge, skills. communication, and
participation in decision making. The two most
commonly mentioned strengths of the program
were (a) intensive involvement and responsibility
for the planning of school activities, and (b)
improved staff morale. SDSI pi ams were most
successful when (a) activities were conducted
during released-time. (b) when there were little
staff turnover, and (c) when there were active
district and principal support of the team's
leadership role.
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SDSI at Holbrook Elementary School
At Holbrook School. a staff of 14 work with

approximately 270 Black. White. Albanian. and
Arab children. 95 °/o of whom participate in the
government sponsored free lunch program. The
school serves a deteriorating urban neighborhood
where unemployment and single-parent families
are common.

After 85% of the staff voted to participate in the
project. a needs assessment was conducted by the
facilitator. The staff chose to review the reading
curriculum and investigate instructional methods
that would improve student achievement on the
Michigan Educational Assessment Test. With the
assistance of the university facilitator and the
building principal, the team wrote a proposal that
incorporated many of the ideas generated by the
staff. The plan included three phases: (1) the
examination of the MEAP objectives and an
analysis of the reading curriculum, (7) learning
more effective teaching techniques and (3)
individually-designed professional growth
activities.

The plan was implemented during the second
half of the fiat year and the entire second year of
the project (1981-1982). Grade-level teams
wo.ked during released time to examine the test
format and objectives to determine the exact
learnings necessary to accomplish them. Next, the
staff received copies of this information and
discussed the implications for classroom
practice.

Effective teaching techniques were introduced
and practiced at monthly sessions after school.
Areas of concentration were teaching to the
objective, active participation, motivation.
practice. and retention. Each method was
practiced in the classrooms between sessions and
discussed at the next workshop.

The third part of the Holbrook School Plan was
to provide a small amount of money to be used for
teachers' self-selected professional growth
activit:es, conferences, workshops, seminars, and
visitations. Requests to participate in such
activities were submitted to the building level
team, and teachers were asked to share their new
learnings and materials at regularly scheduled
meetings.

After examining evaluation data from each
activity, adjustments were made in the planned
activities. During assessment. the staff chose to
use the same three-phase plan to focus on
mathematics during the third and final year of the
project, 1983-84.

Holbrook School was one of 19 schools in the
State of Michigan to receive an honor for its
increased test scores. On the reading portion of the
MEAP Test, the percentage of students
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performing above the average rose from 72% in
1981 to 100% in 1983. As revealed in interviews.
the staff felt that this increase :esulted directly
from the SDSI Project. not from other factors.
There were no new programs or staff members in
Holbrook school during the three years of the
project nor were there significant changes in the
makeup of the student population. Other positive
outcomes included improved communication
among staff members, higher staff morale, and
greater :nterest in trying new teaching
techniques.

As a final benefit, the project created a sense of
staff ownership of the school and its programs.
Although the Wayne State University's SDSI
project has ended, the faculty of Holbrook School
will continue to use the six-step model for school
improvement.
SDSI at Orchard Hills Elementary School

The staff of 22 at Orchard Hills School serve
approximately 525 students in a suburb outside of
Detroit. The school is clean, well maintained and
is located in an all-white middle-class
neighborhood.

In spring, 1981. Orchard Hills was nominated
by the superintendent to participate in SDSI.
Major communication problems existed between
the principal and the staff, and student
achievement was below the district average. After
the staff voted to participate in the six-step
process. the university facilitator conducted a
needs assessment, resulting in two main goals,
improving communication and developing trust
among school staff.

Next, the building level team worked with the
facilitator to plan activities to meet this goal. Six
half-day workshops were conducted. covering
team building, staff development as a
problem-solving tool. organizational structure,
effective communication, and conflict resolution.
The staff evaluations indicated that these
activities had helped build a more cohesive,
mutually supportive staff, and helped the
principal improve his management and
communication styles.

At the end of the first year, it was decided to
spend the next two years focusing on improving
teacher productivity and student performance on
the MEAP Test. To reach these goals. committees
were formed to (1) revise the school's mission
statement, (2) evaluate the multi-basal reading
approach currently used. (3) to learn about
workshops on effective instruction and teacher
expectations. and (4) to examine the MEAP Test.
As a result of the committee work. four half-dal.
workshops were devoted to learning about
Teacher Expectations for Student Achievement
(TESA) and Madeline Hunter's Principles of



Effective Instruction. All stab members also
worked together to write and modify practice test
times or the MEAP.

As a result of these activities. the following
strategies were accepted by the staff and put into
action: (1) a new reading series was adopted.
eliminating the multi-basal approach. (2) the
kindergarten program was revised. -ind (3) a
',00klet was created that included practice test
:ems and effective instructional practices for

improving student achievement.
Tn June 1984. the Orchard Hills Elementary

enool received the district's "Outstanding
School" Award. The percentage c students
achieving the reading objectives on the MEAP
Test increased from 77.6% in 1980 to 97.5% in
1983. Although it is possible that other factors
accounted for this dramatic increase, it seems
unlikely. The school staff and community have
remained relatively stable over the past few years,
and no program changes have occurred other than
the SDSI activities.

The program resulted in benefits for the staff.
too. Because of the deliberate attempt to
discourage "cliques" from taking over, a
committee, teachers who had never really known
each other. were seen standing in the corridors
discussing committee activities and meetings were
held in l'ving rooms and kitchens. The old social
interaction patterns were broken and greater
collegiality was experienced.

It is interesting to note that the Orchard Hills
Staff began the six-step process with a great deal
of reluctance. due to the communication barriers
in th ; school. After one year in the program, many
teachers were still resistant to the idea: for some of
them the workshops on school climate had not
yielded a tangible product that they could feel
proud of. When the staffbegan to work together on
instructional issues, things began to fall into place.
After three years, the teachers and principal
appear to be proud of the fact that they have made
a visible difference in student learning.

WHY DOES THIS MODEL `,, JRK?

The Wayne State Unive-city's SDSI Program is
based on the piemise that :assroom teachers can
address their needs best by identifying their own
priorities and planning collaboratively to meet
those needs. The process. however, does not occur
in a vacuum.

The university facilitator also plays a crucial
role. He or she helps the staff honesty conside:-
school needs, consider the available options for
staff development activities to meet those reeds.
develop a realistic plan. and implement th plan
in a timely and integrated manner. Where this

assistance has not been provided in a consistent
and comp( ent manner. the six-step process has
been less effective. This is true especially at the
beginni g; often the external assistance becomes
less neeessary as the resources for guiding the
process are developed within the school and
district.

Another cnticai feature of the SDSI Model, of
course, was the muney. Many teachers in the
project have said tnat they have never been given
the respons,1-ility to design and implement
anything, let alone. the money to do it with! "We
believe you can do something important. Go for
it!" The most frequent comment teachers made
about SDSI is that it enabled them to be involved
in school decisions. This involvement was
welcomed like a breath of fresh air.

The biggest lesson we can learn from the SDSI
Program is that teachers caa he a powerful force
for school change when they are allowed to take
part in rational problem-solving and responsible,
widely shared decision making. Boyer (1984% ',as
concluded that one of the most powerful forces for
:he improvement of American education is the
development of teachers' skills and feelings of
power and professionalism. Staff Development
for School Improvement offers a promising
process for developing greater excellence in
American schools.
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ERIC Digest.

Everyday Acts: Staff Development through
Informal Supervision

Barbara McEvoy

Principals often complain that their effectiveness and ability to
launch innovative curriculum or major staff development programs are
hampered by their daily routine. Although principals spend the bulk of
their day communicating with teachers, parents, and students, that
communication is fragmented (Martin and Willower, 1981). Ten-minute
conversations are the exception, two-minute exchanges the rule. This
digest describes how the brief, broken and spontaneous nature of prin-
cipals' communications can, in fact, be used as a subtle and effective
means to promote staff development.

What Is Informal Supervision?

Informal supervision is any supervision that takes place spontane-
ously, without connection to evaluation or announced observations and
conferences. Principals and molt watchful teachers informally supervise
the halls as they walk from ^ a place to the next; as they scan classes
while walking past them; wh. 4 actively teaching; or while they sit at
their desks marking papers. In these situations there is not an announced
intent to "find something wrong" or to "evaluate the situation," but if
the principal or teacher sees something that deserves comment, good or
bad, that comment will be made immediately, spontaneously.

How Does Informal Supervision Relate
to Staff Development?

Principals, because of the nature of their pcsition and job require-
ments, can move freely in and out of classrooms, walk in the halls and
lunchrooms, and talk informally with students and staff before, during,
and after school. .1though principals are not formally supervising during
these casual inte actions, they tre observing and acting on their obser-
vations. If their demeanor it casual at these times, their presence is
noticed but not intimidating. The quick exchanges that occur in these
info-mal situations can convey concern, support, and suggestions for
improvement in a less threatening manner than would be possible during
formal meetings and conferences. Because teachers are not likely to be
defensive during these informal exchanges, they are more open to sugses-
tions and more likely to listen and learn than they would be in formal

meetings in which they would feel the need to explain and defend. And
because of their brevity, these informal exchanges can be more frequent
and more pervasive than formal exchanges. 7tformal supervision can be
consciously used to subtly and effectively improve instruction.
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How Does It Work?

An extensive research study of principals showed that effective
principals used their casual interactions with teachers to make sugges-
tions and ask questions that ultimately affecten 'he classroom behaviors
of the teachers (McEvoy, 1987). Principals who were consciously aware of
their techniques said they were "planting seeds" or "pulling" their
teachers. Whether these informal supervisory cor,lents and suggestions
were used intuitively or consciously, analy :is of literally thousands of

principals' conversations and teachers' reports showed that the comments
and suggestions fell into six categories of interactions. Many were
personally aimed at specific teachers, many were initially aimed at groups
of teachers, but all were ultimately pursued at a personal level.

What Are the Specific Categories
of Interactions:

In subtle and not so subtle ways, the principals in the study
encouraged teacher development by:

Informing teachers of professional opportunities:

Principals routinely passed on to teachers items of interest
regarding local and state workshops that teachers might be
interested in attending, contests that their students might
participate in, lectures that were relevant to teachers, or
school interests and problems.

Disseminating professicnal and curriculum materials:

Principals duplicated and distributed ai "icles, handed out cur-
riculum materials, lent books to individual teachers, and set up
displays for their faculties in central locations. They followed
through with questions and mini-discussions of the materials they
distributed.

Focusing .taff attention on a specific theme:

Principals chose curriculum themes (writing across the curriculum,
problem solving, pleasure reading) and slogans ("Help them feel
good about themselves," "Are there better ways?") that they
emphasized in their conversations. in-service activities. and
handouts. One principal had his teachers vote on a new theme
each year. Such focused emphasis promoted awareness and teacher
participation.

Soliciting teachers' opinions:

Principals sought to locate and solve instructional problems in
their schools by questioning teachers about their classroom
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activities, their feelings concerning school and classroom issues, and
their views of certain materials. Soliciting teacher opinion not

only encouraged the teachers to face and respond to problems and
gain confidence in their own ability to find solutions, it also gave
the principals useful feedback.

Encouraging experimentation:

Principals askeu teachers to invite them in to observe the
"different and unique" lessons they attempted. Essentially they
asked the teachers to "show off." One principal excused his
teachers from formal evaluation when they worked on learning new
techniques or developed new units, but he was present and suppor-
tive during his teachers' learning and experimenting processes.
Teachers were willing to move out of their "ruts" because they
knew they could count on their principal's support and appeared
to enjoy the attention that experimentation brought them.

Recognizing individual teachers' achievements:

Principals went beyond support and encouragement for teacher
experimentation by actually facilitating teacher exchanges and
publicly recognizing individual teacher's achievements. Teachers
gave workshops on what-they were doing well; they were publici?ed
in school and local newspapers for their innovative projects; and
other teachers were given the opportunity to observe their
classes.

Why Does It Work?

Research shows that much good and relevant curriculum development is
incremental in nature (Walker and Hirst, 1975). Research on teacher
change shows that change is a slow process that requires time and is
dependent on principal support (Sarason, 1982; Miller and Wolf, 1979).
In particular, coaching has been noted as a crucial element in promoting
new and improved instructional techniques (Joyce and Showers, 1980).
These subtle and brief communication techniques permit principals to
maintain meaningful supervisory contact with teachers while performing
t'aeir everyday routine.

For More Information

"Staff Development Through C.,aching." (Theme Issue). Educational

Leadership 44 (1987).

Joyce, Bruce, and Beverly Showers. "Improving In-service Trainin,,: The

Messages of Research." Educational Leadership 37 (1980):379-385.
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A Principal's Role In
Supporting Teachers As
Staff Developers

By finding ways to encourage and support professional growth, one new
principal fostered an atmosphere of collegiality in which teachers took
increased responsibility for their own staff development.

0 CAROL A. SARABUN

How does a new principal preserve

a staff's sense of satisfaction in its
v )rk while at the same time en-

suring that the school. its programs. and its

teachers continue to grow in positive. pro-
ductive ways? This was my concern two
years ago when I walked into Ne Leb-
anon School for the first time new to the
building. staff. and to the job of principal.
I inherited a well-managed building with a
competent staff. Teachers sought to pre-
serve the school's current organization.
whih they credited with creating a positive
climate in w hich children worked hard and

progressed reasonably. I wanted to nurture
this climate while encouraging continued
professional growth. Speefically. I sought
to develop norms of collegiality and ex-
perimentation so that teachers would be-
come their own staff developers i Little.
19811.

Carol A. Sarabun is principal of New Lebanon
School in the Greenwich Publi: Schools.
Greenwich. CT 06830.

Encourage Involvement
My first goal was to ensure that teachers

in my school valued. sought out. and be-
came involved in staff development ac-
tivities. Because I believe that a sense of
excitement and renewal is created when
teachers find time away from their every-
day responsibilities to attend workshops
and conferences. I began by encouraging
teachers to attend staff development ac-
tivities outside of the school system. Since
the Greenwich (CT) Public Schools have
an extensive well-structured. and highly
successful system-sponsored staff de-
velopment program. most staff members
already recognized the value of such ac-
tivities. Thus. it was easy to encourage all
teachers to watch for appropriate oppor-
tunities outside of the system as well. I

hoped participation in these activities
would not only expose teachers to a variety
of viewpoints and new ideas, but world
also present the chance for teachers to
share ideas with newly met colleagues I

shared notices of workshops and con-

ferences with individuals for whom the
programs would be especially suitable be-
cause of interests or personal goals for me
year.

To couey the value I placed on attend-
ing professional activities. I modeled this
behavior myself, actively seeking appro-
priate workshops or conferences and shar-
ing information afterward with my staff. I
also made connections between the work-
shops and conferences and my own per-
sonal goals for the year and shared these
connections with the staff.

Financial support for teachers to attend
out-of-system activities was provided
by several sources. including the school
budget. various school system accounts.
and the teachers themselves. I arranged the
necessary released time by hiring sub-
stitute teachers. encouraging teachers to
take classes for each other. teaching
classes myself. or bringing in appropriate
systemlevel coordinators to work with
students.

To convey the value I
placed on attending
professional activities, I
modeled this behavior
myself.

Building Collegiality
I attempted to build collegiality in two

ways. First. I encouraged teachers to share

their staff development experiences during
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each faculty meeting. At first. teacners
used these sessions simply to identify what
they were doing or what staff development
beions they had attended. Occasionally.
matenais were duplicated and shared The
sessions have gradually grown more sub-
stantive. with teachers regularly sharing
both ideas and materials. Some faculty
meetings have been built on the results of
teachers' surf development experiences.
Dunn! the past two years. virtually every
starf member has attended out-of-system
programs and shared something with
others on the staff.

The second way I attempted to build
collegiality was through the formation of a
staff development committee. Dunn; that
first year. I began to encourage teachers to
become involved in designing staff de-
..elopment programs for the school. By
forming a staff development committee. I
hoped to allow representative teachers to
gather regularly to share ideas and plan
staff development activities to be con-
ducted during early-release afternoons. To
accommodate the increasing list of topics
of interest. I allocated some of our regular
faculty meetings for staff development
purposes. By the end of the first year. in
response to staff suggestions. we agreed
that all faculty meetings would be devoted
to staff development activities. Regular
business would be conducted throe gh
memos and daily bulletins as much as
possible.

Today. the staff development com-
mittee is the major force in planning build-
mg activities. monitoring and suggesting
otner staff development opportunities. and
allocating building funds. A survey con-
ducted at the end of the school year is used
to evaluate eeneral feelings about events
held that year. and another survey at the
beginning of the new school year helps
select the focus for the next 10 months. I
usually take the responsibility for planning
me tits( faculty meeting each month to
i.,-:a the staff infarmedcf current topics in
educatv.in and other matters of importance
to me total staff.

In the past year. we have held meetings
on suc., topics as parenuteacher con-
tefencing. teaching children to think
mithematically, cooperative learning. ed-
ac.1 an from the learning disabled child's
point of view. and an overview of the
current literature in education. The scarf

development committee estaolisnes me
topics of its meetings at the beginning of
the year. wnile I plan throughott the year
in response to current needs and interests.
In this manner. we have been able to born
respond to topics which may anse sud-
denly. as well as stay informed on broauer
issues of importance or concern to the
staff. school system, or education in
aeneral....,

The staff development
committee is the major
force in planning building
activities, monitoring and
suggesting other staff
development opportunities,
and allocating building
funds.

Creating Support
for Experimentation

Another development growing out of
the teachers' increasing commitment to
staff development was the emergence of
support groups, for various teacher inter-
ests. The most notable of these was a
support group on cooperative learning.
Several staff members had been trained in
and were quite enthusiastic about cooper-
ative learning techniques. As I observed
their different approaches to using cooper-
ative learning in their classrooms. [ be-
came enthusiastic about finding ways to
encourage them to share experiences. My
initial suggestion that they observe each
other or use videotapes to share classes
was not accepted.

Instead, the teachers formed a support
group which met periodically for activities
chosen by members. These activities in-
cluded reading and discussion groups.
meeting with David Johnson (one of the
leading authors in me area of cooperative
learning). and sharing approaches to les-
sons. At the end of the year. [ invite 1 the
group to a working dinner at my home to
discuss the goals they hoped to accomplish
in the next year. One example of such a

goal was to identify the social skills which
would be emphasized at each grade level

in me cooperative learning groups so that
teachers each year could build on what had
been taught the year bemire.

In its second year. this support group
became more cohesive as staff members
looked forward to sharing concerns and
ideas at its regular meetings. The grout)
included in its agenda a wider ranee of
staff development activities. most notably
a ben es of observation days during which
members observed each other and dis-
cussed what they saw. One staff member
agreed to serve as croup leader. and. under
her direction, the group has now ventured
more regularly into peer observation and
anticipates establishing peer coaching
partnerships.

The collegiality developed in the the
support group has been professionally and
personally rewarding for the teachers as
they share ideas. talk over problems. and
take the risk of exploring new areas of
professional involvement. Two other sup-
port groups are olso evolving in our
school: one in which experiences based on
the Madeline Hunter strategies are shared.
and another comprised of teachers who
have received special training in science.

A recent example of teacher- initiated
staff development is our current ex-
ploration of integrated language arts.
When I originally sought teachers inter-
ested in the topic. a small group respon-
ded. This g oup met to decide how to learn

The :eachers formed a
support group which met
periodically for activities
chosen by members.

about integrated language arts and to pin-
point anticipated needs in pursuing thi.
interest durng the upcoming year. From
one of men. suggestions the need for a
resource person in the building to provide
some support grew a differentiated staf-
fing position in language arts. This posi-
tion was proposed to the administration.
funded. and is now being more fully de-
veloped with the help of the committee. It
:Lill become vet another staff development
opportunity for a teacher. Under the :ead-
ersnip provided by the teacher who obtains
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the position. Interested teachers will spend

a year learning about integrated language
arts programs. planning staff development

Iactivities in support of these efforts. and
designing a pilot program to experiment
with some of their ideas.

Benefits of Increased Collegiality
and Willingness to Experiment
As teachers in my school have become

increasingly active in seeking. planning.
and attending staff development activities.

additional benefits have resulted. One re-
sult has been increased leadership oppor-
tunities. in addition to the differentiated
staffing position already described. In
spite of being a small staff whose members

are often overburdened by the need to
serve on numerous school- and district-
level committees. many individuals have
agreed to assume responsibility for leading
the school's various efforts Although
some teachers at first were reluctant to
play this new role. many have assumed
committee or support group leadership
roles and felt they have grown with the
experience. This increasing willingness to
take risks was described by one teacher
who said. "You have gently guided me
into 'reaching and 'stretching' myself."

A second result is a reduction in iso-
lation among teachers. This change is
demonstrated in part by the number of
people who are setting joint goals. Each
year. ab part of the school system's ap-

praisal program. all staff members estab-
lish personal goals. In New Lebanon
School. people have formalized their
efforts to learn more about or experiment
with vanous aspects of teaching by joining
together in partnerships and establishing
mutual goals.

Other positive results of our staff de-
velopment emphasis are more predictable.
Morale is described by teachers as high.
primarily because they are sharing with
each other in professional ways. Indi-
viduals are more willing to take risks by
trying new Ideas and are more open in
sharing and analyzing failures and suc-
cesses. Partnerships are being created for

Many teachers assumed
committee or support group
leadership roles and felt
they grew from the
experience.

specific needs and around the special in-
tetests and strengths of individual staff
members. These partnerships have grown
in some instances to more formalized
teaming of teachers for some. a new
experience Other staff members have dis-
covered a larger teacher network, in-
cluding people from other buildings and
other systems. A broader understanding
exists of the school as a v.hole and the part

each grade level plays in the total K-6
education of children And. most import-
antly. there is constantly grow:fly.
expertise

Conclusion
When I arrived as the new principal.

existing conditions in my school allowed
our staff development programs to build
and expand as teachers' involvement
grew. The willingness of the staff to try
ideas and examine the results openly and
honestly. their previous good experiences
with staff development activities. and the
security and competence present among
the personnel in this building made the
climate conducive to much of what has
happened during the past two years.

As the principal. I made decisions and
provided administrative support to en-
courage teacher involvement in staff de-
velopment activities. to build collegiality.
and to create support for experimentation.
The res 'ts have been significant. Fur-
thermore. the seise of excitement and
pnde in the constant professional growth
of our staff has become a major incentive
toward a continuing demand for staff de-
velopment activities. El
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The staff development program developed by
the Wheeling, Illinois Consolidated Public School
Distnct was founded on the tenets outlined by
Madeline Hunters in her model for clinical
supervision. This program was designed to enable
school principals to become more effective in
developing and refining their teachers' instruc-
tonal skills. Principals were trained to recognize
Ind apply theories and techniques which research
has shown promote increased student learning.
They also were trained to analyze and diagnose
teaching, to plan and execute instructional confer-
ences with teachers whose teaching was observed
and to further suggest options which might
augment future lessons.

The program arose out of a need recognized by
the superintendent and principals that the current
supervisory system lacked structure and solid
research-based content. In an effort to move from
simply rating and ranking teaching, the adminis-
tration set out to work toward cortinually im-
proving the quality of instruction. Implementa-
tion of the program occurred in stages. First, the
administrators were trained in each facet of the
Hunter model, then, in turn, instructed their
faculties through school inservice sessions. The
model included elements pertinent to effective
teaching, such as motivation theory, reinforcem-
ent theory, retention theory, transfer theory,
effective lesson designing, diagnostic and pres-
criptive teaching, hemisphericity, and extending
students' thinking to higher levels of complexity.
Also included for principals were elements perti-
nent to effective communication and conference
planning.

Administrators attended 10 full-day inservice
sessions spaced out over a ten month period in
'Inch they received initial instructions and had

Lpportunities for practice in applying the teaching
and conferehcing skills they were learning. Next,
administrators continued to receive half-day
inservice sessions on a monthly basis. In addition,
they began practicing their new skills in their own
school buildings, as they observed teaching, and
in collegial peer group meetings. They were able
to refine their skills as they received individual
feedback from peers and from the trainer on their
caching and analysis skills and on their conferen-

cing techniques.
Once principals were able to apply the theories

and techniques they learned in their own practice
teaching lessons, they began to (1) conduct
inservice sessions for their faculty members on
these topics and (2) conduct instructional confer-
ences with individual teachers.

Two years into the project, a survey was
conducted which asked for principals' perceptions
')f changes they had experienced in their knowl-

edge and skills related to instructional su "ervi-
sion. Over 75% of the principals reported they had
greatly increased their knowledge in every cate-
gory in which they had received training, particu-
larly in those areas related to planning an
instructional conference and giving specific feed-
back to a teacher during a conference. Principals
also reported a great increase ia the frequency of
their involvement in instructional supervision
activities: (1) over 75% of principals observed
teaching much more often and conducted follow-
up instructional conferences with teachers after
such visits. (2) over 75% of principals conducted
inservice sessions for their faculties from 5 to 8
times a year (which was an increase from just 2
to 4 times a year before :mplementations or the
model).

Teachers were also asked for their perceptions
of those interactions which took place between
them and their teaching. The majority (74%) of
teachers rated highly the extent to which their
conference discussions with their principals dealt
with effective teaching methods or strategies.
Further, the extent to which teachers acquired new
information from their principal about positive.
effective aspects of their teaching was noted by
77%. The majority (60%) ofteachers viewed their
instructional conferences as worthwhile experi-
ences,

The study also explored the impact of the
program on the way principals viewed and
reported on a teachers' total performance. Com-
parisons were made of teachers summative
evaluation reports written by principals both
before and after training had occurred. Those
reports written by the same principal on the same
teachers' performance both before and after the
principal received training were analyzed for
content. A district-developed criterion for judging
instructional effectiveness was used as the stan-
dard for comparing the two sets of reports. This
criterion listed 21 elements in three categories:
classroom climate. instructional planning and
performance, and classroom management. It was
found that 10 out of a possible 24 pre-training
ratings were significantly different from post-
training ratings. Principals noted (either being
used appropriately or inappropriately) more
elements of effective teachingon evaluations they
wrote after they had received training in the
Hunter model.

1/4..)f the three categories of criteria, the greatest
differences occurred in the area of instructional
planning and performance where three out of a
possible six compassion scores were significant.
This data substantiates the report that principals
made wherein they viewed themselves as being
more skilled at recognizing elements of effective
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The staff development program developed by
the Wheeling, Illinois Consolidated Public School
Distnct was founded on the tenets outlined by
Madeline Hunters in her model for clinical
supervision. This program was designed to enable
school principals to become more effective in
developing and refining their teachers' instruc-
tonal skills. Principals were trained to recognize
Ind apply theories and techniques which research
has shown promote increased student learning.
They also were trained to analyze and diagnose
teaching, to plan and execute instructional confer-
ences with teachers whose teaching was observed
and to further suggest options which might
augment future lessons.

The program arose out of a need recognized by
the superintendent and principals that the current
supervisory system lacked structure and solid
research-based content. In an effort to move from
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proving the quality of instruction. Implementa-
tion of the program occurred in stages. First, the
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Hunter model, then, in turn, instructed their
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teaching, such as motivation theory, reinforcem-
ent theory, retention theory, transfer theory,
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Administrators attended 10 full-day inservice
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and conferehcing skills they were learning. Next,
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cing techniques.
Once principals were able to apply the theories

and techniques they learned in their own practice
teaching lessons, they began to (1) conduct
inservice sessions for their faculty members on
these topics and (2) conduct instructional confer-
ences with individual teachers.

Two years into the project, a survey was
conducted which asked for principals' perceptions
')f changes they had experienced in their knowl-

edge and skills related to instructional su "ervi-
sion. Over 75% of the principals reported they had
greatly increased their knowledge in every cate-
gory in which they had received training, particu-
larly in those areas related to planning an
instructional conference and giving specific feed-
back to a teacher during a conference. Principals
also reported a great increase ia the frequency of
their involvement in instructional supervision
activities: (1) over 75% of principals observed
teaching much more often and conducted follow-
up instructional conferences with teachers after
such visits. (2) over 75% of principals conducted
inservice sessions for their faculties from 5 to 8
times a year (which was an increase from just 2
to 4 times a year before :mplementations or the
model).

Teachers were also asked for their perceptions
of those interactions which took place between
them and their teaching. The majority (74%) of
teachers rated highly the extent to which their
conference discussions with their principals dealt
with effective teaching methods or strategies.
Further, the extent to which teachers acquired new
information from their principal about positive.
effective aspects of their teaching was noted by
77%. The majority (60%) ofteachers viewed their
instructional conferences as worthwhile experi-
ences,

The study also explored the impact of the
program on the way principals viewed and
reported on a teachers' total performance. Com-
parisons were made of teachers summative
evaluation reports written by principals both
before and after training had occurred. Those
reports written by the same principal on the same
teachers' performance both before and after the
principal received training were analyzed for
content. A district-developed criterion for judging
instructional effectiveness was used as the stan-
dard for comparing the two sets of reports. This
criterion listed 21 elements in three categories:
classroom climate. instructional planning and
performance, and classroom management. It was
found that 10 out of a possible 24 pre-training
ratings were significantly different from post-
training ratings. Principals noted (either being
used appropriately or inappropriately) more
elements of effective teachingon evaluations they
wrote after they had received training in the
Hunter model.

1/4..)f the three categories of criteria, the greatest
differences occurred in the area of instructional
planning and performance where three out of a
possible six compassion scores were significant.
This data substantiates the report that principals
made wherein they viewed themselves as being
more skilled at recognizing elements of effective
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teaching. The instruction in the Hunter model had
aided them in most areas. particulari,: in the
elements related to planning for teaching and in
executing the teaching act itself.

This study revelled that a comprehensive staff
development program initiated by the adminis-
tration and supported by the board of education
can positively influence pnncipals' behavior in
instructional leadership. Principals who are confi-
dent in the', ability to aid teachers in the
improvement of teaching and learning are posi-
tive educational leaders.

.
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Introduction

In very small school districts it is difficult to find time

to implement inservice programs for teachers because of the many

demands made on their time.

For, example, in a small district high school with fewer

than twenty teachers it is still necessary that all the sports

teems be coached, the plays directed, the clubs sponsored, and

the curriculum developed. Nearly all teachers in such schools

serve dual and triple roles. Many of these functions are

performed both during and after the regular school day and often

on weekends.

As a result of this load4ng of staff, only the immediate and

pressing functions are properly performed. Consequently, staff

development and curriculum development activities are often left

undone or done in a cursory fashion if they are done at all.

At the same time, the students of small rural schools

require quality educational services equal to or better than

those of nonrural students. -Delivery of quality programs in the

rural setting also requires equal planning and implementation

effort.

The development of teachers to meet the challenges of

providing good instruction is also equally important, if not more

important, because of the need for rural school teachers to be

generalists rather than specialists within each area taught.

Due to time and financial
constraints, inservice in many

rural schools is also neglected or at best is a series of "one

shot" day-long sessions with an imported expert with little or no

follow-up to the session. These are generally acknowledged to not

1
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be very effective for long-term results. dell- planned and

implemented inservice programs are difficult to provide because

of the time commitments of the staff.

The Alternative Scheduling Concept

In seeking an answer to the problem of how to provide

quality staff development activities, the author considered

a variety of approaches and decided to use an alternative

schedule. The use of an alternative schedule provided several

benefits:

1. Time for inservice activities on a regular basis at no
additional coat to school district.

2. Time for staff "necessary" absences, such as for medical
or business appointments, providing for more teacher contact time
with students.

3. Time for staff development and curriculum development
meetings without intruding on activity or private time.

4. Time for student "necessary" absences, such as for
medical or business appointments resulting in less student
absences.

5. Increased family time for students.

Several of these benefits do not relate directly to staff

development, but they do relate to improvement of instructional

effectiveness and were perceived as additional reasons

implementing this program.

There were also several diabenefits that were perceived as

part of the alternative scheduling concept:

1. Most inservice activities would have to fit into a narrowtime frame of approximately two hours or extend into activity and
private time.

2. The inservice programs would occur during the least
productive time of the day, late afternoon, after a nearly full
day of teaching.

4
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3. Unless the released time was used productively, staff
would resent the fact that they did not have a short work day
also.

4. Working parents would need additional child care on earlydismisaal days.

Several alternative schedules were studied, These included

the four-day week, the four and a half day peek, and the partial

alternative schedule. Because most of the alternatives had

pr manly been designed fc. other purposes than for the pro,' ion

of staff development time, the criteria for selection were also

different. As a result of the study of the various alternatives,

it was decided to implement a short schedule one day per week

which approximated, but did not e;sctly equal a four and one-half

day week.

The schedu:e for a typical wcek appears as Appendix A. Note

that it delivers the amount of instructional time normal].)

delivered in 175 six hour days each year, by lengthening four

days and shortening one. In one district in which the author

worked, the shortened day was Thursday. In tvc others, the

shortened day was Fr.lay.

Selling-the Propose

In Wyoming, alternative schedules of any type were declared

tc be unlawful by district courts in 1983. In the 1985

legislative session alternative schedules were made legal

provided they were adopted after two local hearings and approved

by the State Board of Education. Renewal of the program is to

occur onl, after an extensive evaluat4.on of the program and

another local hearing. III
812
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In Montana, t!"e other state in which the author implemented

alternative schedules, local board approval was all that was

necessary. Even so, adoption was a lengthy process designed to

ensure public support.

The principal concerns of faculty, patrons, and Board

members observed by the author were the following:

1. Lengthening of an already long school day for students

who ride buses long distances (up to fortyfive miles each way).

Part of the reasor for adopting a modified four and onehalf day

week was to allow for no change in current bus schedules. This

negated this objection to a longer school day.

2. Classroom schedules at the secondary level were changed

to meet the new schedule and faculty members sometimes had

difficulty adjusting to the different timea. This problem took

care of itself ('ter about six weeks under a new schedule.

3. Is drivers, most of whom had other employment, had

difficulty meeting their short day afternoon schedules due to

other work commitments. This problem required adjustments on the

part of the 'rivers.

4. Working parents had to arrange for addit.lanal daycare

for their children. This was not a major problem in any of the

communities in which the schedule was adopted, but in one of the

Montana communities the local Future Homemakers of America

Chapter provided daycare for some ol. the children as a club

moneymaking project.

The proposal required the approval of all the vcrious

publics involved. These included the teaching and support staff,

the Board, parents, and the students. Informational meetings

4
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were held with "brainstormi-16" sessions to refine the concept tc

meet the needs of the local district. A major component was h

the released time would be used by each of the various groups

involved in the school. This is the stage at which the inservice

component was introdiced to staff. Care was taken at this point

to see that staff was involved in the needs assessment and the

designing of the inservice program to meet specified school

district goals and priorities.

Planning the Iamervice Program

Once the program was approved, implementation and planning

of the inservice activities was undertaken. The companion

presentation to this one, by Dr. Susan Clark, outlines the

processes followed in the district to ascertain needs ',nd design

the prograrls.
fil

The Inmervic:, Frogram

A two year proam of inservice activities was set up. The
lfirst year objective wan to introduce the eleWents of instruction

through the Madeline Hunter model and provide a series of short

teacher welfare and special topics presentations for followup
the second year. rd second year program was designed to

implement the elements of instruction. Teacher Expectations sold

Student Achievement (TESA), and thinking skills techniques.

It was a goal of the project to offer at least two inservice

programs per month nnd to have all stff members receive at least

vs
thirty clock hours of instruction during the yenr. The tine vs

84
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also to be used for curriculum study and instructional problem

solving, as well. The following listing shows scheduling for the

0 first year of the project:

9/20 Orientation meeting
9/27 Tort Law for Teachers
10/11 Curriculum meeting - General Planning Session
10/18 Special Education referrals and legal requirements
10/25 Computers in the Classroom - Introduction
11/1 Word Processing in the Classroom
11/8 Writing Activities for the Classroom
11/22 Time management for teachers and btudents
12/6 Approaches to school discipline
12/13 Teaching special students in the classroom
1/10 Understanding Wyoming School Finance
1/17 Elements of Instruction I
1/24 Elements of Instruction TI
1/31 Elements of Instruction III
2/7 Teacher made tests I
2/14 Teacher made tests II
2/21 Teacher made tests III
2/28 Learning Styles
3/7 Child Abuse and the School
3/14 Effective School. I .

3/21 Effective schools II
4/4 Modality Based Instruction (Barbe)
4/11 Curriculum Wrap-up Meeting
4/18 Evaluation and Planning for Next Year

Because not all staff were in,erested or needed to

participate in all but a few mandatory sessions (e.g. Elements of

Instruction), nearly all sessions were voluntary. However,

whenever a session was being offered teachers tezre required to be

in the building working and'not away from the building. This

kept attendance at a high level, but allowad teachers to do other

dork if they felt the inservice was not appropriate.

Several of the programs (e.g. the writing and computer

sessions) were introductory sess3ons appropriate for all staff

and followed by extension courses offered through an area

community college or the University of Wyoming. Using the

session as a recruitment device ensured the ability to bring

(
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college credit programs to our campus.

Nearly all the inservices were conducted using local,

inexpensive resources, or in the case of one or two, local

persons were sent from the district to be trained and then

returned to train the other staff. The total cost for the entire

program was approximately $2000, including the training.

Results And Conclusions

The alternate schedule proved to be a qualified success as

an inservice de-ice. The district had set an informal goal of

thirty clock hours of inservice for each staff Member. This was

met by 67: of the staff. All the staff had at least 25 hours of

inservice training during the Friday sessions.

The staff felt that the program, while intended to be

introductory the first year, was too fragmented and that the

aeries all pertainiig to one topic (E.g. Teacher Made Tests) were

most effective. Taey opted to be involved in implementing

effective schools concepts and in the TESA workshops in the

ensuing year. It vas also decided to offer credit classes during

the inaervic, sessions in science activities and thinking skills.

The were other benefits of the program. Student attendance

improved slightly, from 95.7% to 96.3%, but tine lost due to

activity travel vas reduced from 706 student day equivalents

(SDE) to 559 SDE. Teacher attendance also improved from 97.5: to

98.8% %ith a 25% reduction in lost activity days.

The major disbenefit of the program was that a large number

411)

of staff members also wanted the time off even though their wo

day was not lengthened Monuay through Thursday. Parents wet.:

8 i;



overwhelmingly favorable to the program, with the only complaints

being related to daycare.

As a result of the evaluation of the project and the support

of the statf and patrons, the program was approved for an

additional two years by the local Board and the Wyoming Board of

Education.

87
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APPEMIIII

Typical Weekly

A

Schedule

Monday 8:15-12:00 12:45-3:30 6:30

Tuesday 8:15-12:00 12:45-3:30 b:30

Wednesday 8:15-12:00 12:45-3:30 6:30

Thursday 8:13 -12 :00 12:45-3:30 6:30

Friday 8:15-12:00 12:45-1:40 4:30

Total 30:30

8 '3
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SECTION 5

STAFF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH

COLLABORATIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS
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Reprinted with permission from The
Regional Laboratory. Excerpted
from Continuing to Learn: A
Guidebook for Teacher Development.
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OH: The Regional Laboratory for
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Networks

For the last several years, a group of atimnostrato's and teachers
from northern Vermont has been focusing on school improvement
Effective schools literature and rhea own experiences led tins core
group to build an informal network for the give and take of information
They believed that by sharing human and financial resources,
especially for staff development, all would benefit. They saw this
sharing as a way to improve education for all students in their
schools.

This informal network became known as the Northwest Outcomes-
Based Network Member; of the now.), k share a set of common
beliefs regarding the Mastery Learnin4 model of insfruction and
outcomes-based instructional design. As the core pig; of
educational leaders grew enthusiastic in their commitment to the
approach, they encouraged others to learn about a. Teachers and
administrators talked over beliefs, shared research, and visited
Johnson City, New York, to see the design in action. School board
members, teacher trainers, and researchers grew interested and
supportive. School boards took time to consider the belief system
of outcomes-based education, and some adopted it as policy
Teachers, charged with a belief that all students tan learn what we
teach them, started to change classroom practices according to then
needs and inclinations. Curricula were scrutinized to deter mine
what was absolutely necessary for advancement to the grade, what
was appropriate enrichment Jo, those irbo mastered objectives

Staff development was revitalized as faculties grappled with challenges
pis .d by the equality of opportunity for all students Teachers and
administrators jointly planned and delivered professional develop-
meat experiences and opportunities designed to encourage imple-
mentation of outcomes-based educational practices. Administrators
'ries frequently to share plog ess awl problems awl to organize
lona staff development ex-perirrwes for thew leachers and them-
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Networks

For the last several years, a group of administrators and teachers
from northern Vermont has been focusing on school improvement.
Effective schools literature and their own experiences led this core
group to build an informal network for the give and take of information.
They believed that by sharing human and financial resources,
especially for staff development, all would benefit. They saw this
sharing as a way to improve education for all students in their
schools.

This informal network became knot, n as the Northwest Outcomes-
Based Network. Members of the network share a set of common
beliefs regarding the Mastery Learning model of instruction and
outcomes-based instructional design. As the core group of
educational leaders grey enthusiastic in their commitment to the

)proach, they encouraged others to learn about it. Teachers and
administrators talked over beliefs, shared research, and visited
Johnson City, New York, to see the design in action. School board
members, teacher trainers, and researchers grew interested and
Clipportive. School boards took time to consider the belief system
of outcomes-based education, and some adopted it as policy.
Teachers, charged with a belief that all students can learn what we
teach them, started to change classroom practices according to their
needs and inclinations. Curricula were scruunizea to determine
what was absolutely necessary for advancement to the next grade, what
was appropriate enrichment for those who mastered objectives.

Staff development was revitalized as faculties grappled with challenges
posed by the equality of opportunity for all students. Teachers and
administrators jointly planned and deavered professional develop-
ment experiences and opportunities designed to encourage imple-
mentation of outcomes-based educational practices. Administrators
Pri(11requently to share progress and problems and to organize
joint development experiences for their teachers and theni-
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selves. Many teachers participated as speakers, panel members,

and facilitators at joint inservice days for network schools. They
talked shop with colleagues. Teachers coached teachers, shared
lesson plans, visited each other's classrooms, discussed and
problem-solved in their efforts to unnlernent the new practices
(Denny & Hood, 1986).

As the above portrayal illustrates, a network is a professional com-
munity that is organized around a common theme or purpose. Richard
Haight defines a network as "a pattern of interrction. . . characterized
by information exchange, usually leading to otner human interactions."
Network members have something in common and communicate about

it (in McConkey & Crandall, 1985, p. 30). Hedin's (1984) research on
networks suggests that successful networks have members who are
committed to a new idea or philosophy and who feel commitment and

loyalty to each other. A sense of -quality and generosity develops, mani-

festing itself in he sharing of personal and professional support given

voluiatarily. Members demonstrate spontaneity, flexibility, and informality
in :heir contacts with other network members. An atmosphere of open-
ness and sharing helps members to see each other as fellow problem
solvers from whom they are willing to ask for help.

Underlying Assumptions

Meaningful improvement in educational programs occurs best when

members of an educational community share common beliefs and work

together as equals toward common goals.

A networking approach fosters the development of a professional com-
munity, developing norms of collegiality, continuous improvement, and
experimentation. Common interests, experiences, and frequent interaction
result in the development of a common language that encourages fre-

quent communication about improvementshop talk. Teachers are no
longer isolated in their classrooms struggling alone with instructional
decisions and problems. Active network members have access to a variety

of opportunities for peer support in their efforts to experiment with the
new ideas and practices that focus their professional community.

A networking approach builds the capacity of its members to identtly
and solve their own problems.

Shared training and follow-up activities increase the knowledge pool

within the network. Network members become engaged with the I uiguage

and practice of a particular approach. As they grapple with their

1 1 'I
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growing understanding, reflect anc discuss their experimentation and
implementation, they begin to take on educational leadership roles
themsel ;es. They participate in coaching and training one another. They
may deliver workshops or write newsletter articles in which they share
their learnings and successes. With every success and its recognition,
their professionalism is heightened. They continue to grapple with
improvements and implementation of the new practices, but with on
increasing sense of efficacy and confidence in their individual and collec-
tive ability to identify and solve their ow problems and eft. ct improve-
ments that work within their context.

What They Look Like in Practice

Networks may emerge spontaneously, or they may be more consciously
created by one or two people. Hedin (1984) describes spontaneous net-
work formation as beginning with isolated innovators, change agents,
problem solvers who discover their shared interests and concerns usually
through contact at meetings or conferences. Eventually, they say "Why
don't we have a meeting?" They form an informal network, coordinated
by one or two organizers. They develop some sort of name for them-
selves, clarify their purpose, designate facilitators, and arrange .o have
meetings with some regularity.

McConkey and Crandall (1984) describe the stages for more conscious
creation of a network as

1. the group determines a purpose;

2. they determine who might be contacted to help achieve that
purpose;

3. they make contact with others around the determined purpose; and
4. they recontact one another.

I fowever networks are formed, once formed they are based on inter-
actionsexchanging information and providing moral/professional sup-
port. A common language and body of practices emerge as network
members continue to share their experiences and proL'em-solve their
implementation attempts. Members engage in frequent formal and

9 Ainformal communication regarding their learnings, problems, and
'%uccesses.

A hallmark of a successful professio, al development network is the pro-
vision of a variety of ways to encourage information sharing, collegial

(

problem solving, and recognition of progress and succ?.ss toward netwin
goals. Networks might include and or all of the following supportive
activities:

a collaborative calendar, emphasizing paint inservice days

a newsletter about accomplishments and coming events

classroom exchanges and visitation among network members

discussion groups that provide opportunities for problem sharing
and solution finding for members

frequent sharing of materials to further the application of the new
practices, e.g., units, books, articles, videos.

Conditions Necessary for Success

McConkey and Crandall (1984) suggest a set of five essentials for
effective networks:

1 Keeping a focus: Members should be wary of losing sight of the
purpose for the network. New interests and more complex rela-
tionships may emerge through networking, but as the principal
intent of its formation becomes less clear, the greater the chance
the network will cease to meet its members' needs.

2. Staying in touch: A network is not a network without communic:,
tion. Members should make it a point to touch base every few
weeks or months with other members.

3. Keeping it small: A network needs to be small in other to encourag,
frequent communication. Even very active networkers are more
successful within multiple, small, focused networks than within
single, giant ones. Networks may overlap, but each should be
"bitesized and workable."

4. Keeping it simple and cheap: The strength, endurance, and effec-
tiveness of a network is often ,directly related to its lack of
complexity and the low cost of active participation.

5. Reciprocating: Networkers need to be able to count on each other.
A Lick of commitment and loyalty, as well as a lack of frequent
communication, will result in dissolution of the network. I kiln]
(1984) expands on the importance of reciprocating.91widentifies
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the following critical conditions for successful networking:

a commitment to the purpose

a commitment to each other

a sense of openness and caring

information never used at the expense of another network member

personal and psychological support

voluntary participation

equal treatment for everyone.

Benefits

Networking expands the boundaries of its I-h.:tubers and reduces
isolation from peers. Networking results in increased communication
among/between levels of the system. Internal and external team building
are encouraged. Opportunities are provided for access to each other's
experience and to authoritative practical knowledge. It also provides
opportunities for the sharing of ideas on classroom and curriculum
practice.

Network training and information sharing activities create an expanded
pool of knowledgeable and skilled people who have confidence in their
knowledge base, encouraging the development of a common language
and continued growth in practice. Norms of professionalism and collegi-
ality are supported. Active network participants experience a greater
sense of efficacy. As local human resources are developed, so is the local
capacity for identification and resolution of local problems and needs.

Lastly, networking provides opportunities for recognition of progress
toward school improvement goals and for celebration of individual
accomplishments that further the vision and direction of network
members.

Commentary

Networks, by their nature, are informal structures whose members vary
the extent and intensity of their participation as they please. This has
both advantages and disadvantages from the point of view of the overall
staff deve ent program. The advantages include the availability of a
wide va f resources from a large number of sources. This serves the

1 1 C
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needs of proactive teachers, particularly ones with specific, well-defined
needs and a good sense of what could meet those needs. However, while
networks surround the individual with possible resources, they work less
well for passive peopleones who are less clear of their needs and what
will help them. Even in a highly supportive network, less articulate
members are less likely to benefit. However, a network that has some
proactive components, such as inservice offerings and topical events, or
one that is part of an overall inservice program that includes more active,
engaging approaches, has the potential for meeting a wide range of pro-
fessional development needs.

Related to this issue is the need for some strong glue for a network
some one or some organization that takes a leadership and management
role in keeping the connections alive and feeding them with new knowl-
edge, information, and opportunities. While people often picture
networks as creating invisible bonds between individuals that are
activated only when someone needs something, those needs can be stim-
ulated and activity and energy generated quite beneficially. However, that
has to be a role somebody plays on purpose, or the potential of a network
may never be realized. In fact, it is essential if the people, the knowledge,
and the experiences that reside in network members are to be taken full
advantage of.
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Partnerships

A partnership is like a marriage in which each partner complements
the other in achieving what neither can achieve alone. In a partner-
ship as in a marriage, there are mutual rights and responsibilities
depending on each party's willingness to collaborate and togive up
a measure of independence. . . . They enter into a formal agreement
to engage in activity togetherin other words, to get married
There is no need for them to get married if either one of them has
the whole ball game, but since neither of them does, they need to
collaborate (Goodlad, 1986).

The most startling thing about partnerships for teacher development is
how varied they are. These variatiot.s are quite evident in the following
examples, some of them school/university partnerships, and others,
school/business partnerships.

The University of Vermont has joined with schools to support staff
development through the formation of school improvement collabora-
tives. In the collaboratives, participants can earn master's degrees
through course work directly tied to local school improvement projects.
University personnel assist school personnel in identifying their needs,
developing a common vision for school improvement, and developing
the programs and skills necessary to carry out that vision. Teachers and
administrators take courses and attend training institutes, most of which
are offered at the school. All courses -arry with them projects that are
directly rc:aeed to previously identified school improvement directions
and development goals. Technical assistance services for fine-tuning and
integrating locally designed improvement projects are made available as
needed. 1' tchers who have completed research and/or other technical
courses often become consultants and trainers in their own o:- neighbor-
ing districts (Clark & Hood, 1986).

The University of Alabama and the Regional Consortium for Professional
Development (made on of 17 adioinint, cchool dictrirtc) hive joined in 11

1

partnership that provides in-uepth, voluntary weekend workshops in
which teachers can choose their courses and earn graduate credits. Based
upon an annual needs assessment, approximately 20 topics are offered
at any given lime. The workshops are held at central locations through-
out the region. The university pays for the cost of conducting the
workshops, while teachers pay regular tuition or workshop fees (Condra,
1986).

School/universi, r partnerships in 14 states have formed the National
Network for Educational Renewal, an effort led by John Goodlad. The
partnerships are tackling various aspects of school reform, many of
which invosve the professional development of teachers, such as new
roles for teachers in schools and developing curricular responses for
students at risk of failure (Olson, 1987).

During the summer of 1985, 55 Cleveland public school and college
teachers improved their teaching skills in science and mathematics an4
increased their awareness of business and technical occupations through
hands-on experiences coordinated by Cleveland's Teacher Internship
Program. A junior high school math teacher, for example, earned a stipene;
as an intern with an aerospace and automotive conglomerate, while she
learned to use a computer to perform financial and tax system functions
(Gold, 1987).

The Lawrence (MA) School Industry Project experimented with a creative
e cperiential approach to staff development, providing opportunities for
teachers to try out new roles such as colearner in the classroom, student
advisor, and industry-education liaison. This j. lint project trained high schoo
students to use a basic statistical charting technique for improving
quality and productivity in business and industry and developed a corps
of teachers with the knowledge and skills necessary to integrate quality/
productivity theory into classroom curricula. Teachers and high school
students were first instructed together by the business trainers. Their co-
training was followed by high school student placement at he business
site, where they practiced and applied the techniques under the guidance
of a business-mentor. Teachers made site visits and served as industry
liaisons and student advisors throughout the training program (Murray,
1984). 99
The St. Louis Park (MN) Schools and Honeywell Industries established
a partnership in which school and business personnel exchanged a
variety of professional development resources. 1 hey formed a team to
develop and conduct career development training sessions for industry
personnel. Honeywell invited school administrators to participate in a
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three-day management seminar and offered two seminars on creative problem
solving designed specifically for school administrators, community
education coordinators, staff specialists, and administrative s_zretanes.
Also, they made available on an as-needed basis their Corporate Conference
Center for off-site school meetings and seminars (Erickson & Bengston,
1984).

As these examples suggest, the range of professional development topics,
directions, and specific activities that may be supported by partnerships
is infinite. Partnerships are meeting many needs and are ideally suited to
providing effective professional development opportunities for teachers.
Teachers are gaining access to new professional perspectives, experi-
ences in and with other institutions, and additional resources for profes-
sional development. Colleges and universities are gaining new clients,
assistance in program modifications, and new clinical settings and teaching
staff. Businesses have the opportunity to influence the quality and effec-
tiveness of the institutions supplying workers, maintain community
health, and gain access to educational resources for use in their own
programs.

Underlying Assumptions

Quality education is a community responsibility.

Partnerships for professional development are based on the assumption
that the quality and effectiveness of our educational system is the respon-
sibility of the entire community, not just the schools. School administra-
tors, teachers, and university professors are discovering an identity as
members of a shared profession and are building a shared vision within
an entire community about what constitutes educational excellence.
Business and the private sector are recognizing the importance of public
education in preparing young people to be good citizens, to be economi-
cally independent, and to live fulfilling lives. All are discovering that
they have important goals in common and that many of the problems of
young people must be addressed by all members of a community.

Partners are equal.

Partnerships, to be effective, must truly be a two-way exchange of
resources and knowledge. Partners have equal but different roles to play.
Their joint efforts are based on a mutual belief that each has' soluething
to share and each can make important contributions to the effort.

in

Partnerships assume that a primary goal is mutual satisfaction of self-
interest for each partner. Partners are, to some degree, dissimilar. Each
partner has an important need or interest that is met by the partnership.
Yet, in successful partnerships, each partner is selfless enough to assure
that other partnerr are able to satisfy their self-interests as well. By
contrast, unsucce'sful partnerships tend to be characterized by too great
or too little simila, sty, little overlap of interests, and unwillingness to
change behavior or give up ground. As noted in our opening quote, suc-
cessful partnership is in large measure symbiotic, like marriage. It unites
partners rather intimately in mutually beneficial relationships (Goodlad,
1986).

What They Look Like in Practice

Partnerships for professional development may serve almost any purpose
and include any number of activities desired by the partners involved.
Rather than attempt to describe the infinite variety of specific partnership
projects, this ;ection focuses on an interesting dimension in which
partnerships appear to vary their scope and it.tensity with some
illustrations of each.

In looking across a wide array of partnerships, it is possible to differ-
entiate them into three clusters: those based on support for each partner;
those based on cooperation between partners; and those based on col-
laboration (Zacchei & Mirman, 1986). There are two ways of viewing
these different clusters. Just as Rome was not built in a day, neither do
partnerships spring into full-blown collaborations overnight. Thus it
happens that many partnerships develop from fairly minimal relation-
ships between partners to much more robust ones. They pass throup,;1
developmental stages of increasingly more involved and demanding
degrees of commitment. From this viewpoint, the three clusterings
support, cooperation, collaboration--can characterize where a single
partnership is in its development.

From i.nother point of view, some partnerships never intend to he more
than support between partners, and others work on cooperative
activities, with no plan for extensive collaboration. There is no develop-
ment from one kind of partnership to another. Whatever the point of
view, the three L inds of partnerships appear to be quite distinct one
from another, varying is what partners attempt to accomplish for them-
selves, their commitment of resources, involvement of ersonncl, and
range of specific activities. Each kind varies in wha, are set, which
activities are planned, who does what, as well as th. esses tort
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munication, decision making and implementation. In addition. the kinds
of professional development opportunities they offer teachers vary.

When a partnership is based on support, activities often involve short-
term, single events. The basic objective is to establish better ties, to open
communications, and to create some awareness of each other. Partners
often plan activities that have a low level of risk, commitment, and
coordination requirements. Examples of such partnerships include busi-
nesses allowing school administrators to attend their management
training sessions; universities granting graduate credit for district-run
inservices; z...nd businesses assisting a school to conduct an annual com-
munitywide event.

While many relationships never intend to go beyond providing mutual
support, often it represents a natural starting place for more intensive
partnerships. A pool of "supportive contacts" develops, from which Lan-
didates for further involvement are identified. A dialogue is begun that
can result in discovery of shared problems or goals important to both
partners. In time, a mutual vision and working style may be established.
Successfully executing small-scale activities often generates enthusiasm,
increases momentum, and solidifies commitments, all leading to more
extensive relationships.

Partnerships based on cooperation are characteri;,ed by greater degrees of
involvement, commitment, and mutuality. Partners focus on accom-
plishing tasks with significant input from all. It is not unusual for part-
ners in these kinds of relationships to be somewhat unequal. For
example, a school may find itself on the receiving end of some community
relations, marketing, or experimental project of business or college.
Cooperation typically involves a small core of p ple serving as a man-
agement structure for identifying areas of mutual interest and planning
activities. Partners contribute more staff time than in support relationships,
thus requiring greater approval and commitment from upper manage-
raent. While there are mutual efforts and shared understanding of need,
activities are still relatively short-term in scope, with moderate and
unequal lev,:ls of resource commitment. The earlier descriptions of the
Cleveland a Id Lawrence projects may be examples of this kind of
partnership.

Collaborativ,, partnerships are symbiotic relationships in which partners

1 0
ire not simply representatives from distinct organisations. They operate
as equals, creating a group or working unit that functions across orga-
nizational boundaries. While partners retain their self-irterest, they are
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program activities, policies, and procedures. A full-fledged collaborative
partnership is an established entity with a legitimate mission, a solid
structure, and a definable program. Members and activities may change,
but the partnership structure and direction remains. The partnership is a
stable component of the professional development program within the
school or district. Objectives and activities' allow full participation and
reciprocation of each partner. Over time, partners may broaden the
scope of their activities, expanding programs and involving other organi-
zations. The Vermont project and many of the partnerships in the National
Network for Educational Renewal are examples of such ongoing
commitment and collaboration. (For a more detailed description of this
partnership model, see Zacchei and Mirman, 1986.)

Conditions Necessary for Success

Realistic Expectations. Partners need to have realistic expectations about
what kind of relationship they want to have, how long it will take to
develop, and what is required to be successful. They need to recognize
that it is natural for partnerships to evolve from supportive but short-
term and episodic interactions to longer-term programs requirirg signifi-

cane commitments. Initially, short-term activities rather than long-range
goals propel the partnership. Larger, superordinate goals for collabora-
tion become clearer after people have worked together a while. Partners
must develop a history of shared experi,ices that, over time, build the
trust and respect necessary for the high levels of involvement and com-
mitment required by full collaboration.

Involvement. Partners must feel an equal stake in the success of the joint
venture, and they must be invested in quality staff development. Levels
of participation must be at a depth that all participants feel an ownership
of the collaborative program. There must be a loss of territoriality and a
mutual investment in the benefits that the collaborative program represents.

Successful collaborative partnerships need to identify and structure
opportunities for joint exploration and planning. Each person's role and
expectations should be clarified, especially those that require significant
investment of time and energy. Partners must assume responsibility for
follow-up steps to assure that programs become more than short-term,
serving small groups of students or being supported by temporary
funding. To stay interested and committed, partners must see significant
results, some important benefits of being involved. When they do see
results, they take credit as a team and publicize the process and roducts
of their joint efforts. 10
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Commitment. A high level of commitment from each partner is necessary
to enable a partnership to be truly collaborative. Commitment involves
significant allotments of time and energy. People often underestimate the
amount of energy it takes to we,. K with other people, especially in activities
as complex as professional development. Thus, there must be adminis-
trative support for the collaborators. If the school and its teachers are to
be more than the passive receivers of someone else's professional devel-
opment program, then school personnel must commit significant time
and energy to planning, delivering, and following up on the joint
training activities.

Deep commitment to a collaborative venture grows from the trust the
develops over time among partners. Trust leads to a willingness to risk
the commitment of significant resources and energy. Trust develops
when collaborative programs operate within the spirit of collaboration,
rather than just within the mechanical arrangements of a plan and
a program.

Leadership. Partnerships do not form, nor do they thrive, without strong,
visionary leadership. Because partnerships often feel above and beyond
the call of duty to participants who already have a full worklife, the
motivating forte of a leader (or leaders) is vital. Beyond motivation,
though, good leadership keeps activities moving, coordinating people,
timelines, and tasks so that everyone knows what is happening and
benefits are visible.

Benefits

The benefits of partnerships are infinite, depending on the specific
efforts that are undertaken. No matter what the goals, partnerships with
businesses and institutions of higher education can build local capacity for
school improvement. Partnerships can provide the opportunity to pool
resources and can bring in additional resources for comprehensive and
relevant staff development. Partnerships can encourage teachers to try on
new perspectives, protecting them from becoming too insular and from
depending solely on other educators for new techniques and training.
Partnerships for staff development can keep teachers in touch with a
broader knowledge base and the realities of our society. All parties are
enriched by the opportunity to become more familiar with the culture
and ways of doing things in different organizations.

I n 1 1 A
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Commentary

The current wave of reform and heightened communitywide interest in the
quality of education provides us with a friendly climate for establishing
partnerships for staff development. Now is an ideal time to explore and
develop them. Yet there are some important considerations that need
thought before and during the establishment of a partnership and some
pitfalls . o avoid.

As noted above, any kind of collaboration takes time and attention, far
more than anyone expects at the inception. This includes duration (i.e.,
the timeline will be longer), as well as time-on-task (i.e., each activity,
such as a planning session, will take longer). This is due to a number of
things: it takes time for trust to build; zo learn to speak a common
language; to understand the world view of people whose daily lives,
including demands and activities, are far different from one's own. Being
realistic about time demands is critical to establishing a workable part-
nership. It probably is a useful rule of thumb to double the time one
would expect the planning and execution of activities to take, rather
than underestimate and regret It later.

Another consideration is in choosing what to do in a partnership. Clearly,
it is often easier and more appropriate to do things unilaterally than in
concert with others. Thus, it is important to identify what activities can
best be accomplished through partnering, rather than jumping at the
first good idea. For example, collaborating with a university to provide
graduate courses to teachers may not be a good idea if teachers don't
need graduate credits and there are excellent in-district trainers avail-
able. Likewise, placing a teacher intern with a local industry just because
the offer was made and the placement seemed remotely connected to the
teacher's specialty may not be 4, .-,00d a use of teacher time as some
other kind of in-district opportunity. It is better to look for ways to solve
persistent problems or extend current directions through partnerships
than jump at the first, often easy, opportunity to collaborate.

Finally, although it seems selfish, each partner needs to be clear that
they are getting something out of a partnership. Like the marriage
Goodlad talked about in our beginning quote, a relationship where one
party just gives and doesn't receive can get old quickly, even if the initial
giving was highly rewarding. Because they are hard work to keep alive
and well, partnerships have to be in the self-interest of both parties, and
that self-interest and its achievement need to he reflected on periodically
to ensure continued commitment.

1 1 C 10ra
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INTRODUCTION

The development of partnership activities between the higher education

Ind public school community has received increasing interest and emphasis

over the past five years. This interdependence be.ween universities aria

their colleagues In the public school sector has received recognition as a

valuable activity that would lead to the enhancement of educational efforts

in both sIctors. From our perspective, developing partnerships in a rural

area has been profitable in developing new programs, erhancing faculty

skills, and increasing community involvement. In this symposium, we will

provide an overview of the planning process that must take place in

establishing successful partnerships in a rural area.

When launching a partnership, all concerned must be able to convince a

wide sector of the community that such programs are both cost effective and

will lead to more successful educational programming. By providing Such a

rationale early, the type of support needed from the public and business

community will be easier to secure.

As part of developing a partnership in a rural area, it is important

that regional demographics be fully reviewed and understood by all

participating groups. In the presentation an overview of the region, which

will focus on demographics and unique regional characteristics, will be

provided. Tho forming of partnerships in the rural area must take intc

Account isolation, transportation issues, and distance between schools and

1



the university. In particular, this two-county area encompasses eleven

school districts. two area vocational technical schools and one major

.niversity providing a variety of advanced programs for candidates pursuing

post-seconaary study.

in response to President Reagan's PrcTlamation of 1983 as the Na.ional

Year of Partnerships in Education, the President of Indiana University of

Pennsylvania, the Dean of the College of Education, the Executive Director

of the Armstrold and Indiana Counties' Intermediate Unit *28 fARIN). and the

eleven superintendents of the school districts in Armstrong/Indiana

counties met to discuss ways to develop and improve linkages with higher

education, basic education, and the community. A Steering Committee .ey

individuals, decison-makerv) was formed in October 1983 and cnarged with the

identification of wajs and means of pooling resources to improve the

educational process. To date the Steering Committee has initiated over

forty projects involving IUP, the Intermediate Unit, and the eleven school

districts. The round-table discussion will present the results of

partnership from an administrative, funding, and programmatic view.

DEVELOPING PARTNERSHIPS

As cited earlier, planned collaboration among higher education, basic

education, and the community challenges all parties to share the benefits of

partnerships. Enlisting the active involvement of the community is a

rewarding and effective way of gaining understanding and support for

elementary and secondary education. Also, working with schools provides

2
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higher education with practical input for curse and curriculum oevelopment.

It permits faculty to interact with their colleagues in the public sector

for the improvement of teaching.

It is important in developing partnerships that a Steering Committee

work diligently to involve educators from both higher education and basic

education in planning, organizing and delivering a program for the

improvement of schooling in the rural area. Throughout the past three

years. the Steering Committee has initiated over forty projects involving

IUP departments, the Intermediate Unit, and the eleven school districts.

Students at the primary, secondary, and college levels. adult learners.

teachers. achool administrators, and the business community have been dawn

4111
into the partnership activities. The Committee has evaluated and revised

curricula, and develop:ldnew programs. Teachers and administrators have

received advanced tratnrng in clinical supervision, and the business

community has actively supported the educational programs for students.

It is not enough to have cogent reasons for schilola and businesses to

work together in developing partnerships and programs for .he improvement of

scnooling. Maintaining the initiative and drive needed for continuation

calls for careful planning and marshalling of resources to support all

efforts. A partnership venture requires strong commitment and leadership

from several sectors if It is to succeed. In particular, the School

Superintendent, the President of the University, and the Dean of the College

must be highly visible in providing support to the efforts of those who

1113
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voiunteer their work. It is critical to address questions of need for

partnerships end preparing In advance for projects and the activities that

will take place. As well-documented by Susan Otterbourg (1986), it will be

necessary to assess needs and resources, ser" committments, form

committees, and determine possible solutions as the work begins.

Well-developed partnerships will include the following:

Advisory Committee

Partnership Staff

Record-keeping Procedures

Program Activities

Evaluation and Reporting Procedures

The business community in particular will be be interested in how their

funds are used and the results in relation to impact on the number of

children and adults served by the partnership.

In summary, the historical background of prior university efforts in

participating in partnerships and their success in fostering work relations

with public school staff and administrators is critical. Professional

exchanges over the past three years have been most rewarding for

participants in these partnership efforts and the committment for continued

development continues.

4
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We recognize that good will and a positive attituoe toward forming

partnerships are responsible for success. but this will not necessarily

guarantee achievement. Each partner will have to aodress political,

economic A C administrative factors that exist within the local community.

The advisory committee rust translate the ideals and vision that arise in

partnerships into concrete activities. Each administrative unit within the

partnerships must manage the people involved. acquire resources. Oea: with

organizational policies. and know how to change policies that hinder

innovative collaboration. The aaninistrative team in each unit must work

diligently to secure internal committment ano a positive view toward the

partnership.

It is often difficult for aaministrators working In public schools to

balance the needs and pressures of their own unique environment with the

pressures that occur in the university sector. Administrators from each

segment must be careful to balance their needs with the competing neecs of

the other institution in developing the partnership. Frank and open

communication of specific concerns will lead to well-designed projects that

meet the needs of both parties. At a minimum. the Advisory Committee should

meet at least once every six weeks for sustaining the momentum needed for

bringing partnership activities to a successful conclusion. One cannot

simply believe in a partnership as a cause. but must be willing to make

committments and convince r!ther9 within their organization that it Is vital

5
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for the inatitutions to work together. It requires a tare combination of

vision. fortitude. and patience to lead a partnership to a successful

conclusion. Many of the administrative issues will focuS on staffing,

funding. securing community support, balancing school policies with release

time, and otner administrative issues. The administrative team must learn

how to balance existing personnel needs and existing policy structures

effectively and appropriately to bring the partnership to a successful

conclusion. In the model developed within our two-county area we have

managed to bridge the gap between rural distznce and the resource base of

the university to enrich the lives of many students in our partnership.

RESULTS

As mentioned earlier. we have initiated over forty different

partnership activities during the past three years and have begun to plan an

academic alliance for the fall of 1987 with the Geography Department at IUP

and the eleven participating public schools. A sampling of several of the

projects are as follows, and more complete details are available in the

report which will be distributed at the conference. Several of the major

projects are as follows:

1. ARIN-IUP Mentorship Project where IUP faculty In mathematics,

biology, physics, chemistry and computer programming act as mentors

for high ability tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade students.
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2. The IUP University School provicee cpportun:ty to mAirietrtAM

children enrollee in kRIN Intermediate Unit's Special Education

Programs. Operated by IUP. the faculty consists of both public

school certified teachers ane University professors arm as Access

to IUP's College of Eeucation arc Departments of Special Education

anc Speech anc Language.

3. IUP - Indiana County Schools English Cc-Teaching Prcect is an

inservice training program for English teachers which pro..icee

opportunity for teacners to increase their knowleoge current

teaching meth000logies. Teachers work with IUP faculty on a weekly

basis.

4. TEAMS. Technology Enhanced Act :vitiey in Mathematics anc Scien

9111/
provices inservice training to help teachers upgraoe their teaching

programs. illustrating changes In motern science. mathematics and

technology. This program has received continued funding from the

National Science Foundation ane by an ECIA diumner II grant.

5. The PrInCipal;s Assersmet Center. a part of IUP s College of

Education, is cesigned to objectively evaluate potential principal

candicates and aid school districts in making hiring cecisons. It

Is one of a network of 27 centers across the country developed

through the efforts of the National Association of Secondary School

Principals.

1
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FEDERAL AND STATE GRANTS

:UP

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

CHART 1 Financial Contributions To The Partnership
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A130, the financial TL2pert tcr thete ree. s"4..

being generate0 frOC to;.r ma.cr SOt.CCes (see chart

SUMMARY

The focus of this partnership was the eve cpme,',t Ct rea.ist.c ventwres

that would involve puolic school professionals .n collaparative pianning

with university ana commnity representatives. The practical impiicat.h^s

ct such a partnership have brought recognition arc rear tc all :haze

involvec. They have also impactec funoing. curr,,um. aamihistrative

aecision making ar.a planning in the insti:Jt.ons that have participated to

(late. While we live ana or in a i%ra: area we tee: that the gap has peen

bridged to bringing the public 2chcci, ccrmunity anc un:verfitv MCA cicser

together. We are optimistic as we face the anc ceg:n to initiate new

enaeavors to xeep the partnersiltp thriving.

REFERENCES

Otterpourg. Susan (1486). 5chcol Partfter:niPs Hanczcgt. '131c Tappers,
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Reprinted with permission from: The Rural Educator,
Fall 1987, vol. 9, No. 1.

A COLLABORATIVE STAFF DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

Larry Rainey

Introduction

An impending shortage of qualified
teachers is currently facing much of the
United States, particularly in such disci-
plines as science and mathematics, (Rot-
berg, 1984; Sigda, 1983). Guthrie and Zus-
man (1982) found that forty-three states
have reported teacher shortages in
mathematics, and forty-two in physics.

The outlook for the immediate future
remains bleak. Not only are insufficient
numbers of teachers being trained to fill
these vacancies, but mathematics and sci-
ence teachers are "being drawn to high-
:echnology industries like iron filings to an
electromagnet" (Guthrie & Zusman, 1982).

Rural areas are particularly impacted;
they are forced to hire inexperienced teach-
ers and to make extensive use of emergency
certificates. Due to a variety of factors such
as isolation, sparsity, poverty and inade-
quate facilities, rural systems experience ex-
ceptionally high attrition rates among staff,
often approaching 50% per year. Such high
rates cause numerous continuity problems
with the educational program, as well as
problems relating to professional staff
development (Helge, 1984).

Given this shortage of qualified staff,'
many systems rely heavily on in-service
training to upgrade the skills of current
staff members and to aid others in making
the transition into mathematics and science
disciplines. Often, rural teachers must
teach in four to five subject are...s and are
rarely, if ever, certified in all of them
Traugh (1984) found that approximately
one-third of the teachers in rural systems
teach in at least three different areas.

The in-service programs found in most
school systems are typically inadequate in
the face of such a challenge. Often, they
are "hastily prepared, ineptly presented,
and educationally impractical with informa-
tion unrelated to the p,oblems in a school"
(Sportsman, 1981, p. 307). Good lad (1984),
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in a ten-year study of American schools,
found staff development programs to be
fragmented, trendy and without well-
conceived priorities. In another national
study involving science educators at gradu-
ate institutions, Gallagher and Yager (1981,
p. 513) found a major concern of faculty
members to be "inappropriate avenues for
continuing education of teachers." Rural
systems suffer the same in-service maladies
as those experienced by the larger popula-
tion of all school systems, only to a greater
degree. Traugh (1984, p. 12) found rural
in-service experiences to be "irregular, un-
planned, limited, not memorable...quality
difficult to come by."

Faced with the aforementioned staffing
shortages and inadequacies in science, and
cognizant of the mounting pressures on
school systems to strive for excellence, the
Hale County, Alabama, school system de-
cided to work collaboratively with the
University of Alabama to develop an in-
service program to address their needs.

Implementation

After several planning sessior ., repre-
sentatives of the Hale County school system
and the University of Alabama agreed to a
long-range, collaborative relationship tar-
geted at meeting the identified needs of the
Hale County system. Major components of
the project included

The lab facilities will be upgraded and
made functional at all schools;
Appropriate instructional materials, sup-
plies, and equipment will be purchased
for all science laboratories;
The University of Alabama will conduct
month-long professional development ac-
tivities for all secondary science teachers
and one staff person in Life Science,
Physical Science and Biology;
Provision for follow-up activities, includ-
ing classroom visits by university person-
nel and local administrative staff.
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Evaluation
A critical phase of the project was

evaluation. In order to accurately moni-
'tor progress toward attainment of the
project's objectives a battery of assess-
ment instruments and procedures was as-
sembled. The following three areas were
assessed:

1. Affective Domain. This area was as-
sessed using a modified form of the
"Semantic Differential Instrument
for Science Teaching" by Sunal
(1975);

2. Cognitive Domain. This dimension
was evaluated using subject matter
tests produced by Scott, Foresman
and Company (1980) and distribut-
ed by American Testronics, Coral-
\tulle. Iowa;

3. Teaching Competencies. Methodologi-
cal considerations of classroom per-
formance were assessed using a
modified form of "Assessing the
Teaching Competence of Science
Teachers" by Okev & Capie (1979).

Feedback from students, teachers and
administrators has been very favorable,
even effusive at times. Teachers report in-
creased interest and participation, particu-
larly in the laboratory and field activities.
One building principal remarked, "There
has been a revolution in our science pro-
gram." A number of the teachers have re-
quested that the collaborative relationship
with the University continue indefinitely
and that new subjects be incorporated in
the future. The central administration of
the Hale County system is exploring, in
cooperation with the university, ways to ex-
pand the relationship into other grade lev-
els and disciplines.

Statistically significant gains were
achieved in the science teachers' mastery of
content, teaching methodology, and atti-
tudes toward themselves as science teachers.

Recommendations

As with any significant effort, there are
benefits as well as costs to collaboration
between universities and secondary schools.
Benefits range from increased respect for
each other, the improvement of both col-
lege and high school courses, and high qual-
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itv in-service, to practical and basic
research. Costs include heavy investments
of time and resources and results may lack
generalizability to other populations.

The following factors seem to be cen-
tral to the success r- -. such an effort:

1. Participants at both the college and
high school levels must recognize
common needs and focus on con-
crete, immediate problems:

2. There must be meaningful rewards
for the participants:

3. Both parties must have an "invest-
ment" (i.e., time, money, facilities)
in the project;

4. Effective communication between
all parties. including regular visits to
the schools by the university facilita-
tor. is extremely important:

5. Administrative support and. better
vet, involvement. greatly enhances
the chances for a successful relation-
ship:

6. The commitment must be an on-
going, long-term one.

As a result of this program. a number
of new avenues for inquiry were illuminat-
ed. In future efforts, the following areas are
suggested for consideration:

A collaborative program should be ap-
plied to different teacher populations
(e.g.. large. urban systems: different disci-
plines: different grade levels. etc.) to see
if the same or similar results occur:
The effects on students should be as-
sessed: are there. corresponding increases
in student performance and attitudes?
Reassessment should occur at appropriate
intervals to see if the gains are long term.

Larry P. Rainey is the Project Director of
the BioPrep Program at the University of Ala-
bama.
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Teacher Renewal Through A Consortium
Reprinted with permission from:

111/

Catalyst for Change, East Texas
School Study Council.

Approach
By: Marilyn Miller

Staff development efforts in Pennsylvania have
been given a boost through a pool of funds
provided by the Pennsylvania Department of
Education. These monies, called School Im-
provement Funds, have been allocated to districts
based on student population. A large district
might receive several thousand dollars; small
districts might receive less than $500.00. A
sensible cost-effective approach, especially for
small districts, involves combining funds to create
a quality staff development program. The Teacher
Renewal Institute is a staffdevelopment program
based on a consortium approach, provided by
rombining this funding from twelve distrias.

The idea of a Teacher Renewal Institute ishardly a modern one. There are reports from the
1840's which describe teacher institutes:' this
1985-86 version was created by a committee ofteachers and administrators representing districtswithin the service area of the Carbon Lehigh
4in terrn ediate Unit in Schnecksville,ennsylvania.

14 Catalyst'Spnng '36

The committee decided that there was a strongneed to develop a program that recognized
teachers by inviting them to share their teaching
skills and knowledge. The Institute was created to
encourage collaboration between teaching and
administrative staffs and among concerned
individuals across district lines.

Teachers were surveyed in the spring of 1985 to
determine areas of interest; the two topics of most
concern of teachers were Classroom
Management/Discipline and Motivation. Each
participating district was invited to send two
teams to participate in sessions on these topics.
The sessions were conducted by local teachers anc
administrators who had expertise in the topics.
Each team was comprised ofan administrator and
two teachers from the same building. Teams
developed action plans to share what they had
learned with the faculty in their home
buildings.

The teams participated in an introductory
session conducted in the Summer of 1985. The
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session covered the area of teaching effectiveness,
to highlight the fact that participants az.., involved
as instructional leaders. The concept of team
planning for action plans was introduced in
preparation for work in the Fall.

Participants attended two days of sessions in
October on the topics of their choice. They

"eloped action plans which they implemented
. their schools in November. All action plans

included goals, objectives, activities to
accomplish the objectives, target audience,
resources needed, budget recommendations, time
line, and evaluation. Figure 1 displays the
components of the Teacher Renewal Institute
program.

The plans varied by building, as there were
representatives from a variety of different.

stricts. Sample action plans included projects to
. zduce discipline problems and accidents in the
cafeteria and on the playground; develop
homework policies; provide teachers with
classroom management techniques that instill
student responsibility; motivate a selectee group
of tenth grade underachievers; increase the use of
sound motivational techniques by classroom
teachers; help staff become familial with the
Effective Teaching Strategy Model defined by
ladeline Hunter.

EFFECTIVE TEACHING

SET

TEACH

I

PRACTICE
I

CLOSE

The teams came together in January to
what they had done and make revisions to th
plans. An outside consultant came in to give then,
ideas about working effectively with their peers. In
addition to ideas from the consultant, they were
also able to gain ideas from each other, hearing
what worked successfully and what led to
problems in other plans.

Tbc whole process is now being evaluated to
make improvements for the 1986-87 school year.
Sixty-three participants completed evaluation
forms. In answer to the question, "Would you
recommend the continuation of the Teacher
Renewal Institute?," fifty-nine said "yes," three
said "wait and see," and one said "no." Even more
revealing questions asked, "What happened in
your district that would not have happened
without the Teacher Renewal Institute? Did tne
Institute make a difference?" The answers were
most interesting, "An increased awareness into
several components of classroom management
and discipline - an opportuni.; to share these with
the entire stafTas well as a small group who worked
more intensively. . . . The Topics renewed
teachers in their instructional skills. Teachers
completed the sessions feeling better about
themselves as teachers, having new ideas ill
incorporate in their classrooms . . . . T

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/
DISCIPLINE MOTIVATION

ACTION PLANS

13 BUILDINGS INVOLVED
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Figure I. Components of Teacher Renewal Institute Program
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Institute provided time for teachers to share,
communicate. and improve the program in our
building. It reinforced the group decision-making
process . . . . A unit of teachers developeu who

Oscared enough to want to work in the area of
otivation . . . . I am more motivated and

interested. I have motivated others more than I
would have in a normal school year . . . . The
goals of the district were reinforced . . . . The
initiative from the Intermediate Unit has nurtured
some goals that have been germinating in our
district for some time."

Teachers and administrators appear to be
responding positively to working collaboratively
on learning new content and sharing what they've
learned with the faculty in their buildings. They
seem to be saying that in addition to increasing
their vn knowledge, they have had a chance to
reinic,ice goals from their own districts.

The experience of the Teacher Renewal
Institute would seem to indicate that districts can
work cooperatively to develop a quality staff
development program. Educators respond
favorably to a focus on professional growth and
effective teaching; when they are treated as
professionals. they will respond as professionals.
Figure 2 is an example of one of the forms of
recognition given to program participants. The
institute does not replace individually-run district
staff development programs, but rather serves to
nhance provisions which are offered at the

district level. By developing action plans, a
number of people can be involved in the program,
not just the participants who attend the
sessions.

Since the evaluation data are still being
analyzed, the 1986-87 program has not been
finalized. It is possible that new topics could be
presented, depending on the needs of the
participants. Some districts have requested s^me
help with assistance at the district level from
presenters, and this is being investigated.
Flexibility is a critical component of a program
that is designed for a variety of districts.

In summary, the Teacher Renewal Institute
model is composed of elements which research
indicates are essential to effective staff
development programs. These are:

local funding and development
based on needs assessment
building-based teams, with '40
participants/year
action plans which are implemented
at the building level
local presenters, teachers and
administrators
strong evaluation component.

16 Catalysi/Spnng '86

v. g FA

The
TEACHER RENEWAL INSTITUTE

Hereby acknowledges that

1111

has successfully completed training in the
Classroom Management/Discipline Strand.

ft

TUA,CHIM2 MINIM/VAL INIIITITUT

E , ,, \
AMINES

CatlminLANIIII Intsrmellate Unit

Figure IL Recognition Form

The Institute provides a model for other
districts who wish to work collaboratively in
developing a staff development program which is
of high quality, yet cost-effective for all districts
involved.

Reference:
Arthur Blumberg. -Where We Come From: Notes on Supervisic
in the I840%." Journal of Cumculum and Supervision. Vol. 1

(1985): 56-65.

About the Author.
Dr. Marilyn Miller is Assistant Director.
Basic Instructional Services, Carbon Lehigh
Intermediate Unit, Sclrnecksville.
Pennsylvania.
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Reprinted with permission from: Journal of Staff Development,
Na-ignaLitafilleCouncil.

SCHOOL-FOCUSED

Cross-Organizational
Collaboration: A Study of
Staff Development and School
Improvement Efforts in Oregon

Networks, consor, a, and coalitions among school districts are
cost-effective means to provide staff development, improve
instruction, and develop curriculum. They also promote the
exchange of ideas and resources.

VIDA S. TAYLOR
KIM THOMPSON
RICHARD A. SCHMUCK

ooperative learning, peer tutori-
ng, collegial support groups, and
organization development, among

other innovations, are being implemented
with enthusiasm in many American school
districts today. Some districts, particularly
the smaller ones /find such practices diffi-
cult to implement due to resource con-
straints. Collaboration'with other school

Vida S. Taylor is assistant professor. Western
Oregon State College. Monmouth. Oregon
97361. Kim Thompson is Director of Curricu-
lum. Staff Development and PRIDE for Coos
County, Oregon Educational Service District,
1350 Teakwood. Coos Bay. Oregon 97420.
Richard A. Schmuck is Associate Dean of Edu-
cational Policy and Management. University of
Oregon. Eugene. Oregon 97403.

districts and organizations can help put
these innovations within reach of all
schools.

School districts in the State of Oregon
are involved in collaborative efforts with
institutions &higher education and educa-
tional servict districts to accomplish a
number of important school improvement
goals. This article will summarize results
of two mcent studies in Oregon that fo-
cused or. cross-organizational collabora-
tion for school improvement. The first
study was a state-wide survey that identi-
fied the types of collaborative organiza-
tions and provided a picture of the extent,
purposes. and benefits of collaboration
(Taylor. 1986) The second was an exam-
ination of the factors that contribute to me
effectiveness of these collaborative efforts
in improving schools (Thompson, 1988).
The conclusions of these studies are re-
viewed to provide guidelines for organiza-
tions and individuals working for school
impro ement
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Cross-Organizational Collaboration
in Oregon

Our two studies in Oregon uncovered
information on cross-organizational col-
laboration through the use of question-
naires. interviews, document analysis. and
observations of collaborative organiza-
tions. In the first study, a questionnaire was
sent to ail school superintendents in the
state to obtain basic demographic and de-
scriptive data a bout their district's partici-
pation in collaboration for the purposes of
school improvement and/or staff develop-
ment (Taylor, 1986). Responses to the.
questionnaire in this study indicated that
collaborative organizations exist within a
reasonable custance of almost every school
district in Oregon, although only about
two-thirds of districts participated.

A group of districts collaboratively
working together in some form was con-
sidered a cluster. While the 41 clusters that
were identified cover the state. the major-
ity reside within the highly populated cor-
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tutor of the Willamette Valley between
Portland and Eugene. Many clusters are
comprised of two or three school districts.
but a substantial number have as many as

12 or more members. Most clusters are
made up of distr.:cis within a 50-mile ra-
dius of one another ai.d Include a college or

university or an Educational Service Dis-
trict as a facilitating agency.

In the second study. live clusters identi-
fied in the first study as the most successful
collaborations were examined more close-
ly by interviewing key individuals, analyz-
ing documents. and observing meetings
(Thompson. 1988). We were particularly
interested in tracking the benefits and the
problems of organizational collaboration.
Details about the specific methods em-
ployed can be found in Taylor (1986) and
Thompson 09881 The information that
follows is synthesized from both studies.

pes of Collaborations
The questionnaire results revealed three

types of collaborative organizations.
which we have classified m nerworks. con-
sorrta . and cou/irtons. These organizations
differ from each other in terms of formality
of structure and in the membership and
purposes of the organization.

Networks. About a third of responding
districts belong to networks. which we
define as loosely coordinated clusters of
schools formed for the purpose of sharing
intormation and providing inter-
organizational support. Networks are in-
formal: they do not have bylaws. constitu-
tions. administrative personnel. or a
funding source outside of that provided by
the members. Through the shanne of re-
sources, networks help schools by facilitat-
ing information exchange and promoting
cooperative endeavors. Some typical pur-
poses of networks are shanng consultants.
coordinating staff development efforts.
solving problems. and assisting in instruc-
tional :nprovement.

t..onsortia. Another third of responding
districts belong to what we cal: consortia.
which we define as formal clusters of edu-
cational organizations that include one or
more institutions of higher education and
have a constitution. bylaws, an outside
funding source. and a formal leader, With
our terminology. Gdodlad's "Network of
Innovative Schools- would be labeled a
consortium because it was supported by a

grant. had a Mattal structure. and was

facilitated by personnel at UCLA. In Ore-
gon. all of the state universities and col-
leges and a handful of private and
community colleges participate in consor-

tia.
Consortia represent efforts to reach out

to institutions different from one's own and
to exchange help in both directions. Dis-
tricts offer realistic sites for expenmenta-
non and change. while universities and
colleges offer consultation and research

Consortia rep? . sent efforts
to reach' out to institutions
different from one's own
and to exchange help in
both directions. Districts
offer realistic sites for
experimentation and
changei'while:universities:,
and colleges offer
consultitfoiis and ==
research knowledge. -

knowledge. Some typical purposes of con-
scrtia are to build broad-based support for
grant applications. curriculum develop-
ment. program evaluation. and teacher ed-

ucation.
Coalitions. Another third of participat-

ing districts belong to coalitions. which we
define as organizations that share financial
resources and expertise. Education service
districts (ESDs) typically join with dis-
tricts to torm coalitions. The ESDs' in-

volvement is particularly relevant in areas
of Oregon far from colleges and univer-
sities where access to consultation and
knowledge about research is hindered by
distance.

The ESDs often take the role of orga-
nizer and catalyst for the coalition, helping
provide low-cost consultation and evalua-
tion services to the schools. Typical pur-
poses are curriculum coordination, access
to support and expertise beyond the means

of small distracts. and assistance in meet-
ing state standards.

Examples of Collaborations
Each of the three types of collaborative

organizations that we studied Is illustrated
below with a description of their purposes
and how they function.

Network. The Central Oregon Network
began informally through the initiative of
a few school administrators in the small.
rural school districts of Crook. Deschutes.
and Jefferson counties. Three superinten-
dents and two curriculum directors would
gather together once a month for lunch to
aiscuss their staff development efforts.
The sharing of information was so helpful
to the districts involved that this process
gradually became more formalized
through the initiative of a consultant with-
in the Deschutes County ESD. Other activ-
ities were undertaken collectively, such as
coordinating compliance with state stan-
dards and providing staff development for
teachers in the local area.

This organization is called a network
because the participants prefer to keep an
unstructured relationship with no by laws,
no official administrator. Ind no funds.
This type of organization seems to be
particularly long-lasting because its infor-
mal nature allows the organization to
change as the needs of the member dis-
tracts change and because lack of funds
does not interfere with its operation.

School improvement acmities are un-
dertaken by the network members in
cooperative manner. An example is the
Artists in the Schools Program which pro-
vides arts education in all districts in the
network. Program coordination is handled
by the Central Oregon Arts Commission. a
creation of the cooperative efforts of the
curriculum directors in the network.

The network also provides intormation
to member districts about school improve-
ment projects in the area. Organizations
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like the Central Oregon Network provide
vital help to small schoc; distracts in sever-
al other regions of the state at this time.
They are especially important in regions
where there is no college or university
nearby to provide Information and assis-
tance.

Consortium. The Southern Oregon Re-
search and Development (SORD). one of
the oldest consortia in Oregon. has been in
existence for over 25 years. It grew out of
the initial collaboration of the Jackson
County Able and Gifted Study Committee
(established in 1961 by five school dis-
tricts). the Jackson ESD. and Southern
Oregon State College.

Most of the early efforts of SORD fo-
cused on stimulating improvement in cur-
riculum and instruction of gifted students.
Having expanded both in size and scope.
SORD is now directed by four subcommit-
tees. each with membership from school
districts in Jackson and Josephine coun-
ties. Southern Oregon State College.
Rogue Community College. and Sacred
Heart School.

Each subcommittee, composed of
teachers and administrators, has its own
budget and sponsors its own activities.
These subcommittees include: (a) a Re-
search Committee, sponsoring research in
timely topics as suggested by educators in
the consortium (e.g.. test taking skills.
computers in schools. and the structure of
intellect for curriculum development); (b)
a Professional Development Committee.
sponsoring seminars and workshops to
meet local school needs (e.g.. individualiz-
ing instruction, classroom management
strategies. and teaching science); (c) a Stu-
dent Enrichment Committee. sponsoring
activities for highly motivated and gifted
students. a throwback to the original pur-
pose of SORD (e.g. Junior -.nd Senior
Brain Bowls. Project Prometheus. and the
Southern Oregon Science and Humanities
Symposium): and (d) Project Reviews.
providing funds for incentive grants to
schools for innovative projects (e.g.. Japan
Discovery Boxes. Increasing Indian Cul-
ture. and Community-Based Enrichment
Programs).

Coalition. Practical Research Ideas for
Developing Education, known as PRIDr
was developed after two past chairmen of
SORD took superintendencies in Coos
County during the late 1970s and brought

with them the dream of a new R & D
organization. which came to fruition in
1984 with the receipt of a planning grant
from the State Department of Education.

From the planning endeavor, the Coos
Superintendents' Association accepted
PRIDE as an ESD Resolution Service.
PRIDE. as well as all school programs
offered through the ESD. must be ap-
proved by the ESD Resolution Service on
an annual basis. PRIDE has been approved
for the last 5 years. It is funded by the ESD

tax base. thus forming a solidly-funded

School-administrators can
be isolated and lonely; and
collegial relationships .

with those in similar
positions in other districts
can be helpful in
increasing job- satisfaction =
and ;

-.Teachers enjoy these- Saine
benefits and gain.-hitii,S=:i

,- ,
andand :

from die process of
. . . . 1

working with- others on.
4cooperative projects.-.,.

,

.7 4
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cialition for school improvement. Al-
though PRIDE includes representatives
from the University of Oregon and South-
western Oregon Community College. it
tends to be run by the teachers, school
administrators. and ESD consultants of the
region.

Like SORD. PRIDE is organized into
four subcommittees: Professional Devel-
opment. Student Enrichment. Projects Re-
view, and Research. Each subcommittee
has its own budget. which it decides how
to spend. The Professional Development

Committee plans seminars and workshops
which help meet district inservice needs
(e g., stress reduction workshops. con-
ducting classroom writing groups. and
dealing with substance abuse problems.
The Student Enrichment Committee plans
and supports activities for students in Coos
County (e.g.. Knowledge Bowl forsecond-
ary students. Robotics and Dinosaurs for
elementary students. and a leadership
workshop for student body officers), The
Project Review Committee provides funds
for incentive grants to teachers and schools
for innovative projects (e.g.. an individu-
alized French program. the Interdisciplin-
ary Approach to Career Education. and a

district Art Fair). Finally, the Research
Committee sponsors research projects on
major educational issues in the region
(e.g.. developing a policy for employee
misconduct. assessing needs of seriously
emotionally disturbed students, and as-

sessing the staff development needs of
teachers). PRIDE has deftly built a coali-
tion which capitalizes on the experience of
the SORD consortium.

Purposes, Benefits, and Problems
in Collaboration

Our studies were designed to find out
what the purposes of these collaborative
organizations are. what benefits tney real-
ize through their collective efforts. and
what problems they encounter in the pro-
cess. We examine each of these areas sep-
arately and then consider the assistance
needed to actually have the collaboration
occur.

Purposes

While networks, consortia, and coali-
tions satisfy a myriad of specific needs.
staff development and instructional im-
provement tend to be the primary purposes

of these collaboratives. Through collab-
oration it is possible to share expert assis-
tance for facilitating school improvement
efforts. training staff. and designing staff
development programs to be within reach
of all member districts.

We discovered that collaboratives were
also established for developing curricu-
lum, sharing information, locating fund-
ing for common programs. and evaluating
programs Each of these areas will be
examined briefly.

Curriculum development is one of the
purposes of the Southern Oregon Research
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and Development (SORD) group. Teach-
ers serve on committees with administra-
tors to collaboratively develop curriculum
for the districts within the consortium.
This shared expertise produces a satisfy-
ing experience for those involved and a
product that is comprehensive and respon-
sive to local needs. The process is en-
hanced by the involvement of teachers who
bring commitment and knowledge on the
classroom level with administrators who
will eventually facilitate adoption of the
curriculum.

Sharing of information across district
lines is especially important to those in
decision-making positions. For example.
administrators in the Central Oregon Net-
work coordinate school schedules. curric-
ulum adoptions, and negotiations among
districts in the three counties. They also
work together to find funding sources for
such programs as Talented and Gifted:
Students at Risk: and Dropout. retention.
and retrieval. Evaluation of these and other
programs otten takes place on a coopera-
tive basis with assistance from the Educa-
tional Service District in the area. These
activities can be very expensive and time
consuming if tackled individually, but
when three or four districts work together
and share resources. much more can be
accomplished with the same amount of
effort.

Benefits
Through our questionnaire (Taylor.

19861. we asked respondents what addi-
tional benefits were realized through their
participation. The benefit most frequently
mentioned was increased effectiveness of
staff development. When participants
from several distracts get together for staff
development projects. there is a cross-
fertilization of ideas.

Reduced cost of staff development is
another benefit realized through the shar-
ing of resources whenever possible. Some-

times university or ESD personnel
perform these services. At other times.
districts may share personnel who have
special expertise. In addition, there is the
benefit of being able to share the cost of
more expensive outside experts.

Other benefits participants gain through
collaboration are psychological support.
professional growth. and increased job ef-
fectiveness. School administrators can be
isolated and lonely. and collegial relation-

ships with those in sim lar positions in
other districts can be helpful in increasing
job satisfaction and effectiveness. Teach-
ers enjoy these same benefits and gain new

perspectives and skills from the process of
working with others on cooperative pro-
jects.

Political benefits are realized both lo-
cally and statewide through coilective
lobbying efforts and through sharing of
information. Locally. districts can join to-
gether to more effectively resolve collec-
tive bargaining problems. On a state level.
small school district needs can sometimes
be overlooked: collaboration can build a
power base through which common needs

Members must believe that
their goals can be better
achieved through joint
elfort'as compared to- :

working independently.

can be made known. resulting in more
effective resolution of problems.
Problems

Although our questionnaire brought up
a significantly higher number of benefits
as compared to problems. some problems
with cross-school collaboration were men-
tioned. The most frequently mentioned
problem was a lack of tunding for collab-
orame projects Resources for school im-

provement projects are becoming
increasingly scarce in Oregon and across
the nation.

Another problem is conflicting work
priorities. Collaborative efforts require
time commitments, and administrators in
small districts often have many respon-
sibilities making it difficult for them to
find the time for collaboration. Teachers
must be released from school to participate
in curriculum or staff development pro-
jects. resulting in costs that can be over-
whelming to a small district.

Conflicting goals among districts is a
problem that requires negotiation and con-
sideration of the needs of others. Those
who collaborate need to keep in mind that a
balance needs to be achieved between get-
ting and giving so that all members feci
that the benefits are woit'n the costs.

.3..ss:stance

When asked whether they would like to
have assistance in cross-school collabora-
tion, over 60% of the superintendents re-
sponded in the affirmative. The most
frequently mentioned forms of assistance
were funding for collaborative efforts and
communication linkages.

The need for funding does not seem
surprising since dunng the last 8 years the
federal government has significantly re-
duced funding for school improvement
projects. In this environment of reduced
financial support for schools, we are see-
ing in Oregon the gradual decrease of
financial support for consortia. There has
been a corresponding increase in the num-
ber of networks and coalitions because
these 1:::7 formal organizations can contin-
ue cooperate during times of tight funding,
as they do not depend upon an outside
.ounce of funds.

Communication linkages can be facili-
tated through computer networks. newslet-
ters. and conferences so that information
about staff development and school im-
provement would be available to organiza-

tions that would benefit by collaborating
with others with similar needs and goals.
The state of Oregon is actively facilitating
these linkages in the hopes of fostering the
development or expansion of collaborative
efforts within the state.

From our studies. there are several con-
clusions that should be kept in mind by
those who venture into collaborative
agreements
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Collaboration is not easy.
It requires initiative,.
communication skills,
cooperative norms, and
perhaps most
significantly, a
considerable time

;_commitment from those
who participate in such .

efforts.

1. There must be a shared vision of the
mission of the collaborative organization
and this mission must be consistent with
the goals of the individual organiza-
tions. Members must believe that their
goals can be better achieved through joint
effort as compared to working indepen-
dently. The three collaborative organiza-
tions studied here all have common
purposes and goals. and they can share
experiences and ideas about future direc-
tions for growth.

2. Decision making must be shared.
Issues related to role expectations, inter-
personal communications. leadership. and
funding should be resolved through collab-
orative problem solving and decision mak-
ing. In each of the organizations we
studied. members articulated their needs
and dealt with these needs through group
action.

3. Those who are engaged in collective
work must recognize that collaboration
is a process. not an outcome. While it is
important that participants in these organi-
zations find them intellectually stimulat-
ing. collaborative. and enjoyable. these
collaborative efforts must accomplish
jointly what could not be accomplished
individually.

4. Collaboration should be based on
mutual needs and benefits. Negotiation
and balance should prevail in order to
satisfy the needs of various organizations.
Member agencies should be prepared to
give in some areas to get benefits in anoth-
er.

5. Diversity is healthy and should be
encouraged. The rich pooling of human
resources from the ranks of teachers. ad
ministrators. and university professors re-
sults in an interweaving of ideas. attitudes.
and skills that benefits the entire organiza-
tion.

Recommendations
Cross-school collaboration offers one

mechanism for improving the staff devel-
opment efforts of our public schools. In
this period or diminishing resources and
increasing public demands for better
schools, cross-organizational collabora-
tion affords a u,ay of pursuing school im-
provement while sharing and controlling
costs. Hom ever. collaboration is not easy It
requires initiative, communication skills.
cooperative norms. and perhaps most sig-

nificantly. a considerable time commit-
ment from those who participate in such
efforts. Districts that are willing and able
to provide time for such efforts will gain
the benefits of increased staff effective-
ness. psychological support for their mem-
bers. and in the long run, cost savings in
staff development.

It is our belief, after studying collabora-
tion in Oregon over the last 3 years. that
institutions of higher education and educa-
tion service agencies should become more
active in initiating and developing formal
consortia and coalitions. This would result
in increased effectiveness of staff develop-
ment for all involved through the sharing
of resources. Ideas. and information. :1
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The Teacher Renewal
Institute

An effective. unique. and cost effec-
tive staff development cqn-
surtium began in Eastern Pen-

nsylvania in 1984 and has since
flourished. The goal of the consortium is
to train teachers and their building prin-
cipal in both teaching and content skills so
they might in turn train other colleagues
within their buildings. Thus. training of
peers ultimately would lead to individual
renewal. better school climate, curriculum
updating. and skill building. which in turn
would ensure improvement of the instruc-
tional program. The development of the
Teacher Renewal Institute. its organiza-
tional structure. evaluation of the institute.
and future plans are discussed here.

Development of the Teacher
Renewal Institute

In the fall of 1984. the staff of the
Carbon-Lehigh Intermediate Unit 21 (a
regional service orpnization near Alle-
ntown. Pennsylvania) convened a plan-
ning committee of teachers and admin-
istrators representing the 14 school di&-

K tit noel Heath is the Assistant to the Super-
nun:dent for Curriculum and instruction. Ea.

Siritudsburg School Distrii t. East Stroud.
,cur; P. .'3.W1. .Marilxn Miller is Darner
Carrie:aim Clutrainatur ih7-12) fur the Ad:-
sacks Schuss' Disrrtxr. R 0 2. Boy 15. Kin-
tnersitile. P-1 l390.3 Wanda tltDaniel o
Depurx Superintendent of Duxrun Ciry Schools
at 4280 N Western .avenue. Dayton. OH
45427. Fern Munn is President of the Alle-
ntown Education Association and an English
reacher ar William Allen High School. 17th and
Turner Streets. Allenumn. P-1 18104

BEST COPY AVAILAB' c

A muludistrict staff development program provided training for teams of .$taff
developers who, in turn. provided training for teachers in their respective
schools.

RACHAEL HEATH
MARILYN MILLER
WANDA McDANIEL
FERN MANN

tricti in its service area to define the need
for. explore the possibility of. and devise a
management plan for a program of teach-
ers helping teachers. The formation of this
committee was in response to district
superintendents' directives that such a
program be explored.

Following general guidelines set by dis-
trict superintendents, the intermediate unit
staff established a planning timeline. ar-
ranged for planning assistance from Re-
search for Better Schools and selected a
planning committee composed of teacher
representam es and school-based and cen-
tral office administrators.

The planning committee met eight times
at 2-weel, intervals from February to mid-
May for the purpose of gathering and
analyzing needs assessment information.
receiving background information un ro-
tential program topics. and selecting a
f.ru.--.ture tor a teachers-helping-teachers

program. Meetings ranged trom formal
presentations to informal discussions.
with large and small group formats. On-
site visits to school districts were made to
!ahemr first-hand information on other statf
development programs. Out-of-state pre-
senters and local experts were included in
the planning process. Literature on per-

The goal of the consortium is
to train teachers and their
building principal in both
teaching and content skills so
they might in turn train other
colleagues within their
buildings.
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tinent topics was provided as requested.

The planning committee (determined
that a strong need existed to recognize
teachers through a program that would
enable them to share their teaching skills

and know ledge l% ith colleagues. The plan-

mng committee believed this type ot pro-

gram would not only revitalize the en-

ergies and commitment ot indi . idual

teachers but also would enhance and
strengthen the instructional program
within specific schools and throughout
entire school distrtcts.

The planning committee de-
termined that a strong need
existed to recognize teachers
through a program that
would enable them to share
their teaching skills and
knowledge with colleagues.
The planning committee be-
lieved this type of program
would not only revitalize the
energies and commitment of
individual teachers but also
would enhance and
strengthen the instructional
program within specific
schools and throughout en-
tire school districts.

While the Carbon-Lehigh Intermediate
Unit. as well as individual districts and
schools. offered a variety of inservice
courses and workshops designed to be

supportive and helpful to teachers, the

planning committee perceived a need tor
..entralized leadership in creating a single.
high quality program that drew upon ex-
pertise. personnel. and financial resources
from the I-1 districts served by the unit.

The pooling ot finances and. especially .

the ability to share professional concerns
with peers, provided a unique opportunity
to create a program to help educators (a
provide or create opportunities for Pro-
fessional growth; (b refine the necessary

skills to analyze specific instructional
problems in their classrooms grade le-
vels. buildings. or districts: (c )(devise stra-
tegies to alleviate or eliminate such prob-
lems: and (dl share these skills w ith others.

With these opportunities, educators pre-
sumably would feel more confident in
their roles. more in control of their teach-
.ne. and morc aware of their professional

worth.
Atter considering the needs. objectives.

and program possibilities. the planning
committee identified Nix different pro-
grams that would enable teachers to help

teachers. When matched against know I-

edge of the local unit's strengths. interests.
and needs. a single plan. the Teacher Re-
newal Institute, was devised to renew
teachers and build on present instructional

concerns.
The staff development approaches

which were selected incorporated con-
clusions drawn from adult learning re-
search. such as offering knowledge the
participant perceives as being useful. em-
ploying presenters renowned for their own

skills and knowledge. involving par-
ticipants in a series of learning activities.
conducting courses at convenient times
and places. and providing periodic feed-
back and encouragement.

Organizational Structure
of the Institute

The administrative and governing struc-

ture for the institute is described below.

along with a review of the ways that the
actual training was conducted.
Administrative and Governing
Structure

Participating school districts were those
which were members of the Carbon-
Lehigh Intermediate Unit and were willing

to give a percentage of their instructional
improvement monies to fund the Teacher

Renewal Institute. Advisory committees
were created ,o oversee the operation ot

the pram and to assist in making rec-
ommendations for improvement. The
Carbon-Lehigh Intermediate Unit staff
would work with the Teacher Renewal
Institute to meet its objectives.

Delivery of Training
There were two levels of training: train-

ing for members of school-based training
teams. and training these teams would
then provide in their respective schools.

Training Teams. The planning com-
mittee decided to have one training team in
each participating district for each pro-
gram topic identified. This team was re-
spomible for training teachers in their
home school. Based on needs assessment
data. the tw o topics addressed the first y ear

were motivation and classroom manage-
,nent and discipline. Since that time. a
cntical thinking skill component has been

added.

Selection as a member of a
training team enabled par-
ticipants to renew their com-
mitment to teaching through
recognition of their pro-
fessional worth, to gain new
knowledge and skills to en-
hance current programs of
instruction, and to re-
invigorate their confidence
as agents of change.

Each team consisted of two competent
teachers and an administrator. For the
most part. participants were outstanding

educators who were highly respected by

peers.
The planning committee recommended

that training team participants from each
district be selected from the same school
Research has indicated there is a greater

rate of success in sharing information if
there is professional and peer support.

All professional employees in the JiN-
tncts were eligible to participate in the

training teams However. the planning

committee believed the institute could best

succeed if team participants were selected
from those who already demonstrated a
keen interest in personal and protessional
zrowth. who could make a serious com-
mitment of time and energy to advancing

academic and professional programs. and
whose colleagues held them in high es-
teem. Above all. the success of this ven-

ture depended heavily upon the attitude of

participants. Volunteers were first elicited

from among identified top-notch
educators.

Summer 1987. Vol. 3. No. 13 0
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Selection as a member of a tramine team
enabled participants to renew tneir com-
mitment to teaching through recognition
of their professional worth. to gain new
knowledge and skills to enhan.e current
programs of instruction. and to re-
invigorate their confidence as agents of
change. These skilled teams returned to
their districts or schools to slare these
skills in a variety of ways with peers.

For each institute topic. members of the
training teams participated in a 5-day
training program consisting of a 1-day
°nervation workshop. a 2-day skills work-
shop. a 1-day follow-up. and a I-day
evaluation session.

Each 5-day program incorporated con-
tent in the particular target topic as well as
information on effective teaching
methods. adult learning research, and stra-
teems for devising action plans for sharing
skills within the home school. Follow-up
sessions provided opportunities for train-
ing team members to share experiences
and resources. to evaluate changes made

to their instructional programs. and to en-
courage adaptation and constant as-
sessment to obtain the best possible pro-
gram for a class or schoo'.

*:
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.:Once-thr.traiiiing. teams
received their training,: they
returned. to their respective
schools and shared the con-
tent and skills they had ac-
quired with small groups of
colleagues.

Training Teams Return to Their
Schools. Training teams were encouraged
to serve as staff developers in their build-
ings and share information and materials
with others.

40
Once the training teams received their

training. they returned to their respective
schools and shared the content and skills

they had acquired with small groups of
colleagues. In addition. they added an
important component their testimony
about what they had used successfully in
their classrooms. In addition. each team
kept a journal of the successes and con-
cerns it experienced during the staff de-
velopment process. Each training team
also outlined an action plan to ensure there
would be a sharing of ideas. information.
and matenals with other teachers in the
building. The irliermediate unit personnel
assisted in the implementation of the ac-
tion plan and in the revision of content
training sessions. From these sessions.
suggestions of ways of using teachers to
train other teachers were identified (see
Figure I).

Evaluation of the Institute
Evaluation is a critical ingred,--it of any

staff development program. The project

represented the first staff development
project coordinated by the Intermediate
Unit and it was clear rrom the beginning
that the district supennterdents would be
looking for data to indicate the program
was ha%ing positive effects.

Evaluation information came from four
sources: (a) members of the training
teams. (hot teachers. (c) students. and id)
an external evaluator. All aspects were
important and provided different
information.
The Training Team

Based on the experiences of implemen-
ting their action plans with colleagues in
their schools. training team members said
that:

1. Sessions designed for training team
members to share information with other
teachers should take place with a small
group of positive people and should not
require a great deal of ext-a preparation

Figure 1
Ways Teachers Could Serve As

Staff Developers

Develop a pool of "hometown" experts
capable of devising solutions to problems.

Develop school-based projects through
which teacher support groups Implement
content.

.

Form materials centers for school district
programs.

Provide workshops or seminars for
credit. for enrichment. and for specific
concerns. such as new teacher orientation.

Provide inservice programs: either
grade-level. school-wide. district-wide. or
affinity-based.

Present materials to a small group of
teachers on how to improve classroom
management skills. motivation skills. and
critical thinking skills. as the start of future
staff development programs in the district.

Work together to develop and maintain a
relevant. consistent. and shared discipline
policy and practice.

Assist new teachers to become effective

classroom managers. and thereby. ensure
standard utilization of building policies
and procedures.

Renew teacher perspective on thC: vari-
ous areas of classroom management by
reviewing background knowledge. per-
ceptions. and current practices, and pre-
senting research-based support
information.

Affect student achievement and/or be-
havior through the use of positive re-
inforcement and'or consistent disciplir,

Share ideas with small positive groups of
teachers on how to motivate pupils and
have the groups try the ideas in the
classroom.

Motivate teachers to want to improve
their teaching by using videotaped ses-
sions followed by positive feedback. Also.
provide positive reinforcement to those
teachers who show extra effort on behalf
of the students. school, and faculty.

Provide the means to Instill motivation in
students and teachers. thereby promoting
increased student learning. teacher en-
thusiasm. and an increased self-concept
for both.

Work together to improve the building
climate.

Revise the curriculum to effectively link
the written. taught, and tested
components.
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time by the training team.
2. Training team members should be-

lie. in the value of the sharing process in
(Auer to promote positive - ,-.arse in the
overall instructional program.

3. Small grants (S500) from the Inter-
mediate Unit should continue to be used to
cover costs for substitute teachers. overt-
ime hours. and materials.

4. The Intermediate Unit staff and steer-

ing committee members should continue
to be relied un. as the need arises. to
pros ide assistance in developing action
plans. critiquing presentations. and other
services.
Teachers

Because participants came from several
different environments ( from large. urban
districts to small. rural ones) it Is difficult
to design a program that would be mean-
ingful and appropriate for all. Thus. par-
ticipant feedback helped the program des-
igners refine the program to better meet the

individual needs of school districts. They
found that:

I Teachers need some training to be
effective in sharing information with
peers. As talented as teachers might be.
they often haven't had much opportunity
to work as staff developers.

2. Teachers need to he given time to be
effective staff developers as well as com-
petent teachers. Recommendations from
teachers included using substitute teach-
ers. paying for after school work. and
rearranging schedules.

3. Principals should continue to support
the teachers and make necessary
arrangements.

4. Teachers need opportunities to talk
with peers about successes and problems

after attempting to implement new stra-
tegies in their classroom. Sharing is a key
component of the institute.
Students

The classroom teachers who received
training from the training team kept jour-
nals of student progress an cited such
student outcomes as. ennanced learning
caused bs a more positive climate. more
student awareness of mutuat responsibtlit
in the classroom. successes exoenenced
by individual students. and pride which
students expressed about their achieve-
ments. It could be very difficult to
"prove" that teachers as staff developers
led to improved student outcomes. but

these comments 13., teachers indicated that
there were some positive results.
The External Evaluator

An external evaluator from higher edu-
cation did a case study of tour team pro-
jects. In three of the four. teachers were
able to share information with colleagues.
and it was positively received. In two
projects. the ealuator °Owned increased
attempts by teachers to motivate students
to achieve at higher levels. Additionally.
positive changes in classroom behavior
were observed.

Evaluation results have been shared
periodically with all superintendents in the
Intermediate Unit. Initial fears about
overburdening good teachers seemed to
have been allayed by the positive results
from the participants. The program has
continued and expanded. Two additional
districts. two area vocational-technical
schools. and special education staff from
the intermediate unit were involved during
1986-87. There also will be a continuing
program for teachers who participated in
the Teaches Renewal Institute and who
would like continual support.

Teachers need some training
to be effective in sharing in-
formation

.;

with peers. As tal-
ented as teachers might be,
they often haven't had much
opportunity to work as staff
developers.

Future Plans
The local business community have be-

come involved with the institute by hos-
ting workshops. providing space and
audio v isual equipment for the training
sessions. and. in some cases, lunches and

personnel. They have responded very
favorably to the educators' willingness to
grow and support each other in the
process.

A representative from higher education
will be involved again as an external
evaluator. This year the representative will
also give a key note address at the fin
session sharing reflections of what h
been observed regarding the process o.
teachers helping teachers to grow. A rep-
resentative from industry will play a simi-
lar role.

Graduates of the Teacher Renewal Insti-
tute will have the opportunity to share
what they have learned. They will con-
tinue to share strategies and techniques
with staff in their buildings. Also some
will have the opportunity to teach an in-
service course through the intermediate
unit.

Summary
New Jersey Governor Thomas H. Kean

discussed the importance of ways to em-
power teachers to do their jobs more effec-
tively. He t'' sae importance of getting
teachers in .: involved in professional
decisions w(ittin the school and the need to
help teachers better their talents and
knowledge with colleagues.

Teachers as staff developers, such as
experienced in the Teacher Renewal Insti-
tute. gives credence to the beliefs that
teachers can serve in leadership roles,

teachers must be active learners in order to
fully understand the learning environment
in their classrooms. and (c) the entire edu-
cational environment is improved for staff
members as well as for students when
teachers serve as staff developers.
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SCHOOL-FOCUSED

Providing Regional Support
for School Improvement

A school improvement support service for 26 districts was
provided through a comprehensive plan for orientation,
implementation, and support.

BEATRICE E. ROCK

ow do rural school districts mug
is enough financial and profei
sional support for co prehensive

school improvernent efforts7,This is the
story of how one regional educational
agency in central New York developed and
is currently delivering a school improve-
ment support service to educators in 26
school districts. This case study provides a

detailed account of the support services
which have resulted in a cadre of people
prepared and willing to move forward with

school-based collaborative planning for
school improvement

Beutnce E. Rock I3 Dtrector of School Improt e-
'new Pro rates Wmne-Finger Wry BOCES.
3501 Cuuntv Rood 20. Stanley. .vY1456/

Background
In 1987 the Wayne-Finger Lakes Board

of Cooperative Educational Services
(BOCES). an agency whose purpose is to
provide schools with economical educa-
tional services, was asked by its compo-
nent districts to fund a comprehensive
school improvement support service that
would meet the needs of districts interested
in engaging in a formal school improve-
ment process.

The districts requested that leadership
training regarding school improvement
concepts and strategies be provided as well
as school- tocused staff development activ-
ities related to the development of collab-
orative communication skills. A Director
of School !mprovement Programs was
hired that ,Dring to develop. implement.

and monitor the effectiveness of these staff
development efforts.

The school improvement support ser-
vice had three parts: an awareness compo-
nent designed to ortent teachers,
administrators, and board of education
members to the basic language and con-
cepts of the school effectiveness research

(Brookover. 1982: Brookover. Beady.
Rood. Schweitzer. & Wisenbaker. 1979:
Edmonds, 1979: Lezotte, Edmonds. &
Ratner. 1974: Rutter. Nlaugham, Morn-
more. Ouston. & Smith. 1979): a work-
shop component aimed at helping districts
Implement a school improvement planning
model based upon this research: and a

support component focused on providing
ongoing coordination and technical assis-
tance to educators engaged in the school
improvement process. The school-focused
staff development offered through the
Wayne-Finger Lakes BOCES School Im-
provement Support Service is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Orientation
A first step in providing orientation

training occurred during the summer of
1987 when a principals' academy was of-
fered to principals from the BOCES com-
ponent districts. The rationale for
orienting principals first was based on the
belief that, as the instructional leaders in
their buildings, principals could best dis-
seminate information and build local sup-
port for the school improvement process
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Seventy-five administrators attended
the academy held at Cornell University.
learning about the school effectiveness re-
search from Larry Lezotte and Wilbur
Brookover. Other consultants provided in-
formation about improvement initiativ-s
related to curriculum and instruction: Fen-
wick English. William Spady, and Robert
Sudlow. Furthermore. Susan Loucks-
Horsley presented literature regarding the
change process.

As part of the academy program. a
4-day Leadership Communication Skills
workshop was also offered. At this work-
shop. principals were taught the skills
needed for working collaboratively with
school improvement teams. Based on the
work of Bolton (1979). this workshop fo-
cused on developing each principal's abili-
ty to listen effectively. build consensus and
collegiality among staff members. engage
in conflict resolution. and facilitate coop-
erative problem solving.

As a result of the academy experience,
the principals were prepared to assist the
Director of School Improvement Programs
in providing orientation programs to local
staff and boards of education. The content
of these initial programs centered on the
school effectiveness research, with the for-
mat varying according to need from 1-hour
overview sessions to whole-day programs
structured for presentation and discussion.

One school sponsored a program in
which the entire staff heard from a panel of
teachers and administrators from another
district regarding the school effectiveness
research and how this research had trans-
lated to a school improvement process in
their own district. A question and answer
period was followed by small group reac-
tion meetings.

During the 1987-88 school year. almost
el,ery district in the Wayne-Finger Lakes
BOCES region sponsored similar school
improvement orientation meetings leading
to the formation of district teams. At this
point. it was necessary to develop the
implementation phase of the support ser-
vices.

Implementation
Four workshops were developed to help

teams accomplish the specific tasks asso-
ciated with the school improvement plan-
ning process. Three of these were designed

to give teams in-depth information about
the research and to provide them with the
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time needed to apply what they had
learncd. A fourth workshop focused on
group process skills. These workshops are
described below

This case study provides a
detailed account of the
support services which
have resulted in a cadre of
people prepared and
willing to move forward
with school-based
collaborative planning for
school improvement.

l. Developing the District Plan. Dis-
trict teams needed to know about the struc-

ture and possible content of the district
plans. Superintendents. principals. par-
ents. and teachers who served on district
teams attended a 2 -day workshop called

"Developing the District Plan."
workshop was designed to help them
velop the components of a district plan: the
mission statement. project goals. defini-
tions of effectiveness. standards for mon-
itoring improvement. and guidelines for
structuring the work of building-level
teams. To date. 17 district plans have been

developed as a result of participation in
this workshop.

2. Analyzing Data. The next step was
to form building-level school improvement
teams. Each team consisted of 8 to 10
members. including the principal. As these
teams were formed. they attended a 1-day
workshop called "Analyzing Data." This
session prepared zams to collect and an-
alyze student achievement and slat" per-
ceptions data.

At the end of this workshop. participants
knew how to collect and analyze student
achievement data for the purpose of as-
sessing whether subsets of the student pop-

ulation were being equitably served. They
also learned how to interpret the results of
a survey of staff perceptions. In 1988. 28
school improvement teams attended this
readiness workshop in preparation for the
development of their own building-based
school improvement plans.

3. Developing the School Improve-
ment Plan. This 5-day workshop helped
teams analyze data and formulate im-

- .
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At the end of this
workshop, participants
knew how to collect and
analyze student
achievement data for the
purpose of assessing
whether subsets of the
student population were
being equitably served.
They also learned how to
interpret the results of a
survey of staff
perceptions.

provement strategies based on the claw.
Teams eneaced in:

Identifying strengths and areas of
concern.

Setting goals and objectives.
Establishing activities.
Developing an implementation
timeline.
Designing evaluation procedures.

As evidence of success. every planning
team Caine away trom the workshop with a

school improvement plan based on local
needs. Intangible rewards for participants
included feelings of accomplishment. col-
legiality. and optimism. One enthusiastic
teacher remarked that for the first time

the responsibility and power for school
improvement is in the hands of teachers."

By summer 1989. about 500 people rep-
resenting 50 building teams will have
:aken part in this worl,shop. As a result. 50
school improvement plans will be imple-
mented in tall 1989. Their plans range
from developing sequential grade level ob-
jectivos to creating a schoolwide climate of
high expectations.

4. Collaborative Communication
Skills Workshop. Since collaborative
team planning is at the heart of the school

improvement model and since not every-
one possesses the collaborative skills
needed for successful and effective team-
work. a 2-day Collaborative Communica-
tion Skills workshop was developed and is
currently being offered to teams. The skills
of the course include active listening. as-
sertion. conflict resolution. and coopera-
tive problem solving. This workshop sets
the conditions for successful collaborative
team planning by teaching people critical
group process skills that are needed for
true collaboration to take place.

In summary. the implementation phase
of these support services consists of struc-
tured workshops designed to help people
plan for the development and implementa-
tion of their school improvement action
plans. The actual implementation process
occurs in individual buildings and is initi-
ated. monitored. and evaluated by the peo-
ple who develop the plans.

Support
A well defined. fully-articulated school

improvement support service requires
flexibility if it is to remain vibrant and
responsive to local districts and their
needs Bes,des offering a sequence of es-

tablished workshops. the Director of
School Improvement Programs provides
support by delivering or brokering
specially-designed statf development ac-
tivities as needed.

If. for instance. a scnool improvement
team should indicate the need for an inser-
vice program related to raising teacher
expectations. the Director would arranae
for them and their colleagues to participate
in a Teacher Expectation Student Achieve-

ment (TESA) workshop Similarly_ if a
team requested information about curricu-
lum alignment. the services of an appro-
priate consultant would be sought and
offered.

The development of a resource library is
another element of the support compo-
nent. Professional books. penodicals. au-
diotapes. and videotapes are made
available to teams as they engage in re-
searching particular school improvement
strategies. A bibliography is frequently
updated and circulated to team members.

Finally. the Regional Computer Center
and the New York State Education Depart-

ment play supportive roles. The Regional
Computer Center provides assistance by
scanning the staff perception survey in-
struments and by analyzing student
achievement data according to the suhsets
of the population. The State Education
Department offers assistance via the Effec-
tive Schools Consortia Network. a state-
wide organization whose purpose is to
disseminate information recording effec-
tive practices and school improvemont ini-
tiatives.

What We Have Learned
Collaborative team planning for school

improvement is a complicated process re-
quiring expertise and owning support. We
have learned that many key pieces must be

put into place if a school improvement
support service is to effectively assist the
work oc school improvement teams.
on what we have learned. we offer the
following suggestions:

Enlist the aid of excellent consul-
tants. In our case. expertise was provided
by nationally-known consultants in the ar-
eas of curriculum and instrut non. school
effectiveness research. instructional lead-
ership. and the change process. These con-

sultants provided teachers and principals
with new information. making a high-level
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dialogue possible regarding school im-
provement strategies.

Designate a staff deveiniter to de-
sign and deliver team workshops. The
structure provided by clearly-defined
workshops offers teams a framework with-
in wntch to work. A staff developer who is
experienced and knowledgeable about re-
seurcn. effective practices. and group pro-
cess is needed to design and deliver team
workshops.

Build a broad base of support. From
the very beginning. teachers. administra-
tors. and boards °iv-Jut:Joon should have a
clear picture of fvhat teams are attempting
to accomplish when they engage in the
school improvement process. This ensures
that the necessary resources will be avail-
able at critical points in the process and
also paves the way for acceptance of school
improvement plans when they are pre-
sented to a tatf. In our region we have
built a base of support through widespread
orientation and training. :11

The skills of the course
include active listening,
issertion, conflict
resolution, and
cooperative problem
solving. This workshop
sets the conditions for
successful collaborative
team planning by teaching
people critical group
process skills that are
needed for true
collaboration to take
place.
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Reprinted ,,ith permission from: Edwards, Gouverneur a.d Harrisville Central School District
and St. Lawrence-Lewis BOCES.

INTRODUCTION

With today's shrinking dollars and declining enrollment, Boards of Education are faced with very
difficult decisions on how to maintain or expand curriculum. Three school districts in Northern New
York State, in cooperation with St. Lawrence-Lewis BOCES, have implemented a microwave
information delivery system which provides two-way audio and visual instructional television
communication among the schools, as well as the sharing of other information such as computer data
and library resources. The three school districts are Edwards Central School, Gouverneur Central
School and Harrisville Central School, as well as the St. Lawrence-Lewis BOCES in Canton.

An interactive television network provides a method for the districts to maintain a high quality
curriculum without consolidation or exchanging students or teachers. Each school is equipped with a
tower and two dish antennas to receive and transmit microwave signals. The schools have a room
equipped with a color camera, live microphone, viewing monitors for students, and two televisions for
the instructor to view the classes in the other schools. The system provides full time visual and audio
communications between the instructor and students.

HOW AN INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM WORKS

A. Microwave TV is similar to standard broadcast television except it has a short range and operates at
a much higher frequency. Microwave antennas and transceivers are combined with video cameras,
microphones and monitors to provide two-way communication links between schools.

B. At the originating school, a microhone and TV camera are -"rected toward the instructor to provide
audio : Ad video signals to students in the other schools. In turn, a camera and microphone are used
to provide return pictures and sound to the instructor.

C. The picture and sound signals are delivered between schools via microwave links. This could also
be accomplished with cable links installed between schools in city and suburban areas, or a
combination of both.

D. '11'e microwave TV system permits the instructor to interact with students at distant schools on a
direct and personal level.

THE BENEFITS OF AN INTERACTIVE TELEVISION SYSTEM

A. Decreases or eliminates the need to consolidate school districts.

B. Allows smaller school districts to maintain curriculum offerings and/or increase course offerings.

C. Allow for greater flexibility in student scheduling.

D. Helps to breakdown barriers between neighboring communities.

E. Allows for communication of computerized data to and among school districts without phone links
or bills.

F. Affords studhilts the opportunity to work with sophisticated audio-visual equipment.

G. Teaching students the need to adapt to high technology in an ever changing society.

H. Allows districts to specialize their library holdings, thus providing more information to the same
number of students at the same cost.

I. Allows for teleconferencing among the Boards of Education and staffs of the school districts, thus
eliminating transportation costs. 137
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TWO-WAY INTERACTIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVING CLASSROOM

I. Camera on Students

2. Monitor Positioned
for Student Viewing

'ORIGINATING CLASSROOM

1. Camera on instructor

2. Monitor Positioned
for Instruction Viewing

0 OBJECTIVES OF INTERACTIVE TELEVISION PROJECTS

L

A. To provide twi) channels of two-way interactive television between Edwards, Gouverneur and
Harrisville school district for the purpose. of sharing educational/instructionol classroom
programming.

B. To provide facsimile and data links between the school.; ..nd the BOCES Central Office in Canton,
New York.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES TO CONSIDER

Continuing To Learn: A Guidebook for Teacher Develo pment by
Susan Loucks-Horsley, Catherine Harding. Margaret Arbuckle. Lynn
Murray. Cynthia Dubea, and Martha Williams. Based on the latest
research and good practice. it defines the characteristics and
components of good staff development programs and recommends ways
to establish and improve them. This Information Packet.
Effective Staff Development In Rural and Small Schools. contains
reprints of Chapter Two and ezcerpts from Chapter Four of
Continuing To Learn. Available from The Regional Laboratory. 290
South Main Street, Andover. MA 01810 ($10.00 plus $2.50 postage
and handling). Please cite order number 9033-99.

Building Systems For Professional Growth: An Action Guide by
Margaret A. Arbuckle and Lynn B. Murray is a comprehensive
resource guide for the staff developer. The GUIDE is comprised
of an introduction and eight chapters that coincide with the
steps in building a staff development system. Topics include
getting started. designing a collaborative structure, building a
team, educating decision makers, determining priority needs,
designing oppportunities for professional growth. maintaining a
system over time and conducting meaningful evaluations. Each
chapter presents an overview of the topic, complete directions
for group activities for a staff development team and much more.
For further information, contact The Regional Laboratory. 290
South Main Street, Andover, MA 01810. (508) 470-0098.

Encouraging Staff To Collaborate For Instructional Effectiveness
(Sept. 1989) by Stuart Smith and James Scott, published by the
Oregon School Study Council. This bulletin has been adapted from

a book, The Collaborative School: A York Environment for
Effective Instruction. that will be copublished by the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educational Management at the University of
Oregon and the National Association of Secondary School
Principals. They summarize research pointing "to a strong
association between collaborszive norms/practices and student
achievement, school renewal. and teachers' openness to learning."
Available from the Oregon School Study Council, 1787 Agate
Street, University of Oregon, Eugene. OR 97403 ($6.00. ISSN 0095-
6694).
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Page Two - Additional Resources To Consider

In-Service Education for Staff Development (1989) by Ben Harris.
is a source book full of practical approaches to all aspects of
in-service education. The book provides a scholarly yet
comprehensive presentation of state-of-the-art in-service
education. Available from Allyn and Bacon. Inc.. College
Division, Rockleigh. NJ 07647 ($36.95).

"The Journal of Staff Development" is must reading for any
educator responsible for staff development. This quarterly
magazine is published by the National Staff Development Council.
You will notice that a number of articles in this Information
Packet. Effective Staff Development In Rural and Small Schools,
are reprinted with permission from the journal. Previous issues
have focused on such issues as staff development for teaching
thinking (Fall 1987). enacting change through staff development
(Spring 1988), peer coaching and mentoring (Spring 1987). and
technology in staff development (Fall 1989). Membership in NSDC
($50), includes the journal. a monthly newsletter. and other
services. For further information, please write P. O. Box 240
Oxford, OH 45056-9981.
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